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-. im n MWd Am er of b nLtesa

OrdiLls - meid i m as opperaaLty to appear befmths"

Lt.mee toe testify n tax lorislatim. 2odoy, this Is st db

"no. ae man hpps oe beh . Our e moum is not as uses'-

Not Of those Ip saes uo ebsui it be sotrued Is e M teo

rehabLUitate r gissmim Lb md sus LIL-essosdred sad seuoset

special relief prwidsioes ddoh are the saijest of thee. bariags

e am bra beesuse m e an eesoermed abut rthe la toLty of the tax

LgilatLive prnessas the tea system, sad the public's Uwesof aoce

fidoes Itha Lt system.

tat us say at Lbe outet that tahse bearings oea be a ohn

nlE&" tbere is som prIoedural omeqsme flowing from tbhs. Ib

wulsd sall se the OmIttee. therefore, to consider is a suheequest

mxk-op session all Lbe legislation under discussion as wall as other

I&logsties mt fully considered by Lbe Cnttaa. Vitbout a ptessings

for Lbe aittee to resensider after full disousiom sand full dis-

0losure of all Le fasts relating to this legislation and other parts

of tLb Cmi•ttee's tax refem bLo#i these hearings bsioon a memigeass

m'i AgM ezrise oomeerniag lagislacios already approved.

Ueendily, mes if the i•octtee re-€oamem to consider tbhse ad

other prevL~siems these hearings will be of Unmited use is Ltha
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pwoes So bwdo eheuld we be as p*U& witneses seek at ma9*
"Isel to h ovel aeris o r ISwirs ad mum aires, sun

lr hees bm far les" them full Oleelge f the efhete Ol tkht

lowsletint o M lie obsloar'lasre. •aeheuld be teetfybe

totme S m es a Use of bllmostmle but a s s .ol i r saw

dlesloeed io slaeA by the staff. Ow aneie eheuld be b•eed

as pmbli faceu about thoce bimlo, mo em us we m aemertaim

dm thee La spite f the lek of poblu ie sIfemItm ow slmo

inhmsIOs4n the bll or its reIort. Iads"# theiee hoeoIe am

* emeurof Soe greupe dLLmgge out faem tie these

p•vielams that tin Cosmtee ne u to te reel ee•er e m" to rval

la ite spore. KIteI a 6~ooereu amid ludierous promeee thet ire~eee

phlis Im thet the public does not know boutt- ta la dthe

bum st mm sliedee 09 teqqie he inly to the bemefilarimes

od thoee aIS. 8 mloot poup of staff* aid *odood only

mushere of the Wmmittes M fmacr ctomere of the cows" thet

pases- thmo ft feet, uith=t a pSilklI discloeure of ell the

soLovme lieu. it is UffiLote to Lm the imnee of tWse

Omtoses seuld enaUate do tectiasmy they wre about to reserve sm

the mare them eihy (SO) toohnioel prowisime Which we the eoajees

e theesb hriimp.

2he feet that we sea uLtimsto~y doespher the reel eofeet of saew

sdo " thee eaprisime aad hav em "opprtumisy to ernst So thm

gives so little e o for shee. It met give I•o to the other

emaerof the ti yog pblic ia viU eale be affected Is arytlng

depres by sash lgleLatiem, 3 anm taxpayo or gmop esm
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emnv abue a m Intere prowtlam frm a m sestmee dearip-

tim La a Omittee peas nel•ao to bemnaUe a pestsm as it.

it is aem emem toe "ay a the pee". rlae ammmmlma these

haaiaps aaidg that m ef theme pwis@mi ham bees the oekiju

of tastims. 2 hesurp is f .1. 1012U dm a smt del of tontine

a s a ra tar v.mm or specific area dealt with by the Mrieo-

pased bill. A eampsy or Sa@ of taWywsr inht s astL 4 a

epaal meaaum ftr their am beefiftp but it La lapeio.Ibkl f9r

mmbe eo the Public to eSmmt m leOllUa S they do mot haw

exists. A awh w m- rtatorest logUglat.om shovel be ftaUy dia-

alaod sud evalmd bef ý rnhd so that testlamy em, beth aide of

do Isuo as be aiaved. 2M burdwe ebeld eat be = the txmWMa*

p&kiso but m the qnu of thei billse to fully azplafa the

a md to Am uh they should received peaW teamnt.

va doimat qppm this type flat ili simply bsiause it

benefits mwsrme itexast pmie. Ve oppose the seoretIve pmese

by *Uk ahee PrwsotsL Uwe mitts. Ia fato, mdv the full

dimlalmwa pisweduree umastly adopted by the bul e WayS md bies

CWLt;e... spooed oily sta of thirty bill. subject to full publIe

berAs..a bomber. All Many-few of the *ge-aobjetirmbb"

prowLoea wroe &and plelo foue of the six others -we rejected

by the Cimittes. WOr do m oppose thi type of uialatlim because

it Lavolvee rewime los to the Tresury. We wan to aoure oGy that
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the 1w. Anow Neu apiw- -ad Iw. OUm

$oa ot-a poUSl so'sw a• lvas *pWS an" Sawsw.

Usi i mm of t msQ ms has oba d.at OYm a.

view ttn neocm is Ato ls fiftg-af Usmteus low b e.

Vr don't apm wt date. Ne mum 1nSm e1a . It en simelum
.to be is m lobbyist ne emva mme mmmhr of Skis CinmoSte

to vow 2w. lTh press" must be obsmgd.

lbe me preblin uwith tose special relief mumu is tLhe

lsek of as aplamaotim of wbat the LostLamti. really duss A It

beroma.t mad wht its oesoa an. lM pablte sea omly oomlude fem

soek - i-" l_-_- S S prSoiu ta tsh a bill bone unothiss

to b". NurLtcftsm loSlatin sbeoulA be able to rui~ttmd eawislay

In the UAW of dsy amd mn dewed um ofuse•.*• lmmeo
l-mSrý isfmoe to Pease. W1l disNlosure wuAd St ioloud

of sesney tarm nrrow Lat at legislation as well as Vrd a bma

Uiheat fall dLIslouce, oimpip eoiibut•aom from Sh behw-

Itatertas of soak special relief mo doubt am he motives of

Gesniiinl •sosors. As Appndix LadLiates the is a Sptt

dul of erlarp beteesm empuip ommuibatbsmu to anler- of tkis

4
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O nesN md benmeficiariae .5t•h. sm lsoflasel thiad OmAsso

be mppreii Ve an meUstles dmse esistrihutiama tomssrl

LonW Oy ltieo Us poo LS. .Juid whaethr tbeme pm

visisms Mepreet go ope segmftunt services. If d/e•a imýes

We=e is to mam mythia ft mat require d"Iecssre at beth sed.

s omatiutant ae - fully evaluate tb perfn oee of teir repn.

g o loek of full-dieclosum of d pIurpeose eadal bsete of

tbse pceULese ale often bade to Lak ol f aey real debate o

aeowlme del• eratimsm tbr . Vith only te -flatcum.s of a bill,

a few staff and ms at we umbse of tbw Cmert's fully mloer-

oateedslt db efees of I, lilamrn b•ein oinudrWpd, m,-mauirtiue

a is reustly spu, ed.

ipd e pmel-m miaot with t•b deibetrtiomu over a number of

Mfl intameet prodslos involvift major policy qurstioeg.

let imemseg thb Oittes adopted after about thLM irtyustem

dieeueisrn a malti-billism dollar tuitio tax , credit. Tbre -- re

me barings m this prvie~ngl tere were me materials prepared by

.bh staff diaemsi"n thi effects of this proisierLn et post-eseemdary

dmosati,0 there ws so input from I, 0•ollges mad uAiveraitese,

sdustim pompe, or other .o•mtteas in Congress knblodpable in the

are.M In fate, three as eo evident e b thia muWti-biisL dollar

pCorom will seed m more student to Galleo. Tbe oely thing that

ia certain is that it will provide several billion dollars of teax
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Mrlsto ttmhes wha basPee to "ad thnei suLLds to eool"Og, iam

if ths perd sLas --sr .utwleg me soui posLbly km that

baead an the dslibwatetin of this CamLtte. lush pommses do

Lttle to emhsmeo the imp of the Cispoce.

SIs rmlyg the mmisttee macted a billie doUm rodwatim Is

capital 5.1 tame, Senatr oestses hold em heariLmp

os this cprvisLm a Ls, years ap and proposed sush a shamn to

stimulate a scZIm1a stook market. It is unclear t th lc peovislis

wUll aoeplisk In 1977 who it would boome afictivo.

Other mIJor policy doo.ites lIvolvLIg hiadrede of millions of

d1e33 of -sv tax cbsidy progrs wore made with littlo staff

milpo so reel Input fro the public or othe Ineerected and

ke Wa s woupst. md Inan mesphere of conmfsion tbet oftes

iept them psesI the public and makers of the Cmaitte froem

paI'tiis~tLog fully. Coo of the most outrasousa eampLec of Wths Is

thr n•efal of this CommttN to make available to Senator or the

public the "quai-bill report da"sibng the Committe amadments,

evm though mny are upposod to be the subject of amine at this

lentia.

!he firt caiualty of such a prooecc La sound tax policy. Equally

Important is the Loss of public cofidece in a system that p:ovidc

apcial tax relief fat a select unnamed few. Fially, a wide rang

of leatitmte tax problems can't be addressed because they be@=

labelled as a paut of ts defective pro&&.
f
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IL aomnble mped V eorabilaled the Lmmitoes esd

awd ealans per Sm plleoy, ps" modd ramet , Md PrOWte a

methdl foe l tl~mt, mawr. i .oaeet tam prebles to be addresed.

I my abhe "St theh the 7laemee cemittoseI reem' ýk--p

Li mas that MW osmeal refOms are needed Ia tho proese by ubyla

the OmLtto emaLdera sm lax Iala* asL. It is mat ogm purpose

toft to "on35 thee mpmoal reform. clearly, C es sawed

to be amde. 2hbes slud4S as sgmade wth mre mot•Le fer memberu

m eubjesta under diesugLem, staff pomphiets uith baekround

£ emis mt sad prpomesd eheape (Socluding, easmp to be proepoed

oy eSr mmbos) *ho ipoeitLm of the Dpaent of Treasury ahemld

be aslloeitd md mo pubIU, a larger reon t pswvLdo owe ease"

OF pere staff to amer and oee aco"e Lot the publLe to the

mrk-sup sessions, • a -ie-eA he system thet allow. everyone to U m

whit La bela" aeid, voted upos. ete.

Seecifie 0 raomos-AID For Ceaedorlmn Nerrmw IntaeretIE5AS

neorm Iaterest Il latiem fells Inteo several breed teproetla.

ieS, the we teehelical emaps In the lAw deaLPd to eoireet

as VmiaLadd sad .samtLeLpated result ma class of taxpayer. is

SkLO eso Lqislaties my be a proper rmedy but the Cogess maut

&aid agelmast t•LWLal ahges is the law delpld to reverse
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La.aM shmge In do I. It ia se eeeiddn that em year sew

retum ime Passed la toh ame of e ShIla8 utax hoverg in md

the f lw4 t=a credit theta maer of "e maltrnMOI W peMMMltm

ipmvLows Iave beem approved to make thmes reee mapplieeble

to serta txpayers. Th La mot a pIope fu.otlem of amaur

Latorest leAslation.

A esommd areas lSavolve lo&LsLtLmot reverses ourtit

eamisLatrtive Intorpretatiem of the 1m. The Cmueae. of esooree

hIs the pasgtive to m -r-uLe the Xl tk ougb Leslatimn but

moot be vry earmel not .to laterfere with the fair ad proper

adLaistratin of the t•a Lrn. It iL ala, bad policy to abhmp the

mbae that all tapyers live under retroeaotively fto the befit

of SpefLe taxpayers.

A thrLd area of wrm iLAterest Legialatimn Web Lmlve

bread poLa•y questions that Lavolvi naaom clas"S of tapaysers.

go Coges must be very earful Ln these situatieu ame to snfemd

the ompleaLties gad inaquLtiot of tie .rroet law by kingg die.

tsastie bs stb taxpayers without strong polu.,y reasons r&ttr all

the gtast and eireiintameaa are knoun.

Sony of these PcoViiesI wsatver farm they take, ane $rist

relief bLls. They should be treated " other private relief bilas

with the ammo oi the bomILiGLarie diseloeed. But there ia a

broader question involving these bills that the Crnittes heould

nddres.

a.
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mn may repests, eAm tha mmiitese os idszm logialatim ad

this type i& ie really fuaictiftlag ie a JWUStetl saseeteyg auttet

as a sourt of tm oqulty. rn GsCmtt my vmt to thmlk I& the

mpr about lagialatLe to establiab m aot of teapeer'

soen of equity. roomtly, only seruaa tpayae wick m•rltoriLu

slain have the vm w mthal, the t om. or the aflumme to

- to Ma GConitt amd bove their claim emai~dred. The morita

of their claim heve boes leas lrtmt the ms the flm@*al sasoresa

to hine tat attrmys or lobbyists with Wliabisgtm eimetims or

a m Noes t somitoesa =0o.•, Ve would sugget that 00"Wea

heok oeboeu saw of latg1aLtm that will llw all ta ra s,

usher they have the fminoal reosurnes to pSt to U i of ante,

to have 4B oppertufty to have the equLties of their "oos adsdateaod.

Upesfiaally6 ve Would r e ,m d tk following procedural

refors is e rig itoer i Ores laalatLms

1.) dstablisohnt of a saweintse to acrum marrow interest
logialaties kvmsak to the CoLmUteo's atttlam. ThLs first stop
would be despod to sud out obviously aoo-riotorisua previaiLs of
Pasl pol y issues properly the subject of posral tm lsagitLets

2.) The Treasury Deparmet. thb ZI3 and any other affected
a should prpn bill reports to assoepany thee prevULaf.

3.) Staff p•ipbhlea providing full discl sure of all ealova•t
facts about each proviaim Lmuludiag bemsflairiao md lobbyiLot.
ratismale for the prowsias. staff asalysis, Treasury and IRS pooitioma.
sd remiss effset.

4.) Pull publL hearings omductod after the disondsatLos of
the deseriptive pblsuta md after sufficLasc tim to ovaluat the
provisLim. If the propC mt of a provisLio aze umrillig to tetifyt
0m behalf of that prorisism at these hearinq, the provtsiem should
be au4tsiGally beOPPftd.
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5.) em bLUe aehmid wt be reported ou " pm s1 mai
tr latlm., but nrethm hould be mponed msinly as a•aoo.linoe• bL• amememr•a b ful • Ln r•opom.

Km Li ed h fr, lm m * wmd oa th ri tte tem mop1 of~f

frrn I.L 1MU all the"e miaeoimo Iproraý md o m

ln~ma that by the Csmoe s o4MaOL"n rem omeLvsd

ndmq~ese ~LwUahtm. rmlaaly, tha ou prepvaii Stauted

Ia do ames of se rap an h.b. 4"k hn alzesody boet one

md publaly riialoed by prti•es m thn t mhLtme. Yot

w k thwe ma @m"$I otha laaoroo pmrwiatame LaI ha

MU.

O W protaeSo LIs tha bill bme had egqua 1"iuaofft

tnem t. a OMM MG Should mw fares the full Ats to VON

f tm o chat ham m•t blr fully omLded. We muld spot

Iafuad tkat the Imate pressed w the majw or tat of L1. lUW1

md set at tdo" othar pceviatmo fo oL€• tiaUs LIa thi moaLm

indu~ pro4maeo insoamt With ow prpi•oala.

3m Iof aProwisima.

tha follewla" eca are omo epeift I prtoaLma ýmtLmod

Ia the OMMtse°e pIma releeam. Thae o to mdo, thrbe•me

ow pertia are boed ohe emsm e Liamted lafemotim avelable

as Gob pimvlm.

I
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f0=1 OBJZIOKA SRCT S AND BRIEF ANALYSIS

Section
or bill

80.a4 -RefOndablllty and extension of Investment tax Credits*
Half' or oll utilities are already oft the tax roles.

Thn committee has fiot considered whether refund will be

subtracted from the hypotheticall •azes paido used In the

utility rate base which would further comppmud the problem

of customer overchargingo. foueagea over-investment by

airlines. Negative lmme tax for corporations.

OW -- Investment Tax Credit on ships. Also eligible for tax free

construction funds-. See Appendix A.

1022 -- Investments in U.S. Property--two separate retroactive changes

to exouse any tax now owing. Benefits Superior Oil which In-

vested in U.S. oontinental shelf drilling rigs and Pyroad

Ventures which Invested in U.S.0 stock market. Each claims

not to have ko this was a repatriation. thifairly discrli-

1astes against othere--who knew the law and paid the tax.

l12 -- Barrowing definition of' shipping ("tax haven') Income to

exclude, for several companies, the carrying of supplies from

a oawiry (Nigeria) to a drilling rig on its continental

shelf. This might have been defensible had there been added

the requieement that the carrier pay taxes In that oountry.

But it Is (in frect purposely broed) enough to

cover companies chartered in Panama, Liberia or other tax

haven countries.

10Ji -.4arowing definition of shipping ("tax haven') income to

exclude a Panamniran shipping company which cherters shhip

to a related scrap dealer, Southern Scrap Co., of Louisiana,

on other then a loan tem charter bsils. T1e io no reason

why such a shipping oMpy should escape taxes even though

I ';

74-00 0-75--2

Lm
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section
ot bill

they claim to have foreign competition. Ironically, the amend-

ment was drawn so narrowly (to disquallfy all other taxpayere)

that It inadvertently disqualifies the Intended beneficiary.

1025 -- Exolusion of agricultural products grom and sold outside

the U.S. from U.S6. taxation. May perhaps give such goods a

competitive advantage over goods grown In the U.S. and exported

Some tax experts are concerned that this will serve as a pre-

cedent for extending tax tree treatment to sales of every other

Imaginable category of goods--any of which may presently be

subject to the tax haven rules (as "foreign base company sales

income.") This could significantly undormnle present tax haven

rules.

1031 -- Three year exclusion for mining and Puerto Rican operations from

repeal of per country foreign tax credit methods for Preeport

insrslsarand Pittsburg Plate lass Co.. Such exclusions have

no valid rationale and reduce the erstwhile revenue Impact of

repeal ($50 million) so that It will be only $25 to $40 mlllon.

1031 --Spial Carryback of denied excess 1978 foreign tax credits of

oil companies. An unjustified partial repeal of the 1975 reform

(for Ratomas Corp) which will deny credits in excess of 500 of

Income, Designed narrowly to benwfit a few companies who won't

have large credits prior to 1978.

1032 -- Sun Oil Exclusion from Recapture of woreign Losses. The re-

capture rules enacted in 1975 are fair rules designed to pre-

vent "having one's cake and eating It too." See attached

wrIte-up. Sun Oil found it economically desirable to contract

to drill In the North Sea and it seems unlikely that this de-

c1sion was made In reliance on the continuation of an overly

generous tax law with respect to foreign losses,

1035 -- Expanslon of "Oil Related Income"definitlon to include interest

I
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of bill

incOm. See Sattached writs-up. 01Ves EtaltIatiobl oll ompanles

additional eays to use the extra 2 percentage points above 40

*aioh the Hartke-Selsom et. al. asfmne t would abolish

1035 -- Narrowlrn of 011 Related Income deflnition to suit o.V.

International. 8.0 attached write-up. Sean to take Income

(lnA•. trom transportation or distribution of gas by a utility)

which would naturally be oll related Income and classify It

(perhaps 11logieally) as non-oit related Inome. This oppor-

twuistlt defintion contrast* with the preceding amendment and

the ?enneco mendment which follows bales.

1035 -4bmanslen (Clarification) of "0i1 Related Income* definition

to Include sale of stock. This provision may be technlsally

defensible as a more clarifioatim of existing law which expressly

Lnoludasale of assets. But cantrests with proceeding amen8dent.

It could apparently *over expropriatione and this might hove

unxpectedly large revenue cost.

1035 .4 Mobil-ral eri moenants--This provision unjustifiably makes

the 1975 ref orm (so recently agreed to by Congress) applicable

only to newcomrs having no economic Interest an Naroh 29, 1975

at estimated cost of $40 million yearly for at least 10 years.

This estimate may prove very low If other countries expropriate

properties thus depriving more companies of an "economic intereetu.

ill mka• possible the labeling of royalties as taxes.

1035 -- ndoaneslan-Productlon sharing unjustiftably overrules April 1976

IRS ruling. See attached write-up. The 1IN ruling was believed

to have been well-founded by many tax specialists. This mendment

could have enormous revenue cost if it discourages the IMS from

making similar rulings In other countries,

1041 -- Eon-taxatlin of interest earned by foreigners on bonds and bank

saagunts. On the House floor the non-taxation of bond Interest

N I
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and dividends was defeated. The Finance •owinttee alSo declined

to maks dividends tax free. lee Appendix A.

lO12 --4.1.o Robertson-- Thls provision reverses an IMS position uphold

by the oourts. It Is strongly opposed by the Treasury staff, who

were not consulted during mark-up. See Appendix A.

1052 --4tems inina Co.--Under present low a company computing Its foreign

tax oredlt on the overall method cen't consolidate a Vestern aul-s,

Sphere Trade Corporation subsidiary with other subsidiaries. VHTC's

are taxed at only 3$0 Instead of L489-which rate advantage Is phased

out by 1980 under the bill. (Compenies using the per country method

aNo consolidate but the comlttee bill repeals this method.) The

existing non-consolidation rule was designed to prevent tax avoid-

ase that will result from mixing income tax at 3$0 with income

taxes at 4 when computing the credit. (If a foreign country levies

a tax at $"5 on WHYC income of $100 and the U.S. taxes It at 3$

there will be excess credits of $11 available to shelter other

incoen.) In any case the amendment Is discrtminato1ry in its

narrow tailoring.

1305 --Zxpenvmlr of Pre-Publicaticm Costs-- Overrules an apperently

logiol IRS ruling requiring the capitallztlon of large research

and development costs incurred In publishing encyclopedias and text

books over the life of that particular edition. The staff has est-

imsted no revenue loss for this provision on the theory that the IRS

ruling has not been enforced to date and Its overruling produces

no change. In fact, this provision will cost the Treasury several

hundred million dollars, largely to Encyclopedia Drltanlca ,otherwise

collectable under the legal ruling.
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1307 -- I Pace Amount Certifloatel. See Appendix A.

1306 Alabama Coca-Cola Pranohise-- See Appendix A. Personal holding

coRmpny rules aPPlY a 7TC penalty tax to olosely held corporations

(which are taxable at 4819) which eam passive types of income and

pay no dividends to shareholders (who might be taxable at TOO).

Royltles are regarded as "more passlvew than rents. Ms amend-

sent alters a logical 1971 IRE ruling that payments for a license

to a secret process are royalties rather than rents, The amendment

call them rents. Lobbyists argued that the corporation coly hold

the lcense (and thmvs received the royalties) to protect the per-

peatua life of the license and not for tax avoidance. But If this

were so it can avoid the holding company tax by paying out its

profits as dividends.

1311 -- Texas Optical Co.--See Appendix A. The 1969 Reform Act which

repealed favorable capital ains treatment contained no exceptions

for later sales wnder contracts binding in 1969. Such an exception

may have been warranted and perhaps even a retroactive enactment of

one six years later Is defensible. But the draftsmen have seemingly

bent over backwards to help one party by providing that the contract

In existence in 1969 need not have been "binding: and that the rule

(intended to cover a professional practice) also cover transfer of

a related business. The rule narrowly excludes other taxpayers, who

my have paid their tax without petitioning Congress.

1312 -- Reporting of Tip Income-- See Appendix A. Employers have always

been required to report to the IRS the amounts of tips reported to

them by the employee. It is not at all clear why employees cannot

keep a running total of their charge account tips and report them to

the employer Just as they do on other tips. Failure to report tips

is a frequent abuse which Is hard to police.
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1322 -- Contrl•utiona to Capital of Water Utilities. The Illogic of not

treating these non-refundable payments by customers as Inaome Is

revealed by the fact that the committee decided not to apply this

sme treatment to gIs end phone utilities because It would then cost

$100 million per year.

1506 -- Consolldation of casualty insurance losses aeinst Income from

life or health insurance. Such consolidation has never been per-

mitted because (roughly speaking) only one halt of life insurance

income Is subject to tax. (This is a special preference enjoyed

beoause--arguebly--taxsble income my be overstated due to under-

estlmatlon of future claims.) The amendment partially deals with

this by allowing offset *f only one half of the casualty losses but

they can contlrzually be carried over to future years.

Prudential, Metropolitan, and perhaps other large insurers have

recently entered the casualty business and the Treasury will In

effect subsidize their start-up losses and perhaps enable them to

undercut smaller companies who have no other business against which

to use casualty losses. Numerous casualty companies, e.sg. Kemper,

thus oppose this. Since it doesn't take effect until

1978 It Is not urgent and should be preceded by a comprehensive study

of insurance taxation.

1701 and -- Railroad tax preferences--Very few railroads pay any income taxes.

1702 Additional preferences will be used by some conglomerate holding

companies to shelter Income from other businesses. At a minimum, any

new preferences wou]d not be deductible against nonreilroad incoma--

even If the cmittee believes that railroads need a subsidy and should

therefore be allowed to depart from normal accounting rules in writing

off rail and ties etc. The amortization of grading and tunnel bores

undercuts the compromise worked out In the 1969 Reform Act. Until 1969

such costs were not deductible at all., It was then decided to allow
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such wrIte-offs on post-1969 invostants as an incentive. low

allwlng wrlte-offs on all pre-1969 investments Is a giveaway which

o"A hay no Incentive effect.

PARTIALLY IILU81V3 LIST O 30ME SECTIONS WH1MC .'-0HT JZ UMZCIONAL
(Judxgd sole].v uvon inadeaate nrfm tiomtoalabl tt.)

aectlon
or bill

1013 p.215-4tfeotive date on foreign trusts advanced a week

1023 p.229-.american International OGrup, Inc. lBermuda insurance esaringa

1024 p.230--iall Corporation 3hiDpinx !td.

1032 p.240--BoLae Cascade

1032 p.24O--Robert Hall

Io0 Dj LV O"S-%ction 907 limit on individuals

1036 p.257--Amerlcan Internatlonal Oroup, Inc. -- Reclaselfying certain

insurance Income as foreign income.

1043 p. 271--Contiguous Country Brnches

1044 p.276--Royal bank of Canada

1304 p)lO1--Politlcal debts

1317 p,424--Depletlon mendaents

1320 PA31--4iaultaneous liquidations

1321 p.33--Local Taxation of Bartes Prohibited

1509 p,457--PIA--inadvertent distribution
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APPZXD A

The following pages contain a description of' the ameinants

rterrod to In the preceding analysis together with names of'

beneflearies where known.

- mu U U
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Refundable Investmnft credit (see oam pg i7, of report)

hPimarily for airlines, such as united Airlines and utilitiese.

Atartig in 1ig4 companies will recelve a check trm the

trema•ry In the mount of any poet 14M investment credits which

go unused Weasuse future taxable Income Is too low. Cost in

10e4, 43000-0 million

(Refund# don't start until 1964 because taxpayers m ent exhaust

their exiatins right to carry forward unused credits for 7 years

te offset taxable ncomeo In those years.) 0verlnvestment In

m;roruft has yielded excess moelersted depreciation mI investment

Gradits.

2 Tear gxtenslon of Existifts Carrover Periods for Uxpirli

fTvoatmrj| Credit ad PoreimT tax CMdite - (sec 8031 c.171

or =part) 0ouskht by airline@ . such aS United Airlines

ond Chrysler. Airlines sought to extend their ability to keep

alive old (pre 1976) unused Investment credits which can already be

ear-ned forward at least 7 years and often 10 years. They have

been seeking to make these old credits refundable (Just as post

1975 credits will be) and this gives them two nore years In which

to lobby. The oiMMttee later applied this to foreign tax credits

apparently to benefit Ctrysler. Costi $14 amllion in r' 1977

and $30 million in ]F 1978.
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Allowlna the Investment Tax 1,redit en M.aritine Capital Construction
PWids (sec. 806, p.196 of report)

Ex1(Dliu.tion of tte Amondment

A Pinance Committee merniernt to the Hoae Tax .Reform
Bill allows shipbuilders to take the 10f Investment tax credit
for money spent to build Phips in the UJnited States, even though
the construction Is financed with previously untaxed profits
deposited in so-called *capital ccnkltruction funds' (CCFC).

These CCMS are special accounts created by the Merchant
Mftrine Act of 1970 to provide tax benefits to itlpbuilders.
Shipping earnings may be deposited tax free In these accounts
and used to build additional vessels. The Interest and dividends
earned on fund deposits and all adlitional vessel earnings
may also be redeposited, tax free. in these funds. This money is
untamed until It Is withdrawn fur non-bhlpplnr putzposes.

The finance Committee Report exv.la4n8 that "when these
funds are used to finance ship cor.structlon, there is no tax
cost, or bas s" In order "ti prevent a double allowance for
these tax-deferred amounts'. becausee there is no tax cost,
or basils, *ums expended out of tose pr'vilered accounts
have not resulted In an investment tax credit or 1epreclation
allowances. Not surprilur.aly, the sh".ppirJ Indistry and Its
supporters have argued that :he investment credit should be
applled to these expendituree, but toe I.RS a!+ss resisted their
efforts.

The Treasur', Depart-'ent estronvly opposed tris ý;-anxe In
testimony before the WeyF ar.d "ear.s :ommit'ee and under the present
bill for four reasons-- '; 1. 13 a da.rir-trouj attack on basic tax
principles; 2) CCFe already 3ro'0ide a major tax break; 3) the ex.
tension of the direct suaaldy proprim wuld be more efficient;
and 1) tUere Is no need for the subciy and tre rever.ue loss could
be significant. Other teti.onry srowee-, tr.at the subsidy Is waste-
ful and Its chief beneficiariec may r~e oil companies, banks and
steel companies.

The Provvsion Does Violence to ai&t.e Tax Princi.ples

Buis. The Treastury Deazrtment was particularly concerned
with the Fmplicat tons of "breaking t.he connection between
'buti and other prov!stons of tte law'. As Asnlstant Treasury
Secretary Walker explained: 47he concept of 'basis' Is central ,4
to the Gods. 0nce a taxpayer h.as freely disposable money
or property which becomes freely dispoAable cecause he has
paid the appropriate taxes in acquirinr 'At. he aets a tax cost
basis in any property Ie acquires wlth it.'
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Property acquired with money from already ta-froe profits
has no basis. The Invsetment credit and depreciation allowances
are predicated on the existence of a tax basis. 1ranting tax-

rtee profits and then an Investment credit for expenditures out of
those wataxed profits provides an enormous double dip for on*
selective Industry. If Inveators In shipbuildine are granted an
Investment tax credit In the absence of a leltimate tax basis, there
Is no persuasive arrumer.t against driving ties depreciation without
basis, or extending this ber.efit to other subsidized Industries.
The revenue Implications would be p0enomenal.

o. This amendment vlolaten the basic principle
that a receipt Is not tc te recnrrazed for tax purposes until it has

* first been takon Into Income. Persons and corporations who
pay no tax should not met te benefits accorded to those who do.

t . Tr?5e existence ar two different tax bases--one
for do on purposes and tre otter for Investment credit
prposes--will sigrifloantly complicated an already difficult
audit Job for the IRS.

CCFs Alreadr Provide a -a.1ow Tax "reax

Treasury testAmony showed trat tre net tax benefit l-
ready provided by CCP, Is eqal to ar Investment tax credit of
17 percent.

we Wronr Corat9ost'-I 1 benefit

211 ;22PL!'Qa.e -venteen oil companies have CCPs. roey
receive & ta break for tuil.•d•" Prips to transport Alaskan
oil. •owever, this sinippirw 1' subject to the cabotaie laws,
so there is no forelgn coiapetitior wd tie United States gets no
DoneIt from this tax rtft.

a&=, ny Puildlnr ;ir:pF and least tieu to com-
m eroIft shippers, a. bans are a&le to use these CCPs to shelter
incoe completely wurelated to sa•ppint.

5193 ,omM1.98. 7en steel companies )-ave :CPs. Tney
saye ta doIla•-i while bu'.dinr.g Rrips for tre movement of or@
an the 1reat Lakes. As ult'i A.asacn oil, tri- ship construction
is free from foreign compet:tirn by law, so the tax subsidy
does not result In adntionral 'I.!. dhtoiuIldInx.

The Ruke!Iy u4h'ld Be Dire-r

The best method of arr!v:n, at tie proper level of sub-
sidy and oontrolliT.g wi-o re-.lves it is ttrowii Itoe appropriation
process, rather than the tcrk-door tecirique of a 'tax expen-
diture'. Over hwlf-a-tllxon Jollars is already provided to the
shipping industry this way ,-.±er te Pkrcrirt Marine Act.
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There will -fs a Serious Revenue Loss

The Senate Pinance Committee estimates that in fiscal 1977
the amendment will boost $21 million and that by 1981 the annual
coat will be P5 million. The projections of the Shipbuildera
Comncil of America suggest an annual revenue lose of M million.
SoNe ainalsts project that the inoentive effects of the change could
lead to revenue losses in excess of $100 million annually.

Shlnbud1A Im Does Not Need an Additional Sy5tidv

In addition to CCPs, shipbuilders are given $600 millionin oporatingm-dirferontial and construction-differential subsidies
under the Merchant Farine tct. They also receive loan guarantees
of over $4 billion.

Private shipyald employment has Increased every year since
1971 ad as of the begl~nnin of 1975 there was a It. bl1lizon

of' or Goemercial ship construction contract# with U.S. yards.

Pig&backrng the investment Oredit on CC8s gives ship-
building an effective tax credit of' 27?5. There is no good
reason to add this larre sulosidy,

A One Week C•ange In the Effective Date of the New Orant)

Trust Rule (e&*a 101]. p. 215 of tte report)

People presently put their Investm.ats in foreiwm

trusts because such trusts do not pay any United States

Income tes. The bill would remedy this by taxing the

grantor on the Income of the trust. The effective date

of the Moaue bill is May 21, 1974, in order to catch

eleventh hou- tax avolders who rushed to set up such

trusts onee they board that the House W-ILys and Means

4
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Co=mLttee was considerinp this provision. The Senate

Comittoe chan•ed the effective date to May 29g 197?.

purportedly because the wire services delayed reporting

the House action for a teek. It Is not clear who is

trying to beet the effective date with this amendment

but apparently It Is a client of JTohn Mall, a Callfornia tax

attorney.

Investments In U.S. Property (Se,. 10211 D, 2a of Report)
eTnder present low when a U.8. corporation reinvoeet the

eringsUW of a foreign s',jbsi1diary in property located in the U.S.
this is considered a repat:iation of forG1iM earnings and triggers
the U.S. corporate income O:x, The bill redefines what will be
Considered Investment in U.S. property to eliminate some

hardships.

However, the bill contains a special retroactive exception

for Superior Oil Co. Superior accidentally invested foreign
earnings in a drilling rig on the U.9. Continental shelf without
being aware that in 1969 congress defined U.S. investment as
Including the oontinental shelf.

There is another special exception to the definition deaignate
to exclude Pyremid Ventures Corp. of Loulisino.

It 1i Im"n that Pyramid Veatire Corp. invested in the U.S. stock
market In 1975 without realizing that this triggered a tax. They

still have not paid the tax. The billse new definition of re-
patriation would result in such an Investment (in stock of a party
not related to the U,.S parent) not being considered a repatriation.
The new definition has teen made retroactive to 1975 to help this

corporation.
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l1MM" Awaizti iASWSM6" eninas roM the Egnle uhic aubleet
t_-hsvem oeaz a ef tweLm erstions to Ual tax (sea, 10M1

"hw Ameriean Interutliml OGrows I=.. a U.8. tinur&Amns a.p-

eties sought this ezxlusimn ow Its Bermuda operation.

Ocatl I11 ml1iM In FT 1977a $10 million yearly thereafter.

Te OXeluded earning are those which mut be got aside and

reinvested to meet capital and legal reserve requirements .l If

(hpthetioelly) the more stringent U.8. requirements applied

in the foreign country.

bour exclusions of certain shAIDInn ]profits from rule. which
aihi.et tax haven e _x.tSn ot of.orelEn operations to U.S. tax

(Seo. 10241 . 230)

Consists of technical amendments narrwing only slightly the

definition of shipping income. (&Upping income Is Ineligible for

deferral of tax on foreign eanings-unless rromptly reinvested In
a0ippini. operatIons-because .shipplna income can be easily manipulated

Into t~z haven countries.)

The first exception to the tax haven rulel for foreign sub-

eidiaries would be provided for income from shipping between two

or more points within the country in which a foreign shipping

subsidiary Is incorporated (and in which the ship Is registered).

In addition, if a company has virtually all of It@ assests In

foreign shipping operations,'repaSyents of unsecured loans wouid be

treated as reinvestment In shipping operations for purposes of the

tax haven rules In the sam manner as is treated the repayment of

secured loans. (Fourth exception listed In the Report.) Both of

these rules are for H1a1 Corporation Shipping Ltd. owned by Prank

A. Augrbury Jr. and family.
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Three Year Transitional 2xcluslon of Certain Mining Companies and
Purts Rican 0peratlon. i9W This Dill'I Repeal or the ter Cggtz

Method of Comutinr the Foreals Tax Credit (See. 1031 (c)(2)l
V. US or Report). ,-

Benefits awnig others the Freeport Sulphur Co.. and would cost

the Treasury between $10 million and $25 million of the anticipated

$50 million a year expected to come from the repeal. Would permit

use of the per country limltatlon for three more years provided that $

80% of a oompany'a foreip operations involved minnzg of hard

minerelal there Is a commitment to expand these operationsjand the

activities are carried out through a separate corporation which has

been In existence for at least five years and has teen operated at

a loss for at least two years.

A similar three-year postponement was aacoroel Puerto Rican

operations, apparently at the request of FPO Industriees Inc.

(Pittsburgh !late Glass).

Exception to Foreicn Loss Recepture Rules of the Senate Bill For

4oMe of Boise Cascade Cori•ostion's Chilean Losses (Sea. 1012 (a)(2)

p. 2'Oof Report).

After 1975 the bill will curb the advantages of deducting

foreign start-up luses against U.S. income and then paying no

U.S. tax on subsequent profitable foreign operations (due to the

* foreign tsa zz-adlt). But it doesn't apply to losses from the

future disposition of securities which were received before 1975

If they were received as compensation for an expropriation of

,.-operty.

I
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The second exception on p. 240 ti designed for the Rotert

Hall Co. (the apparel retailer 1 and slows escape from recapture

where the loas (although Incurred after this bills* effective date)

Is from stock, Indettedneas, or guarantees of a corporation In

wich the taxpayer owned at least 109 of the voting stocks$f It has

had losa•s In three of thle ,eat five years.

Special Carryback of Excess Foreign Tax Credits of Oil Companles

(Sec. 1035 (a); p. 246 of Report).

Aaounts not allowed as foreign tax credits on rorelgn oil

extraction income in 1978 and later years (because of the Tax

reduction Act of 1975) could be carried back (to taxablle years

ending In 1975 to 1977 only). The 1975 Act generaLly provides

that oil company credits in excess of 50% Of" taxable income are

tot usable. A floor amendment proposed by Nelson, Hartke ea. al.

could reduce this 509 limit to 48%.

Designed to benefit Natomas Corp. Cost: $8 million In ]Y 1977;

110 million in FT 1978.

Special Transitional Exclusion From the Recavt%&. of' PReiE)

011 Related Losses (See. 1035 b 4 2 R .

luxsting law (enacted in 1975) curbs the practice of using

foreign drilling losses to.reduce u.V. taxable income and then

paying no US. taxes when operatioMs become profitable (due to

the foreign tax credit). Such losses are later "recaptured" by

reducing the amount of foreign taxes allowed to offset U.S. tax on

subsequent profits.

a



ew imittee approved a transition rule an foreip iess"

to oid the Sun Oil Co., presumably in It's North Sea peretlmns.

The provision applies to looses Incurred before July 1 1979

under binding contracts entered into prier to July 1 19714. The

aount of the loss which could be recaptured in a&4 year would

be Ilimitod to 150 of the loss In each of the first four years in

wheh oil-related lncomeiso earned. The remaining loss would be

recaptured In the fifth year. Coats $21 million In PT 1T7IM

$6 million in 11 1978. Recouped In later years.

RpI-nailon of the Definitionl of Oil Related Incos (Agist WhIoh

ywelm Tax Credit- Fram Oil Ztr-tiom O2eratitAM ran I%& Offamt•

Di LInoldinE Certain Interest 1o00=e (412, lO1 (12 1 .R 28 o

Benefits most of the major oil companies. most majors have

branches which are organized as MeS. corporations but eorned all

of their income abroal. These branches are capitalized with both

debt and equity, thus they pay dividends and Interest to their
l amendment

parent company/ provides that interest received from a domestic

gorporeti•on which earned leas than 20 off Its Income In the U.8.

will quality as "Oil Related Income". Poreipi tax credits trim

ztdractlon operationM can only be offset against Oil related

Ieom under present law (Tax Reduction Act of 1975).

Dividends already ore includedeas are both Interest and

jlvldends from forelmn chartered corporations. There Is no

strong logic that dictates either exclusion or inclusion but

inclusiOn will cost the Treasury $140 million in FT 1977 and $90

Million yearly after that.

Noreover, inclusion simply gives oil companies another way

to use their credits for foreign "taxes" in 0sC084 Of 1% Of

ex...:•toia meom, many of which "taxes" are actually royalties.

74-.6 0 - 76 -- 3
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Spee10 Definition of Oil Related Incme to lde 92my"M

Trnsoortation gr Distribution o Neatuel Gas by a Retulated
Publts Vtllltty WIh UnoAnan•Z~wRG tsma

Nb~i ~t~it Vhch Meets CertaIja Nartow Resuirnet

(Sea.1035(c)(5); P.2o0 or Retort).

Amendment benefits IJo, Interntionar Corporation, a

Philadelphia based canjaomerote. Wader the 1975 Tax Reduction Aot

oli related Inoses cannot be consolidated with non-oil Inae=m.

l.o, International evidently desires to consolidate certain pe
utility Income w1ith Its non-eol income to use ae foreign tax

eredits on such tream. Coat: $5 mllin.

CluwtficatIon of Definition of Oil Related Income (Aainat Vhich
01 •trectlon Poreign Tax Creditse Can be Offset) to Inolude Gain

0 Sale at Come Stock of A Poreip CorpomtIonOec 1035(C)(2)(2)

p.250 at Rep"~

AmIDdment Is designed to benefit Tormeoo on its lquidation

of a Canadian subsidiary. The law already allow this favoaebld

treatment On the sle of assets. Coati lose than $5 million
anSlly.

ftaleAI Reoa2I Ot 195 Tax Reduction Aot 22 Allow Nobil and

OUW O0 Cmpan1es In l• na To Claim Poreijg Tax Credits gven

"Nub t•r a Here NO *9namlo Interest' In Properties After

IinemitRWA ("ea. 10,44 (In I V. 25) at RepOMot.

4
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Amedment me sought by Mobil 011 Corporation. The 1975
tLx Reducstim Act denies foreign tax credits when oil companies
ae lower em am "ecnomie Interest" In the wells (•e. they ow

as minorel rights after expropriation) and they buy their crude
eli tfrm the host oimatry at other thanmarket prices. This
Pmewta the disguising of part or the purchase price es a foreign
taxo

Wee

Nobil hopes to quietly repeal the 1975 Act wherever a ompeny
had sined sn Interest an March 29, 1975. The lI"5 Act thus
would only apply to necomers. Costs $4O million yearly foe
at least 10 years.

OveQ1uu.anor of Recant (April, 1976) IRS RulXrE ing ch Rid Denied

P-MIM Tex Creilto On Production Shoring Contr';cts 1
Indonesia (Sea, 10-35 (f):D. 2S3 of Report).

Amendment sought by Retm&a Corporetion and others vhs
operato in two Indonesian consortiun. (Netomae also received
another sperltl interest amendment allowing Clrryback of IZxoess
CredIts disallowed by the 1975 Tax Reduction Act.)

It Is Increasingly common for a corporation wholly omwle
by the hoot country to om all oil reserve% while the U.S. oil
company acts as a service contractor and recolven a here of the
oll production as Its compensation. The goveroment-owned corpors-
tion Pays over sme of the oil revenues to the government and this
Is arbitrarily labelled an indireot payment of income taxes on
behalf of the U.S. owned oil company.

The IN denied the fore•p tax credit In pert because the
foreign oowntry already owns all the oil and thus there is really
As paYMent by the cmntractor to the government and In any event,

On such psymnt would be a royalty.

- iI II I
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AmaWmWt Iwll oeeue the IM Malne toer years s toe

sontrests entered lnto by April Is 1976. To restrict benefits

to mall empanies the benefits will be unavallableo to the extent

a eomplan has exaes" credits available trom other countries.

Cuts $*25 million yarly for Live yeam.

Ixlusimr Pram Taxation Of Interest Raned flt Poreigners On

5.e bank Accounts And Donds (•ee, 10411 p. "8 ot Report),

Ameanmit sought by Laredo National bk (Texaes), which iolde

Large Nexioan deposits, and mney other banks.
Vh only o.1. tax that foreigners now pay on dividends or Interest

Mhay make tram investamnts in this country Is a 300 withholding tax.

(This is lovered by bilateral treaty with some countrieos.) 3.Ro 10612

esuld repeal this 300 tax supposedly.to encourage more Investment In

5.8. o00pasetiones bonds and bank deposits. -

Pori•ei investors who pay taxes on such interest in their country

at residenee resolve a credit against their domestic tax to avoid double

tantione hMy would either pay the U.3. tat or the tax in their o-

eountry. Repeal of the U.S. tax thus amounts to "revenue shsring" with

forelge treasuries. Therefore, the major benefactor of this Wevision will

be foreilp governments and foreigners who pay little or no tax to their

home covatry and who will now pay no tax to the U.S. either.

Repealing the tax would ereets an unwarranted windfall for such

investors•s well as treating them more generously than U.S. citizens

who make the siem Investments, but who ere required to pay regular U.S.

taxes. Moreover, the U.S. has long encouraged other nations to maintain

the Integrity of their revenue be&* and has criticized nations which

create tax havens to attract capital.
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Thiu tax holiday provision Is costly ieaouse It Will apply to

all Investors who already invest in the U.8, tar non-tax reasons.

It is questionable how much new Investment will be created or

whether huge investment by foreigners In 5.8. industry Is in the mtelml

interest. Nany countries (particularly the nowly-enriched OPEcC naons),

have strict limits an the amount of capital they allow to be invested

in other countries (fear of expropriation, outtlowm at capitals etoo)*

Because of O0rM hesitancy It appeare that any capital Inflows will cow

mostly from eastern Europe, Of ourss, the banks and Investment firma

&an only profit from whatever Increase does result9 but the Treasury

will foot the bill. Even if bank profits are incresedthe Treasury won't

bienfit msch since banks pey taxes at an extremely low effective rete.

t A~ ~l eLU L~naLttIML R •n 1 U.Po' Dti ni tho Runle Fr1

aeIlefte O dorwrIt•dcinh moo (Sea. 10=.6 - np-25? ar Ramm.tl

Am saII is•t one of two special amendments sought by American

EsterwntiomaOrzpup. At present Insuranse contracts negotiated in the

5.. covering overseas risks may be subject to foreign taxation,

but classified as U.S. Icome under V.8. tax la, arnd therefore

Uteligible for the foreign tax credit. This amendment would

aliasfy such Income as foreign Ione to prevent double taxation.

Costi les" than $5 million annually.

Orru tn of tax court Decision (Atfirme4 ,i Court Of A2021)

Vloid Had ,Requied R.0 o Roberteon T.o Pa A Tjx gn A I i.uidttiri
Di~vidend (Sao. 1042• : Po 270 of Recoort).
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LI. Robertmon Co liquidated a tweroi subeidiasrytd &a

vqvived by preset law (See. 367) obtained an IDM run4 that It
waold per NrdJlay u1•mm tax mm its aeeomlated eamiap and

prette Reoberteon alsooloalsted tN tax owed booauoe it bed
reodeed its aeemalated uemibw by the tfia' inr"rt value or oef ain

Poporee it bed earlier paid out BsA a dividoud Instead of by its

out hasee. "10 courts held that its 9quputaton wae elderly

eontary to lan.

Me bill sodLfies the pnarel requirment that an IU ruling

be obtained boro a troeip liquldetion. Bat it alas islmudee
a U1tn.Ietl• espeelal ule In the cse t eorertain post llquids-
tim0 not Withstanding that a round vAuld be barred by any
eOM eBe". Cuts $2 million.

Cntig-0 Cgvotr, Branches of DmIstio Ingw, io COmni"

(6410# 1043. 1P.271 of the report.)

0nP pteset 1ev a domestic mutual% life Insurance
ecqany pays taxes on Its worldwide taxable income. receiving

a credit for foreia taxes paid. cause taxes imposed by
tMh Vte4 Statee exceed those of Cana&a the Insurance
ndutry ha tried to got a special exception (or their

CaNadian branches,
.This amendment ftres profits of Canadian branches froe

United States taxes, as lano a the prof Its are not repatriated
to the MAIte Statese It tasus effect . December 31, 197?.

Rutiasi insuranoo coMPanieo use the separate branch
aooowuniti system whereby oremiim and policyholder dividend

rates ae ba•ed upon the separate mortality and earnings

experience of the Canadian branch. Therefore, these specially
treated profits benefit only Canedian policyholders and may not

be used to provIdo benefits for U.S. policyholders.

C.

- I m I iiinnli m ii m
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OW mor insurance omopaies requested this tU preforenoo.

TO " SOO lost uwil be $4 million in 197? aMn $8 million

mnully therasater.

Feamitti Poremi lBank& To Trost -ain as Debt Inttmento.

After July 11. 1969 an Capitol Oine to the Ixtent T-h•e Have

Capital Losses Incurred Prior to July 11. 1969 (Sea.IO*l"

p. 276 of Report).

Aanwemnt sought by Royal Snk of Canada. The 1969 Tax Refoem

Act changed the character of certain inoame from capital pine to

ordinary mnooae. This would accidentally prevent using capital

less oarrytorwards to reduce taxes or sush Income. Coati Less

than $5 mIll1o-.

Permitting Consolidation of Canadian MKning Subsidiaries

(Sea. 1052 1b) : p,284 of Report).

Anandnent tailored to a Caradian Iron ore subsidiary of

Bemis MIing Coo The bill repeals favorable treastent for

Vestern Heiasphere Trade Cos. (VMACW) and repeals the per-

ostintry method of computin' foreign tax credits. The new foreign

tax credit rules problbit consolidation of VHTCC'a with non-

UTC's. The aautment would allow such consolidation If over

90 of groom is derived troa mining In a country contiguous

te the V08.

At ami. nAM. Ownd nl piI~?Ppt~ e.io

A.AMj9AA-USQW-
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The present law dese not allow a and.decsdnm Io" bad debts of peolifctl

*iartiss. This law to am effort to avoid favorable ao treatmet to individuals

ofr eorPOerte who would -dnaoa" their "trvice@ to political camlpei4s kowlas

thy will set actually be paid for them. However. recently more sad more

profeeosial services are provided to political campaign by proleesmsoals w .o

aticipals payfant for those services (polling, direct mailing, media campaigns,

2C.) Some Of these people have bees stuck with large debts setLo rocoat

campaign sad while making good faith efforts to collect the debts, have heen

table 0. They are also deoitd a an deductios. The amendment would grant a

usa deduction to such khas Is bad debts.

7"."oically. Charlee Guggenheim has bees seeking this chamge is the law

Loecause of b•d debts tacurred during pist Democratic campailps.

Ironically, the Seate Finance Committee hae worded the prospective change

fa tuckh way that It could only be of help to a major Republican campaign

professional, Hoary Deirdorf, but could be of no help to Mr. Gugenheim.

-._- nt Overrylin. the 21 Ot The Question of Exprensiantl.
.Ft .•ctoftol Cost@ ( 506. -1305, P. 40 of t.he Reg~or_.

This andmont would allow past expensing (writing off In one
W..) of •ropubliostim ona too ovrruling the IRJ position re-

.s:ing to =ncyolopedia Publishers sad other teohnioal and text-

k or.* publishers.

d0
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The IRS hs published a revenue ruling (Rev. Rule T3-395)s

that wauld require publishers to oGpitlitze over the tUs of a book,

expenses relating to research. Publisaers have been expensing

(writing off in mne year) such coots. Tdis primarily zove-e a

situation such as the Britanni8a Zl where moast of the cost of

profuetLon is In research. The IRS has ruled that such expenses

should properly be deducted over the ooitae@cial i or of the pub-

lication and not written off in tt.e firstt year and has applied this

ruling retroaotivelyo The bill would make this ruling prosoeSULS ga.

Revenue Ifftett

?his amenoment cwul mean reductions in tax ]labllited of

severel hundred million dollars for a narrow ciala of texpayers,

(mainly Inoyclopedia Britannica) who .. ve token theoe rest write-

offs In the past.

AMendment Ovoeruling IRS 3egu.Lati*ns On The Tax Treatment Of

hOe-Aiount Certificates 'bill 3.,• P. 1O7 or to.e Report.

This aMendment relatt.r. tU the tex tuist'cn. o," fAce amount

certificates--an InStalle'.nt. inveat.ar.t •i..t ats pror-laing a

luwp &ua interest yield a&'t.r 22 yecra. hosae curtificates are

sold almost exclusively (95%0) oy Invest:rs Syrndicate of America,

a subsidiary of the M1inneepolia-based kutual fund, Investor

Diversified Servioei. ThA RB has reaez,tly ruled that Investors

In these certificates must inolide in Income a rata•le portion

of the interest payments deferrred until mzn.urity. (This treatment

Is the same as that applied to other deposit asrengements that

provide for interest to be paid In a lu:%9 sum at maturlty--i.e.

certificates of deposit).
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In 19?5. WIA filed Ault to enjoin the 1I ftram entoicIft
its regulations. ohe U.S. court or Appeals in the District or
Calmbis8 ruled spirit I"A

The smm~e•t would overtuzn the IMS regalationaggiving interest
a tose amount sertlflostes the favorble tax treatment oecoredI useh
Investmems before Congress creaked dam an them in 1969.

The louse Ways 6 Konse Cmmittee after hearings and several
hous sof debate defested similar legislation earlier this year.

TMhese ertitIoetes are notoriouslyU Ib investments yielding
anly 30 ever the 21 year period. •urthermoeo the Investor will
lase up to 10 of his money it he bows out t the deal within
the first 8 years. (Aacording to Forbes, at lesst halt of the
Investors d droli sut early with an actual out -o pocket loss.)
After 10 yeats the average yield it 1.1%# after 15 years it is

TWAs Of thoumsde. of people buy theas certificates ($320
million worth In 1974). Porbge notes "a person would be far
better off putting his Mosey in a bank or U.S. Savings Banda...or
In whole life insurance," and asks; *ia It wrong to persuade people
to Invest their herd earned savings In so unprofltatle a way?" As
SPeotloel matter-Cong:eas ought not to lift a finger to grant
A the legislation which It says It needs to continue marketing

these unconscionable Instruments to consumers (whose average Annual
income Is between $12,000 and $14,000•
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Amendment to Exempt From Psorenal Holding Company Income Rent From

The Lease of Intangible Property -&c. 130; p. 409 of the Report).

This retroactive amendment would apparently exempt income received by a

Coca-Cola Franchise (we believe In Alabama) from being treated as personal

bolding company income (taoed at 705. instead ofthe 468• corporate rate) .

Presently, a corporation or partnership set up to collect primarily passive

types ol investment income for its shareholdere or partners Is treated as a

personal holding company and taxed at the regular 70% individual tax rates.

Zsceptions are made for inco.'e where the corporation leases its tangible prop-

erty to a 15% shareholder. The exception does not apply to intangible property

such as trademarks or licenses. The menftent would chanie thui rule to

imolude oert-an insrtanibie property within the exception.

In this case. apparently. a Coca-Cola bottling franchise owned by a corp-

oratiSon or partnerskip Leases its license to one of its own shareholders or

partners who operates the franchise in his own right. Without this section. the

corporation or parmrershipwhich is merely operating as a "corporate pocketbook"

to shelter ordinary investment incomemwould be taxed as a personal holding

company at 70%.

The amendment is retroactive for twelve years to 1964. Apparently, the

individuals involved would qualify for cash refunds from the Treasury.

UeportInr Tip Income--(sec 1112t P.416 of report).

This amendment was added at the behest of the Marriott

Corporation and the restaurant workers unions. Under the

amendment, an employer would not have to Include any

tip Income on an employee's W-2 Por, which was not reported

to him by the employee pursuant to sec. 6053 of the
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Internal Revenue Code* The effect of the amendment is

to free employers from the responsibility of reporting

tip income from charm* account receipts. Thus9  If

an employee fails to report charge account tip Income to

his employer, the employer Is not required to report

t.me tipe to the M9,

the amendment., ill result in t" saviivs for res-

taurant workers of lees than $5 million.

RuleeRelative 1O Limitations an Oil & Gas Percentaxe Depletion Sec, 13171

S424 of the Rewort)'

This section canes a series of amendments to help marrow classes of

. snd AMs& operators.

The 1975 Tax Reduction Act repealed the oil and gas depletion allowance for

Ibntgrated oil producers who own retall oulets. One part of this section

m&JAW.L the depletion allowance for all Integrated companies with $5 million

of "les or lss There are several large oil and gas compaes who will benei~t

from this proposal (among the top ?0 on compamnis in the country

Also a special provision restores depletion allowance for one Independent

oil producer who happens to own six gas nastions In Israel but does not

sell his U.S.* prooi-4ction through those stations. I Belco Petroleun Corvorstian i

as inedvertentlT hit bv the intearated convenv rule.)

Two sections modify the depletion repeal exception rules to benefit unnamed

rusts that own oil properties and receive depletLon.

. JIp.•ia: This section le•ses $18 million in FY 1977. $10 million in FY 1981.
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Technical Rules Relating1 to *U1i' eodis Liquidation of Parent

yAn $ubsifgry Corporattonq (,oec. 1320, V. 411 of the rorte .

Under present law a corporation w-ic? has adopted a plan

of complete liquidation and sells or exchargex some or all

of ite assets within 12 months does not recognize a pain or

loss from the sale or exchange. This is because th.e rhareholders

will be ta.xed on the procee,.s after liquidation ir completed.

This rule does nut apply to corporations w-tich art eW. con.

trolled by other corporations because the parent corporation

(which is the shareholder in this instance) will not be

taxed at the tims of liquidation. Th.drefore, the suboidiary

is taxed on tbe sale or exchange. Whe' botP the parent and

subsidiary are liquidated this rule mirt-t result in Inequity,

(because the shareholders of the parent will be taxed) so

the Internal Revenue Service hai held that so lone as the

subsidiary is liquidated before the parent, the assets can

then be sold or exchanged as part of a Peneral liquidation plan

and neither the parent nor the subsidiary must recogr.ize

a pain or loss. (Upon liquidation the shasreholders of the

parent would recognize the fain or loss),

Thin amfen,,r:nt liberalizes the rules for n.leon of property

by subsidiaries. Under tVe terms of the amendment the sale or

exchange 23f the subsidiar)'s assets as part of a renewal liquida-

tion plan does not result in the recrnition of rain or loeo

rerardless of ,tether the subsidiary or the parent is liquidated

first.

This provision was su8oorted by the American Par Ansociation. But It

s also backed bv an unidentified N.Y. city attorney on behalf of an

identified client. rt is effective January 1. 1976.
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hbitti of State-Local Taxation of Vessels Ua ip Later-

stats ,tewarys (sec. 1321t D.,33 of the report)

At the request of Senator FAstland, ChsimMA Long

Inol4ed this limitation on the taxL' powers of the states.

The amendment would prohibit the taxation by a state of vessels

of another stats using the naviaable waters of the UMited

States In Interstate commerce. Apparently this was passed

because a political subdivision of Loulsione,. has levied a

tax on barges, eant Towing of Greenville, NJa* requested it.

It evelsales a oourt. ase Upholding the right to tax.

Coatributione to Capital of Reiulated Public Utilities in

III of Co katruction (sec, 13221 p,1614 of the report)

This provision allows regulated water and sewage

disposal utilities to exclude from income amounts received

as contributionss In aid of construction,

Utilities typically make a hoo'cup charge for customs's

and the money Is placed In escrow and is returned to the customer

when service is stopped, usually because of a move to another

locale by the customer. The funds placed In escrow are not

required to be counted In wross income, In the case of some

cuwtomeor, however, usually businesses, the cost to the utilLty

or Initiating service Is so high that the utility requires

a special contribution, either in cash or material, before

It will hook up the customer. The contribution Is sot refundable.

The IRS ruled that such a transaction resulted in Income

to the utility. This amendment by making such payments Ocon-

tributions to capital* of the utility, would reverse this result.
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This provision will be effective for ocontributionsO

Me on or after February 1, 1976. It will save the utilities

$13 million in fiscal year 1977 and ll million annually

thereafter.

If this treataent. were to be extended to Pas and telephone

Companies it would cost 3l00 million a. year.

Amendment to Allow Certan Franchise Transfers To Receive Capital Gains

Treatment b•c. 1411. p. 414 of the Report).

The first parsof this section simply extends the 1969 Tax Reform Act

gonoral ruleodenywg capital gains treatment to the transfer of a franchise to

partership situations.

But the &&UaA&ixstransitional rule is a special rule to allow capital gains

treatment to the transfer of a professional practice it a contract was in existence

prior to January 1. 1970. and the transferor is an employee or partner of the

transfere.

Such franchise transfers are typically franchise optical companies. The

azenwdment was offered on behalf of the Texas State ODtlcs) Convenv.

Peritlting Insurance Companies To Consolidate Their Life

Iaurence ODerations With Casualty ITnauraina. Od rtinEm

(See. 1508; p. 454 of Report).

Amendment sought by a dozen major insurers. At present

non-insurance companies (such as ITT) can file a consolidated

return and thus offset casualty insurance losses against other

business income. The amendment is a logical extension of this

rule. Cost: $0 in 7! 197'; $25 million in FT 1978; $50 million

yearly thereafter.

a I
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Sneoial •feotstmt of Certain Inadvertent DIstribution. Of

A Life Insurance Company (See. 1509; V. 4&51 or R eppsj.

Amendment will apply only to Duslnessmaen's Assurance Co.

of America. It miscalculated the tax effect of a dlvldend

whIsh.was Inadvertently paid trem a (taxable) surplus account.

It discovered the error and had the dividend paid tack before

the end of the year. Amendaent Is retroactive to 1959 end applies

only to dividends paid back before the end of the year.

This provisliOt woo enmcted 6s the vehicle for September 1, 1976

tax-out extensiLn.

$negial Treatment of Concrete Railroad Ties Replacing
id T.),

This amendment was Introduced for the benefit

of Florida Last Coast R.R. and Kansas City Southern R.R.,

the only privately-owned railroads usine concrete ties.

Contrary to principles' of accomnting and past tax rules,

It allows the immediate deduction of the costs of in-

stalling concrete railroad ties, but rot to exceed thae replacaumte

cost of wood tiss. Because wood ties have become extreme-

ly expensive, this amendment allows these companies

to deduct much of the installation cost Immediately. Urdder

normal business practice the cost of t1,ese tien would be

capitalized over their useful life..

The bill grants this favored treatment for any

expenses since December 31, 1975 and for the future.

It will coat less than 33 million a year, but all benefits

will mo to these two companies,
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Speelal Interest Energy Amnenaat (Sec. 2001 at. seq.; p. 5•9
tr Uprt).

The hm ner Insulatiom credit, which will gonerelly benefit

Jolmlo-anvillo, Cortaln-Teed Products, eta.; has appended to it a

eredit ftr automotive olooL-timoer. (the so-called "Noneoywll

amendment) and a credit for heat pupmp, pushed by 01 and

Vietinghouae. fte geothermal drilling and depletion deductions

uill probably primarily benefit Union Oil or Pacific as8 And

Ileetrie In their Joint California oeyser operation. The

Pezmptlm from the retailer excise tax on special motor

tuels (propane) for certain non-highway uses will limply equalile

the treatment of propane and diesel fuel. It will benefit ptom

Cbrp0 S amer of lift trucks.

Inom from Fairs, Expositions and Trade Shows

(eeo.2107i p,01o or report':

This amendment provides that tax-exempt orpanizations

will not be subject to an unrelated-business income tax

on rental Income from trade shows even though the

exhibitors sell their products at the trade show. It

also exempts income from entertainment activities at

public fairs. Two I.RS rulings had held tiat income from

parLautuel betting on horse racLng at a county fair and

Income received by an exempt business league from renting

display space at a trade show. where sellne was permItted

ore taxable as unrelated business income.

This provision was urged by the American Zoctety

of Association Executi-es and Is retroactive to Dece.*>•er

31. 1962 for public fairs and to Decemter 31. 1969

for conven;_om and trade shows.

14-00 O- 7 _- 4
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AlMDIX B:i Cmatn Contributiona

The following Is a partial list of companies who

appear to benefit from specific provisions In the Taz Reform

Bill. Included Is a separate compilation of contributions

made by officers of those companies to the campaigns of

members or the senate Finance Committee. The Information

Is necessarily incomplete because ot difficulties both in

ldentifring the beneficiaries of particular provisions In

the bill, and ascertaining the corporate affiliations of many

campaign contributors. In light of these difficulties, time

has not permitted a check of all campaign finance records.

We suggest no impropriety with regard to the

various campaign contributions. We feel, nevertheless, that

It Is Important that this information be made available to the

public.
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10219 p. 425 Pyrald Ventures

Superior Oil Co.

Donald Scafid1i Pres.
$400 To Long

$1000 to Long
500 to Bentsen (pres.)

Jackson Marine Corp.
Aransas Pass. Tox.

Arthur Levy Boat Services
Morgan City. La.

Dutsch, Kerrigan and Stiles,
lawyers for sthur Tevy, Inc.

$1000
500

2300 to Long

1000 to Long

1025e0 p.232 Rain companies,
Cook Industries, Memphis $4750

880
200

to Bentsen (pres.)
to Brock
to Packwood

1031se P.238 Fresport Minerals 01700 to Long
400 to Bentsen (sen.)

1032. p.240 Boise Cascade Corp. W250 to long
(otflicers am residents of

Ida.ho)

1035a, p.246

1035b. p.247

Natomas Corp.

Sun 011 Co. (officers S Pew
Family)

Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz,
lobbyists

$500 to Benteen (pres.)

$2200 to Hansen
2000 to, Dole
1000 to Curtis

$ 200 to Packwoad

1035C(2),p.250 Tenneco, Inc. $5000 to BentLen (sen.)$800 to Lens

1024s p.230 to Benteen (pres.)
to Bentsen (sen.)
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1035C(2) op.25 0 I.U. International

William and Jensens
lobbyists

$550 to Bentsen (sen.)
$500 to Bentsen (pro@.)
$100 to Long
$100 to Dole

$2700 to Dole
12100 to Long
*1000 to Bentsen (sen.)

253 to Packwood
200 to Hartke

All major oil companies

Contributions by those identifying themselves as
officers cf the major oil companies:

Gravel: Atlantic-Richfield
Hess Oil.
Std. Oil of Ohio
Continental Oil

Dole: Union Oil Calif.
Atlantic Richfield

Citgo

Long: Continental Oil
Citgo

Sxxon
Shell

$2,500
2,000

7C0
700

1,000
5G0

1,000

1,300
1,00
1, 0CC,

900

Bentsen: Moncrief Oil,
Ft. Worth
Continental
Std. Of Ohio
Mobil
Gulf
Shell

Ragan and Mason, obbyisats for Gulf Oil:

Patton, Boggs and Blow, lobbyists for
Atlantic-Rickfield, Exxcn and Sohlo:

travel
Bentaen
Hartke
Dole
Haskell

Gravel
Benteen
Haskell
Pacic o od

$7,1C0
2,000

8oo
600
400
350

$1,000
550
500
500
200

2,050
1,680

200
100

Dawson, Riddell, etc., lobbyists for
Standard Oil of Ohlo: IHartke 1,100

Bent n 750

1035cp.248

10350,p.251

- M - -



1035t, p. 253 Natomas Corp.

1041, p. 258 Laredo National Bank J.C. MArtln, Mayor of
Laredo. and Pladcliffe Killam,
Directors of the bank, and
Mr. Martin's wife gave

$1000 each to Bentsen's
senate campaign

and $1000 each to Bentsen's
pros. campaign

103t p. 262 All major insurance comanies

Long: Mutual of Omaha $2,500
Pan American Life 2,000
Neo York Life 1.250
Continental Life 200

Bentsen: Prudential Life
Equitable Life

2,000 (sen.)
500

Ribicoff : $5,400 from Connecticut
Insurance agents

Dole: Over $:0,000 from various insurance
agents whose company affiliations
could not be Identified

Belco Petroleum Co. Arthar Bclfer, Pres.
contributed:

$2,000 to
1,000 to

500 to

Ribicoff
Gravel
Haas en

Registered Iobbylsts:

V'.rsor, Ehkins, Searls, Connally and Smith
of Hoiston, through
John C!.ap. ton

The firm contrltu-ed $6,500 to Bentsen's
senate zaa~algn, $550 to his presidential
c amp a ,gn

Maurice Rosenbiatt, ',atioral counsel
Associates $100 to Bentsen press. )

Texas State Jptlcal Cn.
Rogers Brotners investments

The four brothers gave
$2200 to Bentsen ser-.)
$1300 to Bentsen (pres.)

Rogers Bros. makes
optical equipment. Two :
the four brothers are op-
tcnetrists, and own a
7S0 franchise In Beaumcnt

49

(see above)

1317, p. 424

14.11 p. 414
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1321, p. k33 Brent loving, Oreenville, Miss.
Jesse Brent

$1,50# to Eastland
(1972)

Amendment proposed on behalf of
Senator Eastland by Senator
Long.

(American Waterways Operators of
Virginia. which donated $1.OcD
to Eastland, may also benefit.)

f*Snupn. ¶aw Anlvystna Annl Advnrt aft

15089 p. .54 All casualty companies affiliated (see above)
with life insurance companies.

1509, p. 457 BMA Corp. $2,050 to Bentsen
(pros.)

$1,000 to Dole

FKDPAC, the political action committee
Committee of the Federation of American
oandmnt on use Hospitals and beneficiary of one
of IsB's tor of the Committee Amendments, gave:
private hospital
construction $1,000 to Bentsen

$1,000 to Dole
$2,100 to Packwood

N
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nnvironmentl action
Wo 731 134 Cvmnctcm A*. NW Wadunml. OC 200W= (202) M33-IS

TESTIMONY Or A. SILAmIA EARLY

Or ENIROIIKITAL ACTION

SENA? FINAICI COIIITTEE

ON H.R. 16012

TUTAX RTiFOIR ACT Or 1976

JULY 20, 1976
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Good morning. my name is A. Blakeman Early, I am with Environmental Action, a

national citizen's environmental lobbying organization. Environmental Action has

been particularly active in promoting resource recovery legislation before the Con-

gress. I am here to discuss section 2006 of H.R. 10,12, the Tax Reform Act of

1976, the Recyclizg Tax Credit.

Tax Equjity

As the Committee knows, many recycling tax credit proposals have been considered

over the past several years and with each succeeding proposal the complexity of this

subject area has bec.e more apparent. While this proposal is distinguishable from

others primarily by the addition of the base period which is designed to prevent

windfall benefits, it still attempts to deal with a complex problem in the same fash-

ion. It seeks to eliminate the effects of tax benefits to virgin materials users

by creating a countervailing tax benefit to recyclable materials users across the

board without regard to whether the benefits will achieve greater recycling of a

given material. The benefits are extended without regard to whether the use of the

recyclable material is even in competition with virgin materials which generate the

original tax credits to be offset. Indeed, the benefits are extended without regard

to whether there is any additional recyclable material which can be recycled. As

the Aluminum Recycling Association has pointed out in its statement in opposition

to this proposal, recycled aluminum alloy and primary aluminum alloy are used in

wholly different products and so are not in competition. In addition, primary alloy

manufacturers rely on foreign sources for their raw material, bauxite, and therefore

can not use the percentage depletion allowance to a great extent. Materials such

as textiles and plastics qualify for the tax credit when no data has been developed

indicating to what extent virgin material counterparts have achieved an unfair tax

advantage. Clearly then, if tax equity is the goal, the equity achieved by the
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subject proposal is a rough one, indeed. The only effective means of achieving

tax equity, if that is the Committee's goal is to remove the benefits which accrue

to virgin materials users, not to enact a countervailing benefit to recyclers which

can not even be shown to approximate the virgin materials benefits.

increased Recycling

The testimony and data provided to the Finance Committee in support of this

proposal and past proposals is replete with the environmental, energy, materials,

and balance of payment benefits which will accrue from the increased recycling pro-

moted by the proposal. But will any appreciable increase in recycling result from

the enactment of the subject provision? Proponents of this measure have presented

no data to demonstrate its effectiveness in increasing the use of recyclable mater-

ials. Again, this is due in part to the failure of the measure to treat each

material category on an individual basis. The lack of greater recycling of these

materials is caused by a bewildering-combination of technical, economic, and insti-

tutional barriers which vary depending upon which material is considered. Although

it is difficult to generalize, many problems surround the impurities found in most

recyclable materials which either require more processing than virgin materials

need in order to remove them, or which simply are not removable using existing tech-

nology. (Attachment 1) The Committee can not expect that a tax credit of the size

proposed will be sufficient to overcome technological barriers requiring extensive

research and development in each materials area, for the needs are different for

each material. Section 2006 does not take into account that for some materials

the technological barriers are too great. Therefore the use of that recyclable

material should not qualify for the credit since no additional recycling will re-

sult and the only result would be that existing levels of recycling will receive

windfall benefits.

The evidence we have examined indicates that the recycling tax credit proposal

will also be ineffective in overcoming the economic factors which inhibit greater
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recycling. This data indicates that the factors limiting the use of secondary

materials are not fundamentally altered by the minor adjustment in price enabled

by this proposal. Attachment 2. taken from a study done for the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, which compares subsidies to the product charge in the paper in-

dustry. illustrates that even when excessively large subsidies are introduced, eemand

for secondary material increases only slightly. This is because the subsidy would

not be passed forward in the form of lower prices and stimulate dm"nd. The sub-
0

sidy would be kejtas *economic rent", or excess profit. Attachment 3 demonstrates

that the cumulative tax subsidies availableto virgin materials extraction industries,

and to users of such materials because of the high degree of vertical integration.

represent a small percentage of the total price of such materials. These findings

indicate that the removal of these tax advantages would provide only a marginal

increase to the cost of virgin materials in the form of higher prices. Consequently,

the incentive to substitute post-cmnsumer scrap would also be very low. A corres-

ponding tax credit for secondary material suppliers would also represent a small

percentage of post-consumer scrap price, since such prices are equal to or higher

than competing virgin material prices. If the impact of such a tax credit on post-

oonsumer scrap prices is small, then the corresponding incentive to suppliers to

increase supply will also be small. Moreover, such a small reduction in post-

consumer scraps prices would be unlikely to cause manufacturers to substitute such

material for vir gin materials.

Another study of the paper and steel industries found that demand and supply

are inelastic and not responsive to price. The study found that subsidies of supply

would have a reduced impact on the users siice often half the cost of scrap mater-

ials is in transportation which would not be affected by a subsidy. (See Attach-

ment 4).

Therefore, the reduction of recyclable materials cost to the user through the

proposed tax credit is unlikely to increase demand for such material significantly

because the credit will lower the cost of such materials only slightly. To the
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extent that demand is marginally increased, suppliers will respond, in part, by

raising prices and shifting more recyclable materials from the export market to the

domLstic market -- not by obtaining more recyclables from the waste stream. This

is why the proposal is opposed by the Association of Brass and Bronze Ingot Manufac-

turers and the Aluminum Recyclers Association as well as the Garden State Paper

Company which provided much of the testimony in favor of the original proposal

considered by the Finance Committee last summer. Indeed, we feel that the principal

reason the measure is supported by recycled materials suppliers, who do not qualify

- for the credit, is that such suppliers will be able to increase the price of recycl-

able materials they sell users receiving the credit.

Finally, a major defect in the formulation of the provision is that the calcu-

lation of the credit is based on the price of the recycled materidl, which bears no

relationship to the weight of the material -- a more accurate measure of the burden

such material places on the disposal system -- and which also is no measure of the

quantity of the materials available in the waste stream for recycling. Consequently,

nonferrous metals such as aluminum would receive a disproportionately high part of

the tax credit relative to the low tonnage of non ferrous which is presently recycled

and relative to the additional tonnage which is available for recycling. In addition,

basing the credit on the price will have z. tendency to exacerbate the boom and bust

pricing experienced in the recyclable materials markets. This is because when de-

mand for recyclable material is low, prices are down too, and the tax benefit is

at its lowest, since it is based on price. This is the time when the incentive is

most needed. Conversely, when prices are high, due to high demand, the tax benefit

is at its greateS during a period when it is least needed.

The Windfall Problem

The tax credit proposal will provide substantikl "windfall" profits despite

complex but ineffective provisions to prevent them. Manufacturers will receive a

"windfall" by qualifying for the credit by recycling materials which they would

have recycled without the tax credit. The provisions, by limiting accrual of the
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credit until purchases of recyclable material by the manufacturer exceed 75 per-

cent of base period purchases, subsidize the manufacturer for increases in total

production over previous levels even if he has not increased the actual percentage

of recycled material in his product. Thus, manufacturers will be subsidized for

using recycled material which tiey would have used simply to meet increases in pro-

duction. Proponents of the recycling tax credit proposal claim that tax loss will

be minimal because for each ton of recyclable material used, there will be a corres-

ponding decrease in use of virgin material which would qualify for a tax credit.

This assumes that there will be an increase in recycling, which we question. The

assertion fails to account for the tax loss I have just described. The revenue

loss would be such greater under Senator Gravel's amendment which I will discuss

later.

In addition, we note with dismay that provisions in previous recycling tax

credit proposals designed to limit possible windfall have been eliminated in this

proposal. The provisions make no attempt, as found in prior versions, to limit

the credit to purchasers of post-consumer material and exclude purchases of indus-

trial converting wastes, 90 percent of which are currently being recycled. Gone

is the requirement that the tax credit can only be applied against new investment

in recycling equipment. (Identified by EPA as the best means of assuring that

long term substitution of recyclable material will take place.) Except for scrap

paper, gone also is the ceiling provision which terminates the credit should the

price of the recyclable material rise high enough to provide its own incentive

t3 increase supply and to prevent excessive revenue loss. Finally, the requirement

that the credit be terminated at such time as tax benefits for virgin materials

users are removed by the Congress has also been eliminated.

A great deal of controversy surrounds the level of tax loss and windfall

benefit which will result from the proposal. Although the Report on H.R. 10612

states that the tax loss in 1977 will be $9 million, the Association of Brass and

Ingot Manufacturers calculates that the scrap copper processors it represents would
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be entitled to $6.913,012 in credits. Since copper represents l~ss than 5 perc-nt

of the material recycled each year, the Ccimlttee's calculations may be in error.

More importantly, the Committee calculation of the revenue loss when the proposal

is in full effect in 1981 is $345 million. Attachment 5 provides the U.S. Treasury

calculation of the cost-per-ton of additional recycling created by the proposal

when in full effect. It shows that the Federal government will in effect be paying

from 2.60 to 20.10 times the market price in the form of lost revenue for every

ton of additional material recycled. We submit that these moneys would be far more

effectively spent if used to ensure that the recently passed Solid W.ste Utilization

Act (S. 2150) were fully funded. This bill provides technical assistance, planning,

grants, and loan guarantees to stimulate the supply and use of recyclable materials

and the safe disposal of non-recoverable waste, We are far more optimistic about

the prospect of succe;.s for such an approach.

Finally, I would like to address the amendments to section 2006 recently pro-

posed by Senators Mike Gravel and John Tunney. In our view, both proposals would

amplify the current problems with the measure which I have outlined.

Amendment number 2016. introduced by Senator Gravel would essentially elimin-

ate the base period as established in H.R. 10612 over a three year period. Recyclers

would therefore receive a credit for 100 percent of the base year plus 100 percent of

any incremental increase in recyclables used. Therefore, barring any vajor economic

decline the revenue loss in 1981 should be about four times the Committee's origin-

al estimate, or $1.380 billion. A staggering tax loss, yet the data we presented

indicates that as a percentage of recyclable materials cost to the user, it will

be small and thus have little effect.

Amendment number 2017 introduced by Senator Gravel and Senator Tunney is a

clear example of the inappropriateness of trying to apply the recycling tax credit

approach across the board without regard to the technological and economic realities

of the materials involved. The major effect of the amendment is to extend the 5

percent recycling tax credit already provided to purchasers of recyclable glass

mm
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and plastic to purchasers of energy and other products produced from garbage resi-

dues, after all recyclable materials have been removed.

First, the amendment can not be supported by a tax equity argument since the

production of steam is not directly subsidized through tax benefits resembling the

depletion allowance and such allowance has been largely removed for oil production.

This is not to imply that other subsidies fos fossil fuels producers do not exist.

More important, is the fact that, the overwhelming impediment to the purchase of

energy products from these resource recovery facilities ip caused by the newness

and questionable reliability of the technology involved and the technological modi-

-fications users must make in order to accomodate these products. These technological

risks could not be remotely affected by such a modest tax benefit. Although we

support the concept of encouraging the development of energy recovery facilities,

we believe that such facilities must operate on a free market basis without depevid-

ing on subsidies for support. where financial encouragement is necessary, it is

far more effective if provided directly to the energy developer, rather than indirect-

ly through the energy user, which simultaneously has the effect of encouraging in-

creased energy use caused by lower energy costs.

Alternative Proposals

Although we recognize thac current tax policy encourages the excessive use

of virgin materials and energy, there are several approaches to correcting such

inequities and providing an incentive for increased recycling: 1) tax credits

for users of recyclable material, 2) tax credits for suppliers of recyclable mater-

ial, 3) severance taxes on virgin materials extractors, 4) disposal charges on

producers of consumer products which do not contain recycled material, and 5) the

removal of existing tax benefits available to virgin materials users. The best
av

manner for Congress to rationally alter tax policy in this area so as to create an

effective incentive for recycling which will minimize tax revenue loss is to con-

sider such proposals concurrently, rather than consecutively. In this way, if the

Congress chose to pass more than one proposal, the passage of one would not jeo-
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pardize valuable support for the other. The Senate passed the Solid Waste Utiliza-

tion Act on June 30 which contains a comprehensive Etudy provision requirirng an

examination of all the available proposals for creating an effective incentive to

encourage greater recycling. We urge the Senate to defer passage of the recycling

tax credit until the completion of such a study to enable an effe-c.ve analysis of

the options to be conducted. Given the importance and complexity of improving our

national materials policy to increase recycling and the importance of reducing

revenue loss to a minimum to achieve the budget ceiling estaliished by the congress-

ional budgeting process, a delay to ensure that such information is considered

before legislation in this area is passed is a necessity. Make no mistake about

it, we view this provision as a special interest tax loophole -- not as a provision

to save energy and improve the environment.

My testimony presented today has the support of the following organizations

besides Environmental Action:

Environmental Policy Center

Friends of the Earth

Tdxation with Repr•c•entatior,

Public Interest Economic Center

Public Citizen - Tax Resedrch Group

AV

0
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Attachment 1-2

The Ouilook for Paper Recycling

wie•l. In total, however, wood pulp continued to increase as a percent of total
paper making fibers until 1973.

From 1973 to 1983, the use of waste paper is forecast to grow from 22.3
percent in 1973 to 24.4 percent in 1985. In tonnage. this is a signif•ant turn-
around, and in fact, the actual waste paper fiber use will increase substantially
as its use outpaces growth in total paper demand.

The trends m fiber sources are summarized in Tae 2-1. Total waste
paper use will increase from 14.3 million tons in 1973 to 23.0 millon tons in
1985. or from 22.3 percent of total fiber to 24.8 percent of total fiber.

Thu waste paper will become a more important fiber source in the future.
This means it will be used in more grades of paper and in higher percentages. As
it becomes more important. the type of contaminants associated with paper re-
cove•ed for recycling will be of interest to the companies that recycle post-con-
suneT grades.

Some uncertainties occur today because the concentration of contami-
nants is rising and the types of substances encountered cannot be fully removed
or diprd i the paper mdis. If this situation prevails, then recycling costs and
recycled products could'ecosme noncompetitive with virgin fiber and bicycling
will not expand as rapidly as it would otherwise. In either case, the effect of

rapidy increasing contaminants could be unfavorable to the industry as it shifts
its raw materials base toward waste paper.

TABUE 2-1
Fibrisis Raw Materials Usedm Pope MAmwufac . 1950 to I S
Um touadand tom and percent)

swdooo- VM eviue

18zI= Percent - M Percent
Total Wugd Puti wase rapar_ Other fibers
IMa Percerf 12M kunia !At percent

1950 15,518 59.9 9"1 - 3.8 16,S09 63.7 7,454

laul

1955 19,737 62.0 1,716 5.4 21,453 67.4 9,041 28.4

1940 21,331 59.6 4,369 12.2 25.700 72.0 9,032 25.3

1945 25.369 54.2 8,638

1970 30,710 54.1 12,482

1973 30.490 47.6 18,372

19W0 34,010 44.2 24,130

INS 39,510 42.6 29,210

19.2 34,007 75.4 10,231 22.9

22.3 43,192 77.1 12,021 21.5

28.6 48,362 76.2 14,319 22.3

31.3 58.140 75.5 17,860 23.2

31.5 48,720 74.1 22,990 24.6

971 2.7 35,70)

679 2.0 45,117

628 1.5 54,601

04 1.5 4,.145

.000 1.3 77,000

1,000 1.1 92,710

Source: Artcan Pulp•olod Assoctattoe.. Amercan Paper lIstitute. Hitdst taatsch lutitute.

d

7

V

30.7 1,439 5.6 25.406

1,.30 4.2 31.64

a
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Attachment 2-1

Som of the factors adduced to explain that trend are discussed In appendix

C.
5.2 Reuse Ratio Effects

Figure 5-1 arrays predicted virgin fiber shares in 1985 versus charge/

subsidy rates. Under all three generic policy specifications the virgin fiber
share will decline from the predicted baseline level of 82 percent in 1985,
I.e. the predicted baseline wastepaper reuse rate of 18 percent In 1985. The

rate of descent, however, differs considerably among the three policies. For
example, at a $25 rate the virgin fiber shares are predicted at 64, 81.6, and
73.3 percent for the charge. subsidy, and mixed policies, respectively. These Imply

reuse rates of 36, 18.4, and 26.7 percent respectively. It is interesting to

not,, that the predicted 36 percent reuse rate under the $25 charge policy is
nearly identical to the reuse rates that were experienced in the U.S. during

Word War II. At the extreme rate of $50 per ton the virgin fiber shares

wiýOd be 47, 79.2, and 65 percent under the charge, subsidy and mixed policies,
respectively. Clearly, the subsidy policy appears completely ineffective.
Furthermore the effectiveness that the mixed policy does have is associated
with the increasing charge rate over the ten-year period.

Since the subsidy policy was found uniformly ineffective It my be

useful, at this point, to mention the two ppin reasons for this observation.
First, the elasticity of secondary fiber suply is veyllow,. 0. Therefore,

virtually none of the subsidy would likely be passed forward. It would be
absorbed as economic rent by paperstock suppliers and/or paper producers.

Second, the subsidy has a perverse demand effect as noted in chapter 3. This

results because the little subsidy that does get passed forward lowers overall

fiber furnish costs and, hence, paper production costs. This, in turn, shifts

the paper supply functions rightward and downward. Therefore, with small

substitution effects this shifting paper supply function may actually serve
to increase total virgin fiber consumption above what it would have been in

the absence of any policy.
5.3 Fiber Consumption Effects

5.3.1 Secondary Fiber ConsuMtion Effects
Figure 5-2 shows projected secondary fiber tonnage consumption projec-

tions for 1985 under the three policies at the ten rates. At a $25 rate the
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mOm om. m*~ .m* -. subsidy
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Figure 5-1. Charge/sibsidy effects on the wirgin fiber ;hare n 1935.
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Tax Element

Percentage Depletion

Foracrn Tax Treatment

U),•, n.sir: of Mine
Vagplepration & L[e e;npment
Lahenditures

rvponsinp of Intangible
Vri"r't4 D~evelopm~ent

(apata! (,amno Trralment
of Income From Tinber
Sales

Minimurr. Tax on
Preferences

fSlewe and Lcral
Resources Taesa

Tc•tal (After Tax)
I, of Price

Total (Before Tax)
I of Price

Aluminum. Pulp & Paprr
71-77r- Nte *print Paperboard

|npnbt Toni (e Per Toni (I Per Ton)

A1. 3 -

1.31

IMAMALh, ESTIMATED MIPACT OF
DISCEIMlATCAV TAXES AND TAX .Cx',TS

ON THlE CGOT Or ELECTED C03INODITIcS - i1

Glass Steel Pietroleuwm Natural (Ga,
(s OT.. at d per OBLI ft per 5•lC1

0 Per Toni Calk Steel) For 19'1 For 1c'

6C.20 S&0 00.2. 0900tS
0.2?

1. 02

0.13

0.31T

0.01

1.14

0.003

2.48

(0.041

(0.081 (0. 30)

(0. 00)

JO. 0070 )

$1.80 11.14 .2.489 F0.20 * $1.25 0.20 # 0.0(0
0.7 0. 1. 4 - 2.2 1.4 9. . 8 4.4

V. 92 i2. 21 .L4. 06 $0.40 $2. so 60.30 s0.017
1.5 1.4 "2. - 4.3 2.7 * 3.1S" -0.8 9.3

* Percent of eetldrted average cost ot producing raw steel 9 8$7. 00 (too)

0e Includes aetmated pe*entlege depletion for Itmesto.. sod" am (a AmeasM derivstive) ea" fldsp

Note: Impacts are ehbow as tam savings associated with tas beaefit (after Soa baste). Before t•e impbM represon Oh sme"
theA prices woutd have to be iscreseed to f"Wl affect Whe elfeet of She Venceal of Ses bees~ilae.
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from taxation.8

To the extent scrap supply and demand curves are inelastic, subsidies

to either buyers or sellers have only a nominal impact upon quantities

recycled. for example, a 102 ad valort. depletion allowance (or recycling

tax credit as it was termed in pending energy conservation legislation)

would., according to our estimated supply and demand elasticities, increase

the quantity of wastepaper recycled by only 0.82.. A similar subsidy

to the scrap steel industrZ would increase the quantity of steel recycled

The equalization of effective tax rates in virgin and secondary

materials industries achieved thorugh the elimination of some of the

income tax subsidies currently accorded the virgin material producers,

would as we have seen in the econometric section, have a negligible

impact on recycling over the snort to intermediate term for which the

elasticity estimate may be considered valid. The tax code may also

be used to increase the final price of certain virgin based products

o as to encourage greater recycling. HiR 2172, for example, would tax

beverage containers but would exempt all returnable containers from

the tax.

The dilemma faced by those who would seek to increase recycling

rates is that subsidization of either supply or demand fails to significantly

increase recycling to the extent that production and consumption decisions

are not responsive to price. In attempting to formulate a public policy

which might have a greater impact one must first examine the underlying

determinants of inelastic supply and demand curves. Inelasticity of
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demand with respect to the price asked by scrap dealers may be attributed

to at least two.factors. First, the full cost of scrap to a user includes

transportation charges which occasionally exceed the dealer's price

in magnitude.10 This means that though dealer prices are quite volatile,

the price perceived by the user will fluctuate over a much narrower

range. The inclusion oftransportion charges in the price to users

substantially reduces the elasticity of demand in reponse to a change

in dealer prices. Second, many users perceive supply as being unrespon-

sive to market signals and consequently may be reluctant to depend upon

scrap supplies as a regular source of raw materials. These users purchase

scrap only Mien other sources of supply are unavailable, and demand

for their final outputs is strong. During these periods such users

probably care little what they must pay for raw materials - availability

counting far more than price in their purchase decisions.

Scrap supplies tend to be inelastic for two related reasons.

First is the fact that over half of all scrap generated is of the home

or prompt variety ano is recycled automatically, or at least with little

reference to prevailing prices for scrap. Of the post consumer sources

most of the high quality, generator separated metals and paper are sub-

ject to disposal contracts with scrap dealers and will be recovered

irrespective of current market conditions. Only the widely dispersed

post consumer wastes are available as new supply sources when scrap

demand rises, and the marginal costs of processing these supplies is/

high. The second, related factor leading to supply inelasticity is

the volatile nature of demand which increase the risk of financial ruin



Estimated Impact of Fully Effective Recycling Credit;
Five Major Recyclable Materials I/

Coast per ton of
:Typical i ncremental recyclinX-

market : Unsubsidized Incremern:al recyc n0 Raaio to
price : . recycl~n - due to credit " : market

Recyclable ••terial ner ton volume : Asnount Percent Amount prnce

Paper (overall)

Scrap iron (overall)

Copper

A aluminum

Lead

$ 45 `16,000,000

75 .40.000,000

1.100 400,000

300 , 350,000

220 560,000

k tons)
120,000 0.75

190.000 0.47

750 0.19

3,900

11

1.10

500 0.09 . 4

$ 230 5.1.5

310 4.10%

,100 10.10

785 2.60

.400 20.10

June 21, 197b,Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

1/ These calculations a&e based on assumptions intended to overstate response to the subsidy, hence under-
state the cost per incremental ton of recycling:

(1) Induced cyclable instability of the credit due to use of prior year bases is ignored.
(2) No allowance provided for administratively uncontrollable fraud.
(3) Estimates of market response rounded upward.

2/ This assumes that the base for the credit is purchases ir. excess of 75 percent of the taxpayer's base
period quantity. If the base is redefined to be purchases in excess of 50 percent of the base period
quantity, the numbers in this column would be doubled.

3/ Entries in this column are independent of. the definition of the credit base, they depend only om price
response of market demand and supply'0  .,
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of any association in the U.S. concerned vith all facets of the real estate
industry. Principal officers are: Philip C. Smaby, President, Minneapolis,
Minnesota; Harry G. Elmstrom, First Vice President, Ballston Spa, Nov York; and
H. Jackson Pontius, Executive Vice President. Headquarters of the Association
is at 155 East Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611. The Washington office
is located at 925 15th Street, N.V., Washington, D.C. 20005. Telephone: 202-628-5300.
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A more adequate supply of housing plus Deeded balance of commercial Ad

industrial real eatae Is vital to the social and economic health of our country.

Investment in real estate is am important part of our competitive economy.

iocest change in the tax lA, Lu addition to the threat of certain current tax

revision proposes, have adversely affected the real estate industry and the

nation's economy.

The amendment offered by Senators Haskell and Kennedy which applies an

"st risk" limitation to limited partnerships. including real estate limited

partnerships, has made the Tax Reform Act of 1976, R.I. 10612, extremely

complicated and financially destructive to the real estate industry. This

amendment will eliminate an important source of equity capital-particularly

for nea rental housing projects which rely heavily on limited partnerships for

equity fLnancLng.

We respectfully request the embers of this distinguished Committee on

Finance to urge their fellow Senators to reconsider and reject this drastic

"at risk" limitation.

01
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STATUIENT OF SOWARD N. BENEDICT

CHAIRIAN OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RZALTOSS ECCUOMMICS AND RUEsAEt2 COmaTT

SIMATE CONUITTrE On FI•NA•

JULY 21, 1976

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of this distinguished Committee, my name Is Hoard N.

Benedict and I - engaged in the real estate business in New Haven, Connecticut.

I have previously served as Real Estate Commissioner of the State of Connecticut,

Vice Chairman of the Federal Taxatioe Subcomittee of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REALTOISO, and Chairman of the REALTORS Mortgage Finance Subcomittee. I presently

serve as Chairman of the Economics and Research Committee of the NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS. I am accompanied by Albert Z. Abraham, Staff Vice

President, Covernment Affairs, NATIONAL ASSOCIATIoN OF REALTORS and by Gil Thum,

Staff Legislative Counsel and Director of Tax Program ror the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF REALTORS Government Affairs Department. We appreciate this opportunity to

testify on behalf of the Association.

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS is comprised of more than 1,700 local

boards of REALTORS and 50 State Associations. The combined membership of the

Association is approximately 500,000 persons actively engaged in sales, brokerage,

management and appraisal of residential, commercial, industrial, and farm real

estate. The activities of our membership involve all aspects of the real estate

industry, such as mortgage banking, home building, and comercial and industrial

real estate development. The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS has the largest

membership of any association in the United States concerned vith all facets

of the real estate industry.

The Competitive Nature of an Investment in Buildings

and Other Inproved Real Estate

Investors in real estate recognize that their capital investment is

materially less liquid than most other investments. The sale of real estate

at a fair price usually requires negotiation over an extended time period.
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This factor, when added t ou:b other factors as local taxes, increasingly stringent

enviromntal consideratioms, local zoning re•latLoa, and maintenance, financing

and carryL8g costs, and escalating utility costs, usually ask" real estate

competitive with orher invesmnts only uben the return os the real estate

investment, if It is successful, con be anticipated to be larger than a successful

investment In others mnre liquid investment activities.

The traditional Federal tax provinsios applicable to real estate have had

the effect of permitting ral estate invesmnt to remai co•ptitive despite

the Inherent risks and costa in real estate invests. Unfortunately,

adverse tax treatment during the pest decade especially in the Tax Reform Act

of 1969, greatly reduced the competitive position of the real estate Industry at

a time when private sector Investmaet is real estate was of crucial importance

to the welfare of the country as a whole. Further, persistent threats of

imposition of drastic and diecrimiatory adverse tax provisions such as the

lintatLoa on accounting losses (LAL) has had and continues to have, a dampening

effect on real estate investment.

Ve appreciate the •iedom of the members of the Soate Finance Comnitten and

the Semate as a whole in rejecting the LAL proposal. This indicates the Senate's

awareness of the way problems which beset the real estate Industry. Bowever, there

are a significant number of other negative and adverse provisions already in the

proposed Tax Reform Act of 1976, E.L. 10612. For example, Inclusion of investment

Interest expenses and, particularly, long-term interest expenses of a limited partner,

in the add-on minima tax no doubt will have an adverse Impact on the already

depressed real estate industry. Further, although this Co=ittee rejected an

"at risk" provision for the real estate Industry, the Senate has "ade the tax

bill even more complicated and financially destructive by adopting a general

provision (the so-called Maskall-Kennedy amendment) which in in fact an "at risk"

limitation on real estate limited partnerships. This drastic "at risk" limitation

is more fully discussed below.
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the real estate Industry needs strong private sector investment Is order to

ccmtinue to provide the single and multi-family housing, commercial buildings,

Industrial complexes, and shopping center complexes that are required for the

continued growth and maintenance of our high standard of living.

The adverse actions mentioned above already have reduced the competitive

position of real estate. If the Federal tax system is again changed to adversely

affect the capital requirements of the real estate industry, the consequent

discouragement to new real estate investment will inevitably cause a decrease in

the supply of improved real property, an increase in rental rates, and a

deferral of proper timely maintenance of our country's buildings. This conclusion

is ineascaF6&e--f*r if real estate is to lose investment capital to other segments

of the economy, it must either decrease the supply of houses and buildings or

must regain its flow of capital through an increased rate of return from higher

rents, thereby hurting the very people who can afford it least.

"At Risk" Limitation on Real Estate Limited Partnerships

On June 22, 1976, the Senate adopted an amendment by Senators Haskell and

Kennedy to apply an "at risk" rule to limited partnerships, including real estate

limited partnerships. For all practical purposes, this harsh amendment would

substantially reduce (and perhaps even eliminate) the use of limited partnerships

as an investment vehicle for real estate projects. The consequence of this would

be the elimination of an important source of equity capital-particularly for new

rental housing projects which rely heavily on limited partnerships for equity

financing.

The "at risk" rule is so harmful for the real estate industry that the House

Ways and Means Committee rejected it. The House of Representatives rejected it.

The Senate Finance Committee rejected it. The Treasury Department and the

Administration ire opposed to it. We believe it is a serious mistake for the

Senate to so drastically change the current tax law by imposing this discriminatory

limi•ýion on real estate investment. We respectfully request this Committee to
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take all appropriate action to cause the Seante to revaras its action on this

proviaion and to reject this "at risk! rule for real estate.

Under current law, when twose o the partners of a limited partnership is

personally obligated on a partnership debt, a limited partner is allowed to

include a portion of the nonrecourse (nos-personal) liabl1itLea of a limited

partnership in the basis of his limited partnership interest. This places the

limited partner in the same position as a Joint owner of property not held in

partnership form, and enables the limited partner to deduct the amount of his

distributive share of partnership expenses in the "se manner as the joint owner

of property my deduct his shere of the expenses of operating a property.

Like individual owners, many limited partnerships hold and operate depreciable

real estate constructed or purchased with nonrecoursn loans secured by the de-

preciable property.

This partnership basis rule (which the Haskell-Kennedy amendment would revoke)

is derived from Code Section 752(c) and the income Tax Regulations promulgated

thereunder. These provisions reflect the basic principle of Crane v. Comissioner,

331 U.S. 1 (1947) where the U.S. Supreme Court stated:

***We are no more concerned with whether the
mortgagor is, strictly speaking. a debtor on
the mortgage than we are with whether the
benefit to him is, strictly speaking, a
receipt of money or property. We are rather
concerned with the reality that an owner of
property, mortgaged at a figure less than
that at which the property will sell, must
and vill treat the conditions of the mortgage
exactly as if they were his personal
obligations (331 U.S. 14).

To the same effect is Treasury Regulations Section 1. 163-1(b) which holds that

the owner of property is entitled to an interest deduction on a mortgage on his

property, even though he Is not personally liable for the mortgage, since in

reality the mortgage on his property is his debt.

Whether a mortgage is recourse or notrecourse, that is, with or without

personal liability on the mortgagor, the owner of the property (including a
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limited partnership) has a continuing obligation to maks payments on the mortgage.

failure to do this viii certainly cause his equity to be foreclosed upon and

lost. This is what the Supreme Court was talking about when it stated in the

Crane case that as long as the value of the property exceeds the related debt,

the owner "viii treat the conditions of the mortgage exactly as if they vere his

personal obligations". That is, he vill pay the mortgage to preserve his equity

(cash investment) in the property, and this wili be done reg&rdless of whether or

not he is personally liable on the mortgage.

The proposed change in the basis rule for limited partners would discriminate

against real estate as an investment for the general public. It vould provide r

greater tax benefit for the wealthy, vho can invest directly, and thereby discriminate

against th% small investor who mot invest through some form of group ownership

because he lacks the resources to buy the property directly.

Aside from the effect of not permitting a limited partner to deduct his full

share of partnership losses, the "at risk" rule for limited partnerships viii have

another serious unintended adverse tax effect. That is, to the extent that a

limited partner receives partnership cash flow, even though there is no limited

partnership taxable income, any such partnership cash distributions will be fully

taxable to the limited partner if they exceed his equity investment in the

partnership. This effect doesn't even occur in the Comittee's "at risk" provisions

found in Section 202 of the Bill. For this reason alone, the "at risk" rule should

be reversed.

In terms of financing, investment real estate is significantly different

from investment in other areas of the economy. In a real estate investment there

is a large tangible value to the real estate property supporting the amount of

the mortgage. Further, the investor will have placed perhaps 202 down in hard

cash, which is a sizable outlay and vhich provides the impetus to avoid foreclosure.

These factors are not as significant in non-real estate investments where

74-620 0- 76 --
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nonrecourse financing is usually found and often not supported by real value.

Therefore, there In an appropriate distinction between other investments and real

estate for purposes of this "at risk" rule.

Furthermore, since the taxpayer who purchases property by obtaining a mortgage

secured by that property can normally be expected to satisfy the payments on the

mortgage (whether or not the taxpayer is personally liable for the mortgage),

he will have the ear equity cost for the property as the taxpayer who does not

finance the property. Financing property (whether on a recourse or nonrecourse

basis) does not create a loophole but is merely one of the many factors which an

owner may use in causing construction and improving the value of a community.

It should not be the subject of adverse tax legislation. Indeed, as noted above,

the "at risk" provision would tend to force out of the real estate industry the

thousands of small and aiddle-income property owners who most rely on mortgage

financinS. The long-term result would be to place real estate ownership in the

hands of a relatively few large corporations and wealthy families who can make

direct cash investments.

This Committee may be concerned with so-called "shelter" or gimnick

arrangements where investments are sought on the basis of quick tax benefits

rather than the basic economic feasibility of the project. The Comittee should

take into account the fact that the economics of the marketplace--even without the

usual administrative action of the Internal Revenue Service--has significantly

curtailed and bill ultimately eliminate most of the gimmick " arrangements.

Additionally, so far as the unsophisticated investor is concerned, the danger of

his being enti:ed into these losing situations has been and is being met by

regulatory authorities, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

and state security commissioners, who have more effective means of affording such

protection than can be found in the tax system.

Again, we seriously question the need for any further adverse tax treatment,

such as the "at risk" tule, for the real estate industry. Present law imposes the
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unlmam tax on real estate encaes accelerated depreciation. Also, is sow cases,

under present law there are significant linitatioms on the deduction of interest

enpeWe. The Comnittee's proposals (vhich have already boos accepted by the Senate)

would include construction period interest as a mew item of tea preference, as

wel as invesment Interest and all interest allocated to a litited partner eve

though the partnership activity might otherwise be treated as a trade or business

S and not as an Lnvstwuet. To further add this "at risk" provision would in

substance be a triple attack on the real estate industry; this Committee and the

Semnte should not have a part in hitting an industry already down.

In am, we respectfully request that the members of this distinguished

Committee urge their fellow Senators to reconsider and reject the drastic "at

risk" limitation on real estate limited partnerships.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
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AD HOC COALITION FOR LOW
AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

Sute 400 South
1800 M stlet. N.W.
Waduwgoa, D.C. 20036
T"csm: (202) 457-6800

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. DEFRANCEAUX WITH
RESPECT TO H. R. 10612 ON BEHALF OF THE

AD HOC COALITION FOR LOW AND MODERATE INCOXF HOUSING
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

July 21, 1976

SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS

1. The Haskell-Kennedy Amendment would greatly reduce
private production of low and moderate income housing,
and should be eliminated.

2. In any event, the exemption for low income housing
contained in the Haskell-Kennedy amendment should be
expanded to exempt the Section 8 Leased Housing
Program, state assisted housing, and the Section 515
Farmers Home Loan program.
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AD HOC COALITION FOR LOW
AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

Suit 400 SoLdi
18&W M Slect, N.W.
Washuiron. D. 20036
Telephone: (202) 0.7-6800

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. DEFRANCEAUX WITH
RESPECT TO H. R. 10612 ON BEHALF OF THE

AD HOC COALITION FOR LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

July 21, 1976

Mr. Chairman, I am George W. DeFranceaux, Chairman of the Board
of the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships. I am appearing
today on behalf of the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low and Moderate Income
Housing. With me is Bruce S. Lane, Counsel to the Coalition.

The Ad Hoc Coalition represents individuals and organizations
from all parts of the country who are engaged in providing decent
housing for low and moderate income families. The Coalition includes
the Council of State Housing Agencies, which represents nearly all
of the 35 states that have enacted state housing programs, the
National Leased Housing Association, and the National Housing Rehabil-
itation Association. The National Corporation for Housing Partner-
ships, is also a member. This organization is a private corporation
established, at the direction of Congress in the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968, "to encourage maximum participation by
private investors in programs and projects to provide low and moderate
income housing."

Pursuant to Section 236 of the National Housing Act, Section
8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended in 1974, the
Section 515 Farmers Home Loan program, and similar state housing
legislation, over 650,000 multi-family dwelling units have been
built since 1968 for low and moderate income American families. As
we have stated in previous testimony before this Committee, tax
benefits, by design of Congress, are the essential means of en-
couraging the private sector to develop, construct, and market this
housing.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development stated in a
recent memorandum by Secretary Carla Hills to the House Ways and
Means Committee:

The fact is that builders will not build
subsidized projects unless they are able to
sell the projects to investors. And the fact
is that investors will not purchase subsidized
apartment projects unless their investment pro-
duces the substantial tax advantages available
under current law.
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In other words, without tax incentives it would be impossible
to raise the equity capital necessary to produce low and moderate
income housing.

Today, I would like to express our objection to the Haskell-
Kennedy amendment which was adopted by the Senate on June 22, 1976.
That amendment would limit the deductions of a limited partner to
the amount that he has invested in a limited partnership, plus any
amount that he is obligated to invest under the partnership agree-
ment.

The Haskell-Kennedy amendment does contain an exemption for
limited partnerships which are formed prior to January 1, 1982 and
which construct or rehabilitate low income housing. However, the
definition of low income housing in the amendment is based on
Section 1039(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. That definition
fails to include Section 8 housing, any state assisted t•using
programs, or the Section 515 Farmers Home Loan program. At the
present time, these are the principal operating programs. Thus,
the exemption is meaningless for most practical purposes.

This is inconsistent with the action that the Senate has taken
with respect to the minimum tax provisions. There the Senate has
voted to exempt as tax preference items construction period interest
and excess investment interest attributable to all low income housing,
including Section 8, state assisted housing, and Section 515 Farmers
Home Loan program housing, if such housing is underway by January 1,
1982. In so doing, the Senate recognized that, for better or worse,
tae present tax benefits are necessary until Congress can establish
substitute incentive programs for low income housing. The Haskell-
Kennedy amendment would nearly eliminate the tax benefits produced
for investors by those low and moderate income housing programs which
are presently operational. Conse-uently, if Haskell-Kennedy is
adopted in its present form, virtually no one will invest in Section
8, state assisted and other low and moderate incu~me housing, and
little or no such housing will be built.

Accordingly, we urge the Senate to amend the Haskell-Kennedy
provision to bring Section 8, state assisted housing and Section 515
Farmers Home Loan projects within the exemption. That would be
consistent with the exemption presently provided under the minimum
tax. It is our understanding that Senator Haskell would agree to
such an amendment.

Even if the exemption is amended to include all l1w income
housing projects, we respectfully submit that the Haskell-Kennedy
amendment is nonetheless ill-advised and unnecessary. This is true
first because the amendment would still not exempt moderate income
housing and secondly because the producers of low income housing and
of other residential real estate do not exist in separate worlds.

6
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Housing financed with a mortgage insured under Section 221(d)(4)
of the National Housing Act is one exa•,yle of the type of moderate
income housing that would be adversely affected by the Haskell-
Kennedy amendment if it were to become law. Assuming that the low
income housing exemption in the Haskell-Kennedy provision is amendeA
to be consistent with the exemption under the minimum tax provisions,
Section 221(d)(4) housing and other moderate income housing would
still be fully subject to the limitations on deductions by limited
partners. If so, it will no doubt significantly curtail building
activity financed under Section 221(d)(4), a program which, on the
other hand, Congress and HUD have strongly encouraged through the
recently concluded $3 billion dollar GNIA Tandem program, which, in
effect, provides the builder with a 7-1/2% mortgage.

Moreover, the Haskell-Kennedy amendment will seriously affect
and reduce the production of all residential housing, and it is
often the producers of non-low income residential housing who build
the best low income housing. We do not want to see them out of
business. The Senate has already adopted significant changes
affecting real estate. The effect of these changes with respect to
the minimum tax provisions and depreciation recapture may be to
seriously wound the industry, and in any event they are more than
adequate to deal with any abuses that may now exist in the real
estate area of the tax law.

We strongly urge the Senate to reconsider and reverse its prior
decision adopting the Haskell-Kennedy amendment. However, if the
Senate fails to take that action, we urge that the provision be
amended to exempt Section 8 housing, state assisted housing and the
Section 515 Farmers Home Loan program.

Thank you.
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SUMMARY OF

NATIONAL REALTY COMNITTEE, INC. STATEMENT

BEFORE

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

July 21, 1976

The National Realty Comittee, Inc. opposes the

Haskell-Kennedy Amendment which would add a new subsection

(e) to Internal Revenue Code Section 752 on the following

grounds:

1) During the current period of declining real

estate construction and substantial unemployment among

construction workers, increasing tax disincentives to real

estate investment is unwise and counterproductive.

2) In today's market, the real estate industry

requires increasing amounts of equity capital investment,

much of which is reasonably obtainable only from limited

partner investors.

3) Limiting a limited partner'sright to currently

deduct partnership losses will substantially deter limited

partnership investments in real estate, particularly in view

of the treatment of both construction period interest and a

limited partner's share of post-construction period 'excess

investment interest" as tax preference items.

4) The Haskell-Kennedy Amendment, together with

the other investment disincentives in the Senate bill, will

increase real estate unemployment by at least 540,000 jobs.
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5) The Haskell-Kennedy Amendment is unnecessary

to deter large scale syndication of 'tax shelter investments.

A logical solution would be to limit the eligible number of

participants in such a partnership.

6) At the very least, Congress should give serious

consideration to "phasing in' the various tax changes affecting

real estate investment in order to minimize immediate adverse

economic effects.
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STATEMENT OF

NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE, INC.

BEFORE

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

July 21, 1976

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.

My name is Albert A. Walsh and I am appearing today as

UPresident of the National Realty Committee, Inc., a non-profit

business league of owners and developers of all types of real

estate throughout the United States. I am accompanied by Alan

J.B. Aronsohn, Esq., NRC's tax counsel.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify in op-

position to the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment to HR 10612 which

would, for all practical purposes, eliminate the use of limited

partnerships as an investment vehicle for real estate projects

and, thus, cut off an important source of equity capital,

particularly for new rental housing which relies heavily on

limited partnerships for equity financing. This, in turn,

would have the effect of substantially exacerbating the current

depressed condition of the construction industry, would delay

economic recovery and re-employment in that industry and, in

fact, would create further construction industry unemployment

and a concomitant reduction in Federal tax revenues from the

real estate industry.
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The full impact of the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment

cannot be ascertained by viewing this proposed change alone.

It is the combination of this proposed change together with

others already adopted by the Senate which produces extra-

ordinarily severe consequences.

The Senate has already determined to treat construc-

tion period interest as a tax preference item, both for pur-

poses of a substantially more onerous add-on minimum tax and

for purposes of the preference offset in determining income

subject to the benefits of the maximum tax on earned income.

In addition, the Senate has adopted a proposed rule

treating a limited partner's interest in a partnership trade

or business as an investment for purposes of the excess in-

vestment interest preference. Thus, long term mortgage in-

terest becomes potentially a tax preference item, which has

the effect of converting all losses incurred by a limited

partner, including even losses resulting from straight line

depreciation, into tax preference items; again for purposes

of both the new, more severe minimum tax and the maximum tax

on earned income.

What is the practical result of these changes, par-

ticularly after the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment is added as

an additional disincentive to construction?

A taxpayer willing to risk money in a speculative

construction project is first told that he will probably be

subject to an extra 15% tax on any deduction for interest
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during the construction period and that he viii lose any

benefits he might otherwise be entitled to under the maximum

tax on earned income to the extent of such interest deduc-

tions. The total tax impact of such deductions could therefore

be an additional 351 tax.

If he is still willing to invest in a speculative

venture despite these tax detriments, he must then be advised

that if he attempts to limit his liability by investing as

a limited partner, any-loss incurred by the partnership after

completion of the construction of the building attributable

to the payment of interest on the permanent mortgage may

be excess investment interest subject to another 15% tax and

a similar adverse effect on the taxpayer's right to secure

the benefits of the maximum tax on earned income.

The severity of these results is accentuated by

the fact that the taxpayer has absolutely no control over

them. While a taxpayer does have the option to capitalize

construction period interest rather than deduct it immediately,

no such option is granted with respect to interest payable

under a permanent mortgage. Therefore, where, for example, a

taxpayer invests in a new project which produces losses after

completion of construction as a result of rental receipts being

insufficient to cover mortgage interest, taxes, operating

expenses and straight-line depreciation, such losses, when

incurred by a limited partner, may be treated as tax pre-
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ference iteins and the taxpayer will not have the option to

defer the deduction of such losses in lieu of paying the 15%

tax. In addition, if a taxpayer exercises the option to

capitalize construction interest, capitalization of such

interest will create potentially greater future operating

losses subject to treatment as tax preferences under the

excess investment interest" rules applicable to limited

partners under the Senate Bill.

The combination of adverse treatment of construction

period interest and adverse treatment of post-construction

period losses will obviously deter investment in any con-

struction projects other than those involving minimum risk and

exceptionally high rewards.

The laskell-Kennedy Amendment, by imposing a further

overall limit on khP deductions to which a limited partner

will be entitled, without regard to the legitimacy of those

deductions or vnechur or not they are already "tax preference

items" s~tject to the minimum tax, simply adds a final,

coupelL•,.g disinceiitive to investment in speculative con-

struction projects by limited partners. Under the Haskell-

Kennedy Amendment, an investing limited partner will be

denied the current deductibility of certain losses which,

under present law, cushion the risks of speculative invest-

ment, particularly when projects are less successful than

anticipated. Many real estate projects currently in financial

trouble, and the subject of "work outs" with banks and

REITs, will not be able to successfully reorganize if the

Haskell-Kennedy Amendment is retained.
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It is clear that eventually the real estate market

will adjust to any level of new rents required to accommodate

tax disincentives to real estate construction. However, it is

also clear that current rental markets in the United States

will not presently absorb the substantial rental increases

which will be required to attract investment capital into new

construction under the tax burdens imposed upon such activity

by the Senate Bill. Unlike many other short-lived commodities

traded in the economic market-place, new rental buildings,

whether residential, commercial or industrial, must compete

with available space in older structures. New buildings can

command a premium rental rate by virtue of newness but there

are limits on the size of such premium which cannot be effec-

tively exceeded. During any period in which the cost of new

construction increases more rapidly than the ability nf the

market to absorb the rental premium such new construction

requires, there will be a substantial reduction in construction

activity and a substantial increase in construction industry

unemployment.

We are currently witnessing such a period, the

effects of which will be substanttially exacerbated if the

Senate Bill, with the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment, becomes law.

Across the nation, construction trades unemployment is cur-

rently running 19-20 percent, with as much as 40 percent

unemployment in some of our older, urban areas.

74-620 0- 76 -- 7
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Using the "Tax Impact Models which he created for

the National Realty Committee, Dr. Norman B. Ture, a well-

regarded Washington economist, estimates that the Senate

bill with the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment would actually

increase unemployment within the construction and real

estate industries by 540,000 to 890,000 jobs. Furthermore#

instead of raising $50 million in additional federal tax

revenues, the Amendment would actually reduce federal tax

revenues from the real estate industry by $6-9 billion.

Admittedly, Dr. Ture's estimates are not infallible;

but they are based on three years of research, the most re-

liable and up-to-date data available and the use of extremely

conservative assumptions. For example, in estimating the

effect of the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment Dr. Ture assumed that

limited partnerships account for only 15-33 1/3 percent of all

real estate partnerships.

Perhaps, over time, some of these losses will be

offset elsewhere in the economy as the "reformers' claim;

but this hardly seems the time to take this kind of a gamble

with an industry that is just beginning to recover from the

throes of its biggest slump since the '30's.

The real estate industry requires outside investment

from limited partners particularly during periods, such as

the present, when lending institutions are decreasing the

proportion of debt capital which is available for construction

projects and increasing the rates of interest charged. At the
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very moment when the economy requires additional equity invest-

ment in the real estate industry in order to make up for

declining debt investment and to reduce unemployment, the

Senate is proposing a Bill which contains tax credits for

recycling waste paper but offers the real estate industry a

package of substantial tax disincentives.

We respectfully submit that this is a most inappro-

priate time for adoption of tax legislation which would further

discourage real estate investment. We believe that the Haskell-

Kennedy Amendment is an unnecessary addition to the Senate

Bill. If, as Senator Kennedy stated during the debate on the

Senate floor on June 22nd, "what we are really interested in

is the large syndication which may involve twelve hundred to

fifteen hundred limited partners" it surely is not necessary

to throw the baby out with the bath water. If sound tax

policy requires that use of the limited partnership entity

be curtailed, the logical solution would be reasonably to

circumscribe the eligible number of participants in such a

partnership.

In any event, we believe that Congress should give

serious consideration to phasing in the changes reflected in

the various proposals discussed in this statement over a period

of time so that the economics of the industry can adjust to the

new rules with less detrimental effects upon overall activity

and employment.

M -
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ItTIUnAL ASSOCIATION OF 101 111111,1S

15TH AND M STREETS. N.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005
JOHN C. HART

PRESIDENT TELEX W2m TELEPHONE (202) 452O24O

STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

before the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

on

AMENDMENTS TO

H. R. 10612, TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

July 21. 1976

SUMMARY

NAHB opposes the At Risk Limitation for Limited

Partners Amendment based upon two factors:

(P From an economic standpoint, it will severely

retard the housing industry's recovery from the

1975 recession: and (2) From a tax structural

standpoint, the Amendment is a patchwork approach

to the complex problem of the proper measurement

of taxable income from real estate construction and

operation.
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My name is Leonard L. Silverstein. I am a

partner in the firm of Silverstein and Mullens in

Washington, D. C. and appear this morning in my

capacity as Tax Counsel to the National Association

of Home Builders. I am accompanied by Nathaniel H.

Rogg. Executive Vice President of the NAHB.

The National Association of Home Builders

is the trade association of the home building

industry with a membership totalling over 79,000 firms

and individuals engaged in the construction of

homes, apartments and commercial properties

throughout the United States.

We appear today to express the home building

industry's unequivocal opposition to the At Risk

Limitation for Limited Partners adopted as a floor

amendment to H.R. 10612.

Our opposition is not based upon the view that

the tax laws as applied to real estate work perfectly.
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We appreciate that some anomalies do exist and that

correction as part of a tax reform program which

deals comprehensively with partnerships may well be

in order.

NAHB has consistently, and today continues

to support the principle that every American should

pay his fair share of taxes -- either directly as a

percentage of taxable income or through the application

of the minimum tax rules.

Our opposition to the Haskell amendment is

based upon two factors:

(1) From an economic standpoint, it will severely

retard the housing industry's recovery from the 1975

recession.

(2) From a tax structural standpoint, the Has-

kell amendment is a patchwork approach to the complex

problem of the proper measurement of taxable income

from real estate construction and operation.

First, consider the Haskell amendment in light

of the very severe economics which continue to
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face the housing industry. In 1975, housing production

wds at the country's lowest level since the conclusion

of World War II. Today, although single family housing

starts bave moderately increased, multiple housing starts

remain, on a national basis, at unacceptably low levels.

This occurs at a time when household formations are at

record levels due both to the arrival of the postwar

baby population 'nd the swelling ranks of the elderly.

Both categories of persons, together with the general

population, need -- but are not receiving -- adequate

housing accommodations.

Today there is a national vacancy rate of only

5.4 percent, attributable to the lack of new rental

units. Thus, national needs for housing exceed current

resources to satisfy those needs. Among those resources

are inducements, whether or not technically perfect,

which are currently provided by the tax laws.

Housing is the country's largest user of bor-

rowed funds. It is, on the other hand, the one industry

which is most vulnerable to cyclical economic
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fluctuations. It has the greatest difficulty in meeting

competition in the financial marketplace for available

debt */ and equity capital. The industry's access to

the private equity marketplace has always been severely

limited. Unlike the stock market, there is no stock

exchange for the small volume builder, who makes

up the great bulk, not only of the NAHB membership, but

of the housing industry in the country today. Tax

inducements, provided by realty partnerships, contribute

materially to their equity capital. If this resource

is stripped away, favorable alternatives must not only

be available, but in place and functioning. This is

not the case today, and the Haskell amendment, in conjunc-

tion with other provisions of the tax bill, would

*/ Since the end of World War II, the housing market
- has been one of the largest users of borrowed funds

in the American economy. Between 1947 and 1971 the
total net public and private debt outstanding in the
United States rose from $415.7 billion to $1,996.4
billion -- an increase of $1,580.7 billion, or 380
percent. During this same period, residential mort-

age debt outstanding on nonfarm properties .ose from
34.8 billion to $374.6 billion -- an increase of

$339.8 billion, or 976 percent. By comparison, private
corporate debt outstanding increased by 660 percent
during this same period as it rose from $108.9 billion
to $827.3 billion. Overall, the increase in nonfarm
residential mortgage debt accounted for 21 percent of
the increase in total outstanding net debt.
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therefore eradicate the housing industry's access to

non-institutional private equity investors. The amend-

ment, therefore, comes at precisely the wrong time in

housing history.

The Committee's attention is next directed to

the specifics of the amendment. By limiting deductions

to the aggregate of cash and recourse obligations,

depreciation and other deductions attributable to

borrowed funds in excess of that amount are precluded.

Such deductions are available, if at all, at some later

date in the partnership history; for example, if and

when the property is sold. The economic inducement to

a potential investor is, therefore, severely, if not

fatally, reduced. At the same time, no comparable con-

straints are placed upon a sole proprietor who acquires

the building, nor upon a general partnership. Addi-

tionally, the exception to the Haskell amendment for

subsidized housing in tax policy terms is internally

inconsistent. If the objective of the legislation is

to eliminate structural aberrations in the tax law

affecting real estate, the amendment should be applied

ft
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to all categories of real estate -- reaching a result

which would be even more devastating economically.

Under the Haskell amendment, however, all that occurs

is that tax shelter inducements are skewed in the

direction of subsidized housing, thus depriving other

forms of housing from this equity capital resource.

If deductions in excess of investment are an improper

application of the tax laws, then from the standpoint

of the investor, that impropriety is, in fact, still

available. To the extent that the Haskell amendment

is directed at large heavily promoted real estate

syndications, remedies already exist under the Code --

taxing such entities as corporations, for example.

NAHB suggests that the real estate taxation

problem -- transitionally at least -- be approached

through the minimum tax. All taxpayers should have

opportunity and inducements to invest in any form of

real estate -- with the tax laws available to cushion

both the economic risk and the lack of liquidity -- as

a recognized tax expenditure -- until such time as more

adequate equity and debt support of the housing market

appears.
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF
PAUL R. IGNATIUS. PRESIDENT

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
ON H. R. 10612
JULY 21e 1976

1. This statement supplements our testimony of March 31, 1976.
concerning airline industry capital formation problems. We
support Sections 802 and 803. which apply to all taxpayers,
large or small, and not to any single industry or group. We
also urge approval of Amendment No. 1906.

2. A combination of large investments and low earnings have re-
sulted in airline inability to utilize substantial amounts of in-
vestment credits.

3. Airlines earlier advocated refundability of previously earned.
but unused and expiring credits as provided for in S. 3080
(Senator Stevenson).

4. After extensive public hearings, the Committee, however, ap-
proved in Section 802 refundability of future generated credits
for all taxpayers beginning in 1984. Revenue impact attributable
to the airlines in 1984 would not exceed $25 million.

5. Section 802 assures that every taxpayer making qualified invest-
ment will receive credit and provides greater incentive for future
investment.

6. Section 803 provides two-year general extension of credits
which otherwise would expire in 1976. Credits which other-
wise might expire in 1977 also should be extended.

7. Airline capital formation problems are similar to those of public
utilities and railroads (as described on page 486 of Committee
Report). The FIFO and credit utilization provisions of Section
1701 applicable to the railroads should be extended to the airlines
as providd for in Amendment No. 1906. offered by Senator
Curtis.

8. U. S. world leadership in commercial aircraft sales is threa-
thened by inability of U. S. airlines to order new technology
aircraft because of capital formation difficulty.
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Statement of Paul R. Ignatius. President
Air Transport Association of America
Before the Senate Finance Committee
on H. R. 10612 -- July 21. 1976

My name is Paul R. Ignatius. I am President of the Air

Transport Association of America which represents virtually all

of the scheduled airlines of the United States. We appreciate this

opportunity to comment further on certain provisions of 11. R.

10612 on which the Committee has invited additional testimony,

particularly those relating to capital formation and the utilization

of investment c,-edLt.

e strongly support Sections 802 and 803 of the Committee

reported tax bill, which provide for a refundable investment credit

and a two-year extension of the carry-over period for Lnvestment

credits which otherwise would expire in 1976. We also urge ap-

proval cf Amendment No. 1906, which extends to the airlines the

first-in-first-out and increased credit utilization provisions con-

tained in Section 1701 of the bill.

The hearing record on capital formation and the utilizatiorn

of investment tax credit in both the Senate and the House is very

extensive. We, among others, testified in public hearings before

both the House ý,ays and Means Committee and the Senate Finance
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Committee concerning the serious capital formation problems of

the airline industry, and how those pr-oblems could be alleviated

through changes to the investment tax credit law. Specifically. we

advocated adoption of pending bills providing for the refundability

of investment credits which may expire because of the inability of

the taxpayer to utilize them.

Refundable Investment Credit

In our appearance before this Committee on March 31, 1976,

we urged your favorable consideration of the provisions of Senator

Stevenson's bill, S. 3080, which provided for the refundability to

any taxpayer of previously earned, but unused and expiring invest-

ment credits. This proposal would have provided capital for neces-

sary investments in new technology aircraft. The Committee, how-

ever, adopted provisions for the refundability of future earned

credits, a principle endorsed by Treasury Secretary Simon when

he appeared before the Committee on April 13, 1976.

As approved by the Committee, Section 802 of H. R. 10612

provides for the future refundability of credits, beginning 7 years

hence, if earnings do not permit their full utilization before that time.

The airlines fully support this provision of the bill. It provides an

incentive for future investment and assures equitable treatment for

all investors in new plant and equipment, since they would receive
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the benefit of the investment credit through tax off-sets or refund-

ability. The benefits of this provision would be available to all

taxpayers, large or small, corporate. partnership, or individual

proprietorship, who make investments which qualify.

The Committee Report accompanying H. R. 10612 points

out that the provision in Section 802 would have no revenue impact

for the next 7 years. Whether it would have any revenue impact

after that period would depend on a multitude of events and circum-

stances over the next 7 years which no one, of course, can now

foresee with precision. For example, in making an estimate, as-

sumptions have to be made as to the level of qualified investment

in 1976, as well as corporate profits and taxes for each of the next

7 years. Based upon such assumptions, the Committee report esti-

mates on page 178 that the revenue impact of Section 802 for all

taxpayers would be $300 - $500 million.

It has been suggested in several recent statements that Sec-

tion 802 would primarily benefit the airlines. This is not the case.

As stated earlier, this Section would apply to all taxpayers, and

the Committee's $300 - $500 million revenue impact estimate was

based on the availability of this provision to all such taxpayers.

As a matter of fact, we estimate that the maximum amount that

would be refunded to the airlines in 1984 will not exceed $25 million.

74-620 0 - 74 -- I
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The Committee decided, after hearing several witnesses

on the subject, to provide for future refundability in order to

equalize the incentives for investment by both profitable and un-

profitable companies. It was recognized that unprofitable com-

panies needed this incentive more than profitable companies. It

was also recognized that present law is inequitable since it has

the effect of requiring unprofitable companies to pay more than

a profitable company does for the same piece of equipment.

The airlines are faced with the need to replace their air-

craft with less noisy, more fuel-efficient planes. They have very

heavy capital requirements. However. because of their generally

poor earnings record, the airlines are limited in their ability to

raise new outside capital. Many representatives of the investment

community have stated that they will not lend the airline industry

substantial amounts of long-term capital. With the current earn-

ings record, equity capital is not available. Yet, there exists an

urgent need for capital to accomplish essential fleet modernization

and expansion to meet the accelerating demand for air transportation.

It is for these reasons that we have advocated the principle

of refundability. Section 802 would help assure that the investment

incentive, which formed the basis of the credit, will not be lost.

Only in this way can the investment credit law assure equal treat-

ment to all who make new investments.
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Two-Year Extension

We also fully support Section 803 of H. R. 10612. which

provides for a two-year extension of the carryover period for

credits which otherwise would expire in 1976. This provision

would apply to all businesses, not just the airlines. It would pro-

vide a temporary solution to the problem of expiring investment

tax credits, and is similar to the three-year extension of the

carryover period enacted in 1971 (P. L. 92-178) with respect to

investment tax credits earned prior to 1971.

The Committee's report on H. R. 10612 stated that this

two-year extension would "... make it possible to use these credits

against income generated in these two additional years. In addi-

tion. this will provide time in the next two years to see whether

any other relief needs to be provided in these cases."

We support Section 803 and urge that credits otherwise

expiring in 1977 also be extended to 1978.

Amendment No. 1906

Amendment No. 1906. offered by Senator Curtis. recog-

nizes that the serious problems facing the railroads and public

utilities also confront the airlines. This amendment would extend

to the airlines two provisions which the Committe has approved for
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the railroads in Section 1701 of H. R. 10612 to meet a virtually

identical problem. These provisions relate to (1) first-in-first-

out utilization of the credit, and (2) a temporary increase in the

utilization of credits against tax liability.

The Committee described the railroad problem necessi-

tating the change contemplated by Section 1701 on page 486 of its

report as follows:

"Railroads have been investing heavily in equipment and
facilities during the past several years in order to expand
the ability of the railroad system to handle an increasing
volume of traffic and to modernize the system through
replacement of obsolete and obsolescent equipment and
facilities. Additional expansion of the railroad system
also is needed to connect new and reopened coal mines
with principal railroad routes as reliance on coal as a
fuel and energy source increases relative to other sources.
Railroad equipment and facilities tend to be capital inten-
sive and long-lived.

"In contrast with the growth in investment requirements.
earnings of railroad companies have been relatively small.
Because the limitations cn the amount of investment credit
that may be claimed in a given year are expressed in terms
of a percentage of tax liability, the low earnings has left
railroad companies with substantial amounts of unused in-
vestment credits which soon will expire. The railroads
also face the prospect that future investment credits earned
on the installation of new equipment and facilities will ac-
crue faster than profits and tax liabilities grow. As a result,
railroads may continue to lose unused investment credits at
the end of the carryforward period even though the invest-
ment was undertaken in anticipation of reducing future tax
liabilities to the full extent of the credits they earned.

"The Committee's decision to relieve all taxpayers of the
problem of unused credits by making them refundable in
the future does not provide any taxpayer relief currently or
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in the future before 1984. The decision to allow two ad-
ditional years (1977 and 1978) of carryforward for credits
that expire at the end of 1976 would not be helpful to the
railroads because present investment plans through 1978
will generate enough credits for most railroads to virtually
use up the full amount of the limitation against current
tax liability."

The airline situation is substantially the same as that des-

cribed in the above quotation from the Committee Report. In short.

the airlines:

1. Have heavy investment in essential equipment;

2. Face additional expansion to meet growth:

3. Have relatively low earnings;

4. Have substantial amounts of unused credits which will

expire soon;

5. Will have future investment credits accruing faster than

growth in profits and tax liabilities;

6. Anticipate continued losses of credits; and

7. Believe that relief offered by Sections 802 and 803 may

be of minimum help in the near-term future.

Accordingly. like the railroads, the airlines need the ad-

ditionalmeasures contained in Section 1701 to more fully utilize the

investment credit. Sound public policy and simple tax equity would

suggest that these two essential, regulated transportation industries

be treated similarly.

m i - I
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The investment credit law originally required that a tax-

payer utilize his currently generated credits before any credit

carryover could be used. This requirement resulted in large

accumulations of unused credits. Because of this problem, in

1971, Congress provided first-in-first-out utilization of credits

generated prior to 1971. The Senate Finance Committee, as well

as the House Ways and Means Committee, in proposing this pro-

vision, stated:

"The desire of taxpayers to use these credit carry-
overs as quickly as possible (to avoid losing them)
could significantly dampen the stimulative effect of
restoring the investment credit."

However, Congress left unchanged the requirement that

credits generated after 1970 be used after currently generated

credits. Unless this requirement is changed, the airlines will be

faced in future years with the potential situation where, by making

an investment and generating additional credits, they will lose pre-

viously generated credits which expire. Unless a taxpayer has

some assurance that he will ultimately receive a benefit from

both his existing and new investment credits, he is unlikely to

make the investment that will generate new credits. Application

of the first-in-first-out provision to the airlines will provide in-

creased assurance that the credits they have earned can be utilized

without destroying their incentive for future investment.
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Moreover, under present law, a taxpayer is allowed to off-

set a maximum of 50 percent of his tax liability with investment

credit. In 1975, because of an anticipated problem with invest-

ment stimulus in the regulated public utility industry, Congress

authorized the utilities to increase their utilization of credit to

100 percent of tax liability for two years. declining gradually to

50 percent at the end of 5 years.

Section 1701 extends this investment stimulus to the rail-

roads, and Amendment No. 1906 would extend it to the airlines.

Extension to the airlines of the increased utilization provision

would provide the airlines with resources to assist in acquiring

new aircraft. The stimulative effect of this additional capital in-

vestment, and the jobs created, would be felt throughout the econ-

omy. Accordingly, we strongly urge approval of Amendment No.

1906.

U. S. Leadership in World Air Transport Sales is Threatened

There is more at stake in the capital formation issue than

the immediate needs of the U.S. airlines. U.S. leadership in the

world of aviation is in jeopardy because of the limited ability of the

U. S. airlines to place orders for new technology aircraft. U. S.

aircraft manufacturers have consistently obtained over 90 percent

of the total free world commercial airplane market. U. S. aircraft
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sales have traditionally been among the leading exports of the

United States. However, other nations now seek a major share

of the world's commercial airplane market. Recent European

aircraft manufacturer successes, encouraged by aggressive gov-

ernment assistance, are beginning to erode the U. S. position. It

would be a tragedy if the U.S. lost its world leadership in this

important area.

Historically, it has been the initial orders of one or more

U. S. airlines which have launched new airplane manufacturing

programs in this country. Orders from other U.S. airlines and

from foreign airlines have then followed. But, while the airlines

of the United States face the need in the next decade to acquire more

than $20 billion worth of new aircraft, they simply do not have the

financial resources to place these essential initial orders. Attached

to my statement (Attachment A) are charts and tables prepared by

The Boeing Company which illustrate this serious threat to U. S.

aircraft manufacturing leadership.

For all of these reasons, we reaffirm our support of Sec-

tlons 802 and 803 of H. R. 10612, and urge approval of Amendment

No. 1906.
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ATTACHMENT A

Tables from The Boeing Company

Presentation on

'Importance of Adequate U. S. Airline

Earnings to Continued World Leadership

By U.S. Commercial Aircraft Manufacturers"



Conclusions

* U.S. Trunk earnings are key to continued U.S. dominance of world
commercial aircraft market.

* U.S. Trunks unable to undertake required replacement program or
kick-off new airplane program.

" Continued operation of older, inefficient aircraft will delay public
environmental improvement and seriously impact airline efficiency.

* Lack of U.S. sales will erode U.S. manufacturing leadership and
capability, decreasing employment base and positive balance of
payments contribution.

(Public Data)V1786
6-1 1-76
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Commercial Aircraft Contribution to the
Balance of Trade

Export balance
merchandise trade

1962 1964 1966 1968 1 1976

1974
1972

Source: Department of Comewrce and AIA

(Public Data)
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World Commercial Aircralt Annual Deliveries
(1975 Constant Dollars)

1

0 t-.
1950

U.S. manufacturers

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985
Year

Note- Excludes USSR. Peoples Republic of China. and non-ICAO countries

(Pubhc Data)
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Major Product# Offerings

5001

747-100

74

300 oC
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World Commercial Jet Transport Market
($46 Billion Total Open Market Through 1985 in Constant 1975 Dollars)

U.S. airlines
Non-U.S. airlines

Product assumption

Category Market C irrent Future

737-200 737 derivative
Shorl S? 3 billion DC 9-30 SO DC-9 derivative
range 747SR 7317

SAC III Marcure 200

727-200
A300 ?X?

Mod-um S23 I billion DC. to to DC-X-200
range L 1011 A300.O10

74;,

70, 707 ?07 derivative
DC 10-30 40

Long S13 6 billion 747 100200 711
rdlnge 74?SP 74? drivalllive

Concorde A300 rivall ve

747 F Crre~ghter S2 0 billion DC IOC F

546 0 billion
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Role of U.S. Carriers in Kicking Off New
Airplane and Derivative Programs

Boeing products

Type Model Initial customers

707 -120 Pan Am
-320 Pan Ami/Air France/Sabena
-720 United

727 -100 Eastern/United
-200 American/Northeast

I. --I -

737 -100 [Lufthansal
-200 United

747 -100 Pan Am
-200 Northwest
SP Pan Am

(Public Data)V1784
6.11.76

Other U.S. manufacturers

Type Model Initial customers

DC-8 Std United/Pan Am
-61 Eastern/United
-63 K

DC-9 -10 Delta
-30 Delta
-50 ,SwissairJ

DC-10 -10 American/United
-30 KSsU
-40 Northwest

L-1011 -1 Eastern/TWA



Impact of Current Miarket Situation

Who Is going to provide new medium range aircraft for U.S. and world
market for next 20 years?

Primary considerations

" Foreign airlines will continue to provide major portion of all sales opportunities for
several years.

" Continued access to major foreign markets probably requires U.S. manufacturers'
involvement with foreign industry.

" Many foreign carriers are partially or wholly owned by governments.
* Government policies transcend airline interests.

" Lack of U.S. sales also causing U.S. manufacturers to seek foreign Industry
involvement to bear some portion of now aircraft development risks.

" FrenchGerman A-300 program ropiesents major threat to U.S. manufacturers'
dominance of medium range market.

(Puolic Data)
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CHRYSLER CORPORATION

SUMMARY

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

July 21, 1976

1. The so-called $44 million "benefit" to Chrysler of a Committee

accepted investment tax credit amendment does not exist!

2. Chrysler supports a change in the foreign tax credit provisions

of the law, for the following reasons:

a. This amendment would provide jobs for
workers as foreign source income is
repatriated for investment in this country.

b. It would place foreign tax credits on an
equitable basis with investment tax credits.

c. It would create no current drain (1976- 77),
in Chrysler's case, on the United States
Treasury.

74-.60 0- 76 -- 9
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TESTIMONY

of

BRIAN T. OIKEEFE
ASSISTANT CORPORATE COMPTROLLER

CHRYSLER CORPORATION

Before the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

July 21. 1976

At the outset I would like to clear up some of the confusion which

has been created about any so-called "benefit" to Chrysler through a provision

which has been approved by this Committee. It has been reported that

Chrysler will benefit from the Committee's expiring investment tax credit

provision which, if adopted, will cost the Treasury $44 million in 1977 and

1978. This is not true. Chrysler has no unused investment tax credits

which expire before 1980. Not one dime of this $44 million will benefit

Chrysler Corporation.

Chrysler does support a technical change which would apply to an

amendment to the tax lawwhich has been approved by the Committee extending

the period of use for certain foreign tax credits. Specifically, Chrysler has

sought an amendment to H.R. 10612 which would extend the period in which
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1972 foreign tax credits may be utilized, and would make possible the use

of such carry-forward credits before any new credits generated in 1976-78.

The facts in support of the proposed amendment are as follows:

First -- in a period in which the creation of jobs is of paramount

importance to the nation, this amendment represents a "jobs bill" in the

best sense. To remain fully competitive in the U. S. automotive market,

Chrysler has begun a multi-billion dollar investment in new, more fuel-

efficient models for introduction over the next several years. Those invest-

ments create jobs for American workers. If this amendment becomes law,

Chrysler will initiate plans immediately to repatriate up to $100 million of

foreign source income as a vital part of that total investment.

Second -- this amendment creates equity out of inequity. Because

of the severe economic recession which the nation has just endured, Chrysler

was unable to claim foreign tax credits in the same manner as companies

which were less seriously hurt. This amendment would correct that discrim-

inatory situation. Briefly stated, Chrysler generated foreign tax credits in

1972 from repatriated foreign earnings. Subsequent recession losses in

1974-75 were required to be carried back to 1972, thereby displacing the 1972

foreign tax credits and forcing them to be carried forward. Unless utilized,

these displaced credits will expire at the end of 1977. Under current law,
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these older credits can be used in later years only if substantial amounts of

new foreign source income are repatriated. Even then, any new credits

which are generated must be used first, thereby again displacing the older

credits. The proposed amendment would enable us to use these 1972 credits

prior to any new credits in the next few years. This would equalize the

treatment of foreign tax credits with that of expiring investment tax credits.

Third -- while this amendment would result in the immediate

repatriation of foreign source income, the current drain on the United

States Treasury, insofar as Chrysler is concerned, would be zero. Any

cost to the Treasury would come after 1978, and would be more than offset by

the jobs created as a result of the earlier repatriation.

Finally, the proposed amendment provides a needed stimulus to U. S.

employment through investment from credits already earned by the tax-

paying company. Favorable action by the Senate will insure that foreign

source income is made available as soon as possible to finance investment

in new jobs for American workers.

The Committee has already recognized these facts in its own report

accompanying the Tax Reform Bill:

"During 1970-1971 and 1974-1975 the economy
suffered two serious recessions ... Nonetheless,
in order to remain competitive domestically and
internationally, many firms in these industries have
continued to invest in new plant and equipment in the
U.S. and maintain their overseas business operations.
In some cases, funds have been brought back from
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overseas to support domestic operations. However,
where domestic operations have subsequently worsened
and created net operating losses, these losses have
often eliminated the domestic income in the earlier
years and resulted in carryforwards of previously ab-
sorbed tax credits. The committee is concerned that
the expiration of the carryforward period for both of
these credits may adversely effect the domestic in-
vestment programs of U.S. firms, and, as such, im-
pact adversely on the long run structure of capital
formation in the economy."

'I',,'
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STATEMENT

OF

ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR.

ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN MARITIME ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

BEGINNING July 20, 1976

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

Twenty organizations representing all segments of labor
and management in the shipbuilding and ship operating industries
in the ocean trades, Great Lakes and the fisheries strongly
support section 806 of the Committee's Bill to eliminate an
unintended obstacle to investment in U.S. flag vessels. Section
806 clarifies that the investment tax credit is available for
vessels built in the United States with withdrawals from capital
construction funds established under the Merchant Marine Act
of 1970.

This same matter was earlier the subject of public testi-
mony before the Senate Committee on Finance on March 31, 1976,
and before the House Ways and Means Committee on December 15,
1975. It was also earlier unanimously approved by the Senate
Commerce Committee (S. 1542) and passed by the Senate on April
25, 1975.

I. SUPPORT OF ELIGIBILITY OF SHIPS
BUILT OR PURCHASED WITH CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION FUNDS FOR THE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

1. U.S. flag merchant ships constructed in U.S. shipyards
should not be singled out as the only item of machinery, equip-
ment and transportation facilities excluded from the investment
tax credit: a reduction in capital cost designed to apply
across the broad spectrum of the economy.

2. In fact, such ships properly are eligible for the credit
the same as aircraft and railroad cars. Congress never even
considered excluding them and did not intend that they be denied
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the credit. Thus, section 806 is not some new or special
extension of the basic investment tax credit.

3. Indeed, the purpose of section 806 is to clarify
present law and settle a longstanding dispute between the
Departments of Treasury and Commerce over the interpretation
of a statutory technicality which has frustrated the avail-
ability of the credit for ships.

4. The U.S. merchant fleet faces tremendous capital
requirements over the next several years, estimated by the
Government to total $7.6 billion.

5. A 10-year shipbuilding program initiated in 1970 set
forth certain incentives to encourage investment because the
Congress recognized that a viable U.S. merchant fleet is
essential to meet national defense and economic needs, and
that incentives for a private fleet are far less costly than
maintaining a government-owned fleet.

6. One of the primary incentives enacted in 1970 was
the Capital Construction Fund (CCF). The CCF is a form of
cost recovery, much like depreciation, pursuant to which the
vessel owner or operator enters into an agreement with the
Secretary of Commerce to establish reserve funds out of
shipping income to build or purchase agreed-upon ships. The
CCF does not provide a double cost recovery since it is
in lieu of, and a substitute for, depreciation.

7. The investment tax credit was intended to be a 10
percent reduction in capital cost. It applies to the full
cost of property even though through accelerated depreciation
that cost is also fully deducted against income (and the tax
basis of property reduced to zero) within a relatively short
time.

8. Since the capital construction fund is merely another
method of accelerated depreciation and since the investment
tax credit applies to all other machinery, equipment and trans-
portation facilities subject to accelerated depreciation, there
is no reason why it should not be equally applicable to U.S.
flag merchant ships.

9. Uncertainty about the availability of the investment
credit for CCF-built ships discourages investment in U.S. ships
and puts U.S. flag merchant ships at a relative disadvantage
compared with other capital goods. This clearly frustrates
the national policy of encouraging investment in U.S. ships and
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negates the CCF incentive which was passed by the Senate in
1970 by a record vote of 68 to 1.

10. Denial of the credit has the additional effect of
exporting jobs. CCF-built ships must be constructed in U.S.
shipyards. The shipbuilding industry employs 44 man-years per
$1 million of contracts, one of the highest levels in all
manufacturing, and also employs a very high percentage of
minority workers. Further, seven out of ten major shipyards
are located in chronically high unemployment areas and provide
jobs where most needed.

11. Earlier in this Congress, the Senate passed mari-
time legislation (S. 1542) amending the CCF to clarify that
the investment credit is not to be denied. Because of a juris-
dictional question in the House, the matter was deleted in
conference, although the House conferees unanimously stated
they supported the provision on the merits. The Conference
Report (H. Rept. No. 94-529) on the Maritime Appropriation
Authorization Act of 1975, adopted by the House and Senate,
makes clear that these U.S. flag merchant ships were not
intended to lose the benefits of the investment tax credit.
The Chairman and other members of the House Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries introduced H.R. 10551 which
would clarify that the credit should be allowed for taxable
years beginning after 1969 which coincides with the effective
date of the Merchant Marine Act of 1970.

II. REBUTTAL OF ARGUMENTS THAT MAY
BE MADE AGAINST ALLOWING THE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Thomas F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation With Repre-
sentation, has circulated arguments and testified against
allowing the investment tax credit for these ships.

I. The arguments basically are arguments against the
CCF under the 1970 Act, but that is not the subject of debate.
The arguments now being used against the capital construction
fund were raised by the identical witness in 1970, carefully
considered, and overwhelmingly rejected.

"This authority [capital construction fund)
will do more than any other provision of
this bill to build ships in United States
shipyards to be operated under the American
flag." (S. Rept. No. 91-1980).
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2. The example (likely to be used) of a $78 million
"revenue loss' from a single $50 million tanker is wrong. In
fact, there in ultimately a $69 million tax liability in the
transaction described which fails to take account of amend-
ments in the 1970 Act.

3. The principal beneficiaries are not banks, oil com-
panies and integrated steel companies. or-16 capital con-
struction funds, only 10 have been established by such
companies.

4. Moreover, no matter who owns them, the CCF and the
credit would be available only for U.S. flag merchant ships
constructed in U.S. shipyards.

5. Arguments that the "cabotagee laws protect certain
U.S. shipping trades from foreign competition is irrelevant.
The question is whether the capital costs of U.S. ships are to
be increased relative to other transportation equipment and
capital goods. Vast amounts of other property receive similar
benefits or protection from tariffs, licenses, etc., but all
that property is also eligible for the investment tax credit.

6. The argument that the CCF is a substitute and that
ships do not need the credit is wrong. The pre-credit after
tax cost of a ship under CCF using a typical financing pattern
is about 60 percent compared to a pre-credit after-tax cost
of a railroad car of 65 percent under ADR depreciation. In
addition, until 1982 a railroad car gets a 12 percent credit
under provisions of the Bill. There is a 10 percent credit
under present law for railroad cars. Since railroad cars get a
10 to 12 percent credit, why should U.S. flag merchant ships
constructed in U.S. shipyards get a zero investment tax credit.

7. The argument that the CCF is a "tax exemptibno is
wrong. All property eligible for the investment tax credit
is depreciable which means the full cost is deducted against
income. Deduction of the cost under the CCF method of
depreciation is no more a "tax exemption' than deduction of
the cost of an airplane under another method of depreciation.
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STATEMENT

OF

ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR.

ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN MARITIME ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

BEGINNING July 20, 1976

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American

Maritime Association for which I am special tax counsel.

The American Maritime Association consists of 37 com-

panies operating 104 American flag ships in the foreign and

domestic commerce of the United States.

We strongly support section 806 of H.R. 10612 as added

by the Senate Committee on Finance to clarify that the in-

vestment tax credit is allowed for investments in U.S. flag

fishing and merchant ships constructed or acquired with with-

drawals from capital construction funds under the Merchant

Marine Act of 1970.

This legislation is broadly supported throughout the

fishing and merchant shipping industries, including employee

unions. Specifically supporting the legislation are the

following groups: American Institute of Merchant Shipping;

American Maritime Association; International Longshoremen's

U - IM I
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Association; International Protien Corporation; Labor-Management

Maritime Committee; Lake Carriers Association; Marine Engineers

Beneficial Association, AFL-CIO; Maritime Trades Department,

AFL-CIO; Matson Navigation Company; Moore-McCormack Resources,

Inc.; National Fish Meal and Oil Association; National Ocean

Industries Association; Offshore Marine Services Association;

Seacoast Products, Inc.; Seafarer's International Union; Sea-

Land Service, Inc.; Shipbuilders Council of America; Standard

Products Company, Inc.; Transportation Institute; Wallace

Menhaden Products, Inc.; and Zapata Corp.

In order to avoid unduly enlarging an already extended

record, this statement will partly incorporate by reference

previous testimony which explains the policy of the Merchant

Marine Act of 1970 to encourage private investment in the

American merchant marine, and which explains why allowing the

investment tax credit for the ships is not only fully consis-

tent with, but required by, the policy of the investment tax

credit in the Internal Revenue Code. See statements of James

R. Barker before the Senate Committee on Finance on March 31,

1976, and before the House Committee on Ways and Means on

December 15, 1975. See also, statements of Ernest S. Christian,

Jr., before the Senate Committee on Finance on March 31, 1976,

and before the House Committee on Ways and Means on December 15,

1975.

Thus, this statement will first merely summarize the mari-

time and tax policies supporting allowance of the investment

credit. Secondly, this statement rebuts in detail arguments

that have been made by an opponent of allowing the investment
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tax credit for U.S. flag merchant ships. These arguments that

are rebutted are contained in testimony before the House

Committee on Ways and Means, December 15, 1975, by Mr. Thomas

F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation With Representation,

which included an Appendix consisting of Tables 1-4 entitled

"Use of Capital Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance Purposes".

Copies of this testimony were submitted to members of the

Senate with a letter from Mr. Thomas Reese, Legislative Director,

Taxation With Representation, dated June 21, 1976, and it is

understood that the substance of this prior testimony also will

be submitted for the record of these hearings of the Senate

Committee on Finance.

The following summation of the reasons for allowing the

investment tax credit for ships and the following clear rebuttal

of all arguments against allowing the investment tax credit,

lead inescapably to the conclusion that the Committee's decision

as reflected in section 806 of H.R. 10612 is correct.

GENERAL POLICY IN SUPPORT
OF ALLOWING THE CREDIT

A viable U.S. flag merchant fleet is essential to meet

national defense needs, and incentives for a private fleet are

far less costly than maintaining a government-owned fleet. This

is the only case where the commercial market is expected to

provide the capital, and to construct and operate the defense

facility.

-
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The U.S. merchant fleet faces tremendous capital require-

ments over the next several years, estimated by the government

to total $7.6 billion. A 10-year shipbuilding program was

initiated in 1970 and set forth certain incentives to encourage

investment.

One of the primary incentives enacted in 1970 was the

Capital Construction Fund. The capital construction fund is

a form of cost recovery, much like depreciation, pursuant to

which the vessel owner or operator enters into an agreement with

the Secretary of Comerce to establish reserve funds out of

shipping income to build or purchase agreed-upon ships. The

capital construction fund was adopted in 1970 with only two

dissenting votes and is recognized by Congress as essential to

shipbuilding in the United States:

"This authority [capital construction fund)
will do more than any other provision of
this bill to build ships in United States
shipyards to be operated under the American
flag'. (S.Rept. No. 91-1080).

The investment tax credit is another incentive for high-

cost U.S. shipbuilding which is relatively modest compared to
1/

tax and other incentives provided by most other maritime nations.

1/ Sweden (depreciation deductions in excess of cost, and tax-
deferred reserves); United Kingdom (immediate write-off of
cost of new ship); West Germany (30 percent first-year
depreciation, progress payments, tax-deferred reserve and
50 percent credit against tax on income from foreign trade);
Japan (25 percent first-year depreciation of new ships,
tax deferred reserves, and credit against tax from foreign
trade). S.Rept. No. 94-96, 94th Cong. 1st Sess.
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The capital construction fund was not intended to be, and

should not be. a substitute for the investment tax credit which

is available for all other machinery, equipment and transpor-

tation facilities and is designed to be applied as broadly as

possible throughout the economy to have its intended effect.

U.S. flag merchant ships constructed in U.S. shipyards should

not be the only significant items of machinery, equipment and

transportation facilities excluded from the investment credit.

Denial of the investment tax credit puts these ships at a

relative disadvantage in attracting investment capital.

Denial of the investment tax credit also negates the

intended effect of the capital construction fund which was

passed by the Senate in 1970 by a recoil vote of 68 to 1.

Denial of the credit has the additional effect of exporting

jobs The shipbuilding industry employs 44 man-years per $1

million of contracts, one of the highest levels in all manu-

facturing, and also employs a very high percentage of minority

workers. Further, seven out of ten major shipyards are located

in chronically high unemployment areas and provide jobs where

most needed.

Allowance of the investment tax credit for ships constructed

with capital construction funds is not a new or a novel idea.

It is in fact fundamental to both the Merchant Marine Act of 1970

and the Internal Revenue Code. Likewisearguments that are made

against allowing the investment tax credit are not new or
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different arguments that require special consideration again.

All such arguments are in fact arguments against the capital

construction fund, were made by the same witnesses in 1970,

and were overwhelmingly rejected by the Congress.

It is also clear that Congress did not even consider ex-

cluding ships from the investment tax credit and did not intend

that such ships be excluded from the investment tax credit,

althougA for the last 5 years the allowance of the credit has

been frustrated by a dispute between the Departments of Commerce

and Treasury over a technical interpretation of statutory

language. The Conference Report (B. Rept. No. 94-529) on the

Maritime Appropriation Authorization Act of 1975, adopted by

the House and Senate, makes clear that these U.S. flag merchant

ships were not intended to lose the benefits of the investment

tax credit.

Indeed, the Internal Revenue Service has settled at least

one case in litigation and allowed the investment tax credit on

a 50/50 basis. Properly interpreted, the credit is allowed

under present law and the amenCment in secti on 806 should be

considered as a clarification of present law. It was for that

reason that H.R. 1C551 introduced by the Chairman and other

members of the Fouse Comnittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

would provide that the credit should be allowed for

taxable years beginning after 1969 which coincides with the

effective date of the Merchant Marine Act of 1970. The invest-
0
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sent tax credit was not reinstated until 1971 which would,

of course, be the first year of application. Section 806 of H.R.

10612 only applies to taxable years after 1975 and does not

provide clarification for prior years.

TAX ANALYSIS AND POLICY IN
SUPPORT OF ALLOWING THE CREDIT

A. Operation of Capital Construction Fund

The capital construction fund is a method of cost recovery

for U.S. merchant ships constructed in U.S. shipyards that is

similar to accelerated methods of depreciation in the Code.

A shipowner may either deduct the cost in accordance with an

accelerated depreciation schedule or maxe a tax-deductible

deposit of income from ships in a capital construction fund

under the supervision of the Secretary of Coimmerce.

These deposits provide a cash reserve with which to replace

the ship or acquire an additional ship. When the accumulated

funds are withdrawn and invested in a replacement ship, the

"tax basis" of that ship is reduced to the extent paid for out

of the capital construction fund. As a result of that reduction

in tax basis, depreciation deductions on the ship in the future

are smaller, just as depreciation deductions are smaller after

accelerated depreciation is taken and the tax basis is reduced.

In both cases, the result is a deferral of tax that must

be repaid by smaller deductions and greater tax payments in the

74.a 0- 7 -- 10
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future. The major differences are as follows:

a. The amount taken as a deduction under the
capital construction fund method must ac-
tually be set aside in a fund for a
replacement vessel; whereas in the case of
depreciation deductions there is no such
requirement.

b. Capital construction fund deductions may
be taken only against shipping income.

c. The rate of cost recovery may in some cases
be more rapid under the capital construction
fund method, but the rate of cost recovery
is generally irrelevant to the application
of the investment tax credit. Larger dif-
ferences in the rate of cost recovery may
result by application of the ADR system of
depreciation.

B. The Investment Tax Credit

The investment tax credit was intended to be a 10 percent

reduction in capital cost. It applies to the full cost of

property even though through accelerated depreciation that

cost is also fully deducted against income (and the tax basis

of property reduced to zero) within a relatively short time.

Since the capital construction fund is merely another

method of accelerated depreciation and since the investment

tax credit applies to all other machinery, equipment and trans-

portation facilities subject to accelerated depreciation, there

is no reason why it should not be equally applicable to U.S.

flag merchant ships.
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Clearly, these ships are property of the category to which

the investment tax credit was intended to apply. Ships con-

structed in the U.S. meet the policy criteria underlying the

credit: to offset higher capital costs and thereby help redress

competitive advantages of foreign trading partners; and to stimu-

late employment in this country. In addition, merchant ships

have declined in number to the point of causing the Department

of Defense, 'the greatest concerns. See testimony of Deputy

Assistant Secretary, John J. Bennett, before the Souse Committee

on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, June 5, 1975.

The revenue cost is small and ships are the only property

ever singled out and required particularly to justify receiving

the credit: a reduction in capital cost designed to apply across

the broad spectrum of the economy and which is available to all

other property without such particular justification. Vast

amounts of property eligible for the credit also receive other

governmental benefits -- through tariffs, licenses, etc. -- but

those benefits have never been sought to be negated by denying

the investment tax credit. Obviously, that would be illogical

and self defeating. Only in the case of ships has this occurred.

C. Comparison Of Relative Capital Costs

Having in mind that all property eligible for the investment

credit is allowed accelerated depreciation and that ships are

merely allowed the similar CCF deduction in lieu of depreciation,

comparisons of pre-credit "after tax" costs are instructive. The
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full cost is deducted in all cases (by depreciation or by CCF

deposits in the case of ships).

Comparative pro-credit after-tax costs of railroad cars

under ADR accelerated depreciation and of a ship financed under

a typical pattern using a capital construction fund are as

follows:

Expressed As2-
Percentage Of
Actual Cost

Railroad Car 650

Ship 60%

The railroad car is allowed an additional 10 percent in-

vestment credit; and under section 703 of H.R. 10612 the rail-

road car would until 1982 be allowed a 12 percent investment

credit.

If ships constructed with capital construction funds are

denied the investment tax credit, the after-tax cost will be

substantially greater than for railroad cars. If, as provided

in section 806 of H.R. 10612, the credit is not denied to ships,

their after-tax costs would be about the same as railroad cars.

2/ The ship is assumed to be purchased for a 25 percent down
payment and financed under a 20-year mortgage with level
annual principal payments, and the entire cost is paid for
by capital construction funds that are deposited in the
same year that each of the payments are made. If the ship
were paid for in a lump sum with an amount deposited in a
fund, the pre-credit after-tax cost would be 52 percent,
but this is not a realistic assumption or representative
of the manner in which the CCF is permitted to operate
under the supervision of the Secretary of Commerce.
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Certainly no bias should be created against construction

of U.S. flag merchant ships in U.S. shipyards. If any bias is

created, it should be in favor oft not against, the vital U.S.

flag merchant fleet.

REBUTTAL OF ARGUMENTS
AGAINST ALLOWING THE CREDIT

This rebuttal is addressed to testimony by one witness, Mr.

Thomas F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation With Representation,

before the House Coamittee on Ways and Means which included an

Appendix consisting of Tables 1-4 entitled "Use of Capital

Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance".

A. Summary

The principal points sought to be made by the witness are

(i) to try to illustrate by Tables 1-4 of the Appendix that

investment of $50 million in a tanker results in a $78.70

million "revenue loss", (ii) that the principal beneficiaries

of capital construction funds are banks and integrated oil and

steel companies, and (iii) that the credit is not needed since

"cabotage" laws protect some shipping trades from foreign

competition.

All these assertions are patently incorrect.

First, the witness' Appendix entitled "Use of Capital

Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance Purposes", is devoted

entirely to analyzing a situation in which the eligibility of
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capital construction fund-built ships for the investment tax

credit is not even an issue. The ship was not acquired with

capital construction funds and the investment tax credit clearly

is applicable even without clarification of existing law.

The example in the witness' Appendix also misrepresents

the application of the capital construction fund. It fails

to take into account amendments in the Merchant Marine Act of

1970 and is wrong in its assertion that purchase of a $50

million tanker results in a "revenue loss" of $78.70 million.

In fact, at the end of the transaction described, there is a

tax liability of at least $69.4 million payable immediately

along with interest upon a non-qualified withdrawal from the
3/

fund or thereafter upon reduction in the basis of ships.

Second, it is argued that the principal beneficiaries of

the capital construction fund -- and the investment tax credit --

would be banks and integrated steel and oil companies that also

own ships. These repeated claims remain unsubstantiated. Of

the 96 existing funds, only 10 have been established by such

3/ This basic error is in addition to others. The most
serious are Mi) that accumulated deposits of the
magnitude indicated would not be permitted for a one
ship fleet; and (ii) that both the interest and prin-
cipal schedules are distorted and do not reflect the
liability of the related lender on the interest income
(actual and imputed). It should also be understood
that depreciation of capital investment is characterized
as an "artificial loss* and that $5 million of the
Revenue loss" is the investment tax credit. All these
errors are discussed in detail hereinafter in this
statement.
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companies. The overwhelming percentage of capital construction

funds are established by shipping companies and shipping com-

panies are the primary beneficiaries of the program. Further-

more, the purpose of the capital construction fund is to

encourage private investment in U.S. shipbuilding to modernize

and revitalize the American merchant fleet to serve our national

needs. The benefit to the nation from such investment exists

regardless of the identity of the investor.

Deposits in a capital construction fund can only be made

to purchase or construct ships and the tax deduction can be

taken only against income from ships. The investment tax

credit also would be allowed for investment in ships. The

credit could be taken against income either from ships or from

some other source, but the effect is only to reduce the capital

cost of ships, not some other property.

Third, the argument that the "cabotage" laws protect

certain U.S. ships from foreign competition in some trades is

irrelevant. The question is whether the capital costs of U.S.

ships are to be increased relative to other transportation

equipment and capital goods. Other types of capital investment

are protected by tariffs and otherwise, but all these other

investments are eligible for the investment tax credit.

Such extraneous and incorrect arguments should not divert

attention from the fact that allowance of the investment tax

credit for U.S. flag merchang ships at modest revenue cost is

- - I - -M - I M m M I M
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not only consistent with existing law, it is compelled by basic

principles of tax and maritime policy.

The attached Exhibit to this statement reviews and rebuts

in detail all the general arguments as well as the exampIes

in Tables 1-4 of the Appendix to the witness' testimony before

the House Committee on Ways and Means.
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EXHIBIT

TO STATEMENT OF

ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR.

ON BEHLAF OF

THE AMERICAN MARITIME ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

BEGINNING July 20, 1976

This Exhibit consists of a detailed rebuttal of arguments
made against allowing the investment tax credit in testimony
on December 15, 1975, before the House Conmittee on Ways and
Means, by Mr. Thomas F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation
With Representation.

A. Rebuttal of General Objections To Allowing the Credit

The witness' asserted that the capital
construction fund is an indefinite deferral of tax amounting
to a tax "exemption"; that because of the capital construc-
tion fund the investment tax credit is an unneeded
additional benefit; that integrated companies that also
own ships would somehow avoid section 482 and other
fundamental principles of the Internal Revenue Code and
"convert" their other income into shipping income eligible
for deposit; that allowance of the credit is conceptually
inconsistent because there would be a break in "the highly
important link" between "basis" for depreciation and "basis"
for investment credit; and that there would be formidable
administrative difficulties.

None of these objections is correct or warrants
denial of the investment tax credit.

1. Deferral of tax is fundamental to both
accelerated depreciation and the capital construction fund
method of cost recovery. In reality, there is in every
industry (not just merchant shipping) some limited degree
of continuing deferral depending on the rate of growth in
capital investment, but that is inherent in all forms of
cost recovery and cannot in any case b6 considered inconsis-
tent with the investment tax credit.

A ship is no more "tax-exempt" because its cost
is deducted through the capital construction fund, than a
railroad car is "tax-exempt" because its cost is deducted
through depreciation. In fact, taking into account the
discount rate and the respective rates of cost recovery
for each, the "after-tax" cost of a railroad car under ADR
is 65 percent and the "after-tax" cost of a ship (with a
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20-year mortgage) under the capital construction fund is
typically in the range of about 60 percent.

2. The investment tax credit was enacted as an
additional reduction in capital costs, thereby to increase
Investment in productive capacity, create jobs, and enhance
the economic growth overall. It is vital to maintenance
of a U.S. merchant fleet and to employment in U.S. shipyards.
Accordingly, the legislation is supported by both labor
and management throughout the merchant shipping industry.

It is well known that the U.S. fleet, built in
U.S. shipyards and operated under U.S. flag with American
seamen, must compete with lower construction costs in
foreign shipyards, with other investment incentives for
foreign construction, and with substantial income tax ad-
vantages offered by other countries to ships of their
registry. 2/

It cannot be denied that the allowance of the
investment tax credit will reduce the impact of such foreign
competitive advantages and increase construction of U.S.
merchant ships in American shipyards.

3. The assertion that section 482 of the Code is
ineffective and integrated companies convert manufacturing,
etc. income into shipping income eligible for deposit in a
fund, simply has no foundation in fact.

4. Regs. § 1.46-3(c) expressly provides that for
purposes of the invesment tax credit "the basis of property
would generally be its cost (see section 1012), unreduced by...
any other adjustment to basis, such as that for depreciation."
The cost of these merchant ships includes the amount paid
for out of the capital construction fund. Certainly the
part of the cost paid with a deductible deposit in a capital
construction fund (accompanied by an offsetting reduction in
basis) is no less a part of the ship's cost than the amount
deducted as depreciation (also with an offsetting reduction in

2/ Nearly all other maritime nations provide substantial
incentives for shipping: Sweden (depreciation deductions
in excess of cost, and tax-deferred reserves); United
Kingdom (immediate write-off of cost of new ship);
West Germany (30 percent first-year depreciation, pro-
gress payments, tax-deferred reserve and 50 percent
credit against tax on income for foreign trade); Japan
(25 percent first-year depreciation of new ships, tax
deferred reserves, and credit against tax from foreign
trade).
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basis). The full amount of -oat is the ship's basis for
investment tax credit purposes "unreduced by...any other
adjustment to basis" (such as the reduction required by
the Merchant Marine Act of 1970).

Moreover, pursuant to the provision of section
48(d) of the Code where the lessor of the new section 38
property elects to treat the lessee as the purchaser, the
lessee is entitled to the investment tax credit which is
based not on the tax basis of the asset, but on the fair
market -value of the property.

5. The Code already embodies the concept of
basis and adjusted basis. The adjusted basis (which is
basis reduced by depreciation) and the basis for investment
tax credit purposes are never the same after the date the
property is placed in service. The additional 20 percent
first-year depreciation allowance under section 179 of the
Code reduces the basis of property for depreciation pur-
poses as of the date placed in service, but not for invest-
ment tax credit purposes. Also, the Treasury has urged that
legislation be adopted to allow the investment tax credit
on the full basis of property, but to reduce the basis
of the property for depreciation purposes by the amount
of the investment tax credit. No administrative problems
result.

II. Rebuttal of Tables and Analysis in Appendix

A. Fundamental Error in Appendix

The Appendix to the witness' testimony entitled
"Use of Capital Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance Pur-
poses", purports to show a revenue loss of $78.70 million
from investment in a single $50 million tanker and attri-
butes that effect primarily to the capital construction
fund under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970. In fact, at
the end of the transaction described there is a tax lia-
bility of at least $69.4 million.

The false proposition is sought to be illus-
trated by three Tables (Tables 2, 3 and 4) which taken
together (i) present an unrealistic picture of the way in
which ships are financed and the way the capital construction
fund operates; and (ii) ignore the effect of amendments in the
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Merchant Marine Act of 1970 that designated the statutory
"order" of withdrawals from the fund.

The basic structure and operative principle of
the capital construction fund method of cost recovery is
as follows: a tax deduction is taken when income is
deposited in the fund, but that deduction is later recap-
tured either by (i) reducing the basis and future deprecia-
tion of a ship when a qualified withdrawal is later made
for further investment in shipping; or by (ii) taxing as
ordinary income (with interest) a nonqualified withdrawal.

There is only a deferral of tax and by the time
t#e cycle is complete, the total tax paid is the same
whether cost is recovered by the capital construction fund
method, by accelerated depreciation or by straightline
depreciation. (See Tables 2(a) and 2(b) )

Typically -- having in mind the way ships are
financed -- deposits of income are made in the fund and
then withdrawn to pay the mortgage on that ship or to
make the downpayment and mortgage payments on some other
ship; so that subsequent to each deductible deposit there
is one or a series of reductions in basis of ships that
result in lesser depreciation deductions.

The examples in Tables 2-4 of the Appendix reverse
this typical pattern, in an attempt to show extreme tax
results. First, Table 2 shows a ship purchased with borrowed
funds not withdrawn from a capital construction fund. Accelera-
ted depreciation is taken which produces losses through the
seventh year where the Table stops, although positive taxable
income is produced beginning in the eighth year. Then,
Table 3 shows that the annual depreciation charges are
deposited in the "capital account" of a fund and that the
income of the capital account is also redeposited. There-
after, Tables 4 and 3, respectively, show that (i) beginning in
the eighth year when positive taxable income is produced,
that income is deposited in the fund and deducted; and
(ii) beginning in the sixteenth year amounts are withdrawn
from the "capital account" to pay off the mortgage.

The point of the illustration is supposed to be
that the taxpayer has "beat the system" first by taking

b
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large accelerated depreciation deductions through the
seventh year, and then when the ship starts to produce
positive taxable income in the eighth year, by making
offsetting deductible deposits of that income in a fund.
Tables 2 and 4. (The mortgage is paid beginning in the
sixteenth year by withdrawals from the capital account
which do not reduce basis or otherwise result in tax-
able income. Table 3.)

The fundamental error in the illustration is
that in the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 it was expressly
provided that withdrawals would be deemed first to be made
out of the capital account. This was done to assure
recapture into ordinary income of the income previously
deposited into the fund. It might otherwise be possible
first to withdraw from the ordinary income and pay the
mortgage in years 16-20 after the basis of the ship had
already been reduced neaiWto zero by depreciation.

Under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970, since the
mortgage was deemed paid out of the capital account, the
taxpayer, in the example set forth in the Tables 2-4, is
left with $138.8 million (i.e. $108.7 of earnings on total
previously deposited assets and redeposited earnings
thereon, and $30.1 of deposited net ship earnings after
interest and depreciation) in the ordinary income account
which under the agreement with the Secretary of Commerce
would either have to be withdrawn and taxed or withdrawn
and applied to reduce the basis of a ship which will
have the same effect. The tax liability is $69.4 million.

The example in the Appendix is simply wrong.

B. Specific Deficiencies and Errors in Tables

1. The situation described where an investor would
keep $142.3 million "tied up" in a capital construction
fund is unrealistic. Section 607(a) provides that the
Secretary of Commerce may enter into a capital construction
fund agreement which will provide for deposits into the
fund of amounts agreed upon as necessary and appropriate
to provide funds for a specific shipbuilding program.
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2. The regulations require that the program specify
the types and number of vessels to be constructed, the
estimated costs, the estimated completion dates, where the
vessels will be constructed, and either such data. Regulation
390.7(e)(2) provides a maximum level of deposit. Deposits
are permitted ony1 to the extent necessary to accomplish
the approved shipbu ilding program, and deposits in excess
of what is necessary to complete the approved program are
not permitted. Accordingly, if the example assumes a one
vessel fleet, deposits in excess of $50 million would be
prohibited. If additional vessels are assumed, the example
is wrong in that it does not take into account the
reductions in tax basis which will result from subsequent
required withdrawals.

3. Even if a taxpayer were permitted to accumulate
in the capital construction fund $142.3 million, which is
the accumulation in the example, there would be no incentive
to do so. Section 607(c) and Regulation 390.8 regulate the
investments permitted with fund ussets. Since safety of
investments is essential, the investments are required to be
conservative in nature.

4. No lender would allow the borrower to defer for
16 years the repayment of the principal on the debt as the
example assumes. Interest paid to the related lender, as
the example assumes, would be taxable income to the related
lender (the parent corporation) thus offsetting any benefit.

5. In a real situation where (i) the cash deposited
in the capital construction fund for any given year is the
cash flow generated from the the taxpayer's operations
which is equal to the gross ship earnings less the interest
on mortgage, (ii) the ship mortgage is paid in 10 annual
payments, and (iii) interest on borrowings and available
funds accrues and is paid at 10 percent rate, there would
be no tax-free accumulation related to deposit deductions.
Deposits and interest earned thereon are insufficient to
meet debt payments.

9
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C. Correct Tax Result of Purchase of $50 Million
Tanker Using the Capital Construction Fund

In reality the cash that a taxpayer deposits in
the capital construction fund for any given year is the cash
flow generated from the taxpayer's operations which Is equal
to the gross ship earnings less the interest on the mortgage.
This is because the cash flow is less than the amount of
depreciation charges that could be deposited in the fund.
The ship mortgage is paid in ten annual payments and interest
on borrowings and available funds accrues and is paid at
10 percent rate. The following Illustration is predicated
upon these realistic premises and shows that there would
be no tax-free accumulations related to deposit deductions,
since deposits and interest earned thereon are insufficient
to meet debt payments.

Illustration of Correct Tax Result
of Purchase of $50 Million Tanker

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (6) (9) (1O)

Year Deposit Cell- &"e*ae interest Cash Flew Depoelt Lo so- payments Balance Tax Deferral
Lag fee Depre- free ae from Op- Year (Lesseor peeLt of es Ship to Attributable
elatlee Char- Operative Mortgage etations of 2 or Prior Mongage Fund to Depeelt
ge !3-4) 5) Yearl..

harniop8

1 5.0 7. 5.00 2.350 3.50 - 2.3 0 0
2 4.5 1.5 4.75 2.75 3.75 - 2.30 .25 0
3 4.1 7.S 4.50 3.00 3.00 .02 2.50 .77 .03
4 3.6 7.5 4.25 3.25 3.25 .08 2.50 1.6 .04
a 3.3 ?.S 4.00 3.50 3.30 .36 2.50 2.3. .00
6 2.8 7.5 3.73 3.73 2.90 .26 2.50 3.22 .33
7 2.7 7.5 3.50 4.00 2.10 .52 3.50 3.74 .36
a 2.3 1.5 3.25 4.2S 2.30 .56 2.50 3.32 .32
* 2.2 7.5 3.00 N4.5s 2.20 .40 2.50 4.02 .20

1e 2.0 7.5 2.75 4.75 2.00 .41 2.50 3.93 .20
11 2.7 7. 2.350 6.00 3.70 40 2.350 3.53 .20
12 3.3 7.5 2.25 2.25 3.50 .36 2.50 3.1S .18
13 1.4 7.5 2.00 5.50 2.40 .32 2.54 2.31 .16
14 1.3 7.3 1.75 5.75 1.30 .24 2.50 1.23 .12
15 1.1 7.3 1.50 6.00 1.10 .13 2.45 - .07
16 1.0 7.3 1.25 6.25 1.00 - 1.00 - -
17 .8 1.5 1.60 6.50 .90 - .90 - -

.s1 .8 7.5 .73 6.75 .80 - .80 - -
io .7 7.3 .50 7.00 .70 - .70 - -
20 .4 7.5 .2J 7.25 .60 - .60 - -

432. 150.0 32.5 87.5 30.0 3.48 41.48
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D. Analysis of Table 2

Table 2 of The Appendix

(3) (4)

Gross
Vessel

Tear Earnings

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
is
16
17
is
19
20

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.S-

Interest on
Construction
Loan

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
S.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

Depreciation
Charges

S.0
4.5
4.1
3.6
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.S
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

Tax Loss Attribu-
table to Use of
Artificial Loss

Artificial to Reduce Non-
Loss Shipping Income

2.5
2.0
1.6
1.1
0.8
0.4
0.2

1.25
1.00
0.80
0.55
0.40
0.20
0.10

85.0 43.5 8.6 4.30

The above Table Illustrates depreciation. It
also alleges that interest charges combined with depreciation
in the early years of a vessel's useful life create an
"artificial lIss".

These deductions are no more artificial with a
ship than with all other property which receives the
Investment tax credit.

9

(1) (2) (5) (6)

Totals 150.0
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The Table, however, is predicated upon the
assumption that the firm using such system of accelerated
depreciation has non-shipping income. Tax losses derived
from the use of this method of depreciation would then be
used to offset such income. However, if the interest paid
on the construction funds borrowed is artificially inflated
by a delay in the payment of the principal, such interest
would be taxable income in the hands of the lenders. Thus,
it will offset the benefits derived by the parent from the
use of such method of accelerated depreciation.

Table 2 shows depreciation deduction taken with-
out the use of the capital construction fund method of
tax recovery. The effect of the use of accelerated de-
preciation is that any acceleration of depreciation re-
duces the basis of an asset. Beginning in the eighth
year that additional deduction is recaptured.

Early accelerated depreciation increases taxable
income after the eighth year. Thus, income, as shown on
column (5) of Table 2(a) and taxes, as shown on column (6)
of Table 2(a), are increased as a result of prior depreciation.

In fact, all Table 2 shows is that the same
deferral of tax achieved by the capital construction fund
method of cost recovery is inherent in all accelerated
depreciation.

Table 2(a) Showing the Tax Consequences After
The 8th Year of Accelerated Depreciation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Gross
Vessel

Year Earnings

Interest on
Construction
Loan

Depreciation
Charges

Inccme Which
Is Increased
by Prior
Depreciation

8 7.5 5.0 2.3 0.2 0.1

9 7.5 5.0 2.2 0.3 0.15
10 7.5 5.0 1.9 0.6 0.3
11 7.5 5.0 1.7 0.8 0.4
12 7.5 5.0 1.5 1.0 0.5
13 7.5 5.0 1.4 1.1 0.55
14 7.5 5.0 1.3 1.2 0.6
15 7.5 5.0 1.1 1.4 0.8
16 7.5 4.0 1.0 2.5 1.25
17 7.5 3.0 0.9 3.6 1.8
18 7.5 2.0 0.8 4.7 2.3
19 7.5 1.0 0.7 5.8 2.9
20 7.5 - 0.6 6.9 3.4

Totals 150.0 85.0 43.5 29.1 15.05

74-S00 0 - 79 -- l1

Taxes
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The purpose of Table 2 (b) is to show that in a
20 year period the tax result of using early accelerated
depreciation or straight line depreciation Is the sae.

Table 2(b), Showing the Tax Result in
Case of straight Line Depreciation

(3)

Interest

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

(4)

Depreciation
Charges

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

43.5

(5)

Income

3.5
4.S
5.5
6.5

21.5

(6)

Taxes

0.75
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25

10.75

OP,

(1)

Tear

(2)

Gross
Vessel
Earnings

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
9

10
11
12
13
14
is
16
17
1s
19
20

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

Totals 85.0
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E. Analysis of Table 4

Table 4 is combined in the Appendix with Table
2 in an attempt to show that an Indefinite tax deferral
is created when net earnings which are negative in the
first seven years because of the use of accelerated
depreciation, at the beginning of the eighth year are
placed in a capital construction fund.

Table 4 of the Appendix

(2) (3) (4)

Net Vessel
Earnings After
Interest and
Depreciation

(2.5)
(2.0)
(1.6)
(1.1)
(0.8)
(0.4)
(0.2)
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.4
2.5
3.6
4.7
5.8
6.9

Deposited Net
Vessel Earnings
After Interest
and Depreciation

0.2
0.3
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.4
2.5
3.6
4.7
5.8
6.9

Tax Loss
Attributable to
Deferral of Tax
on Deposited
Net Earnings

0.10
0.15
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.70
1.25
1.80
2.35
2.90
3.45

Totals 21.5 30.1 15.05

(1)

Year

1
2
3
45
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Totals 21.5 30.1 15.05
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However, the $30.1 million of ordinary Income
previously deducted when deposited in the capital
construction fund will be taxed when withdrawn or after
Investment in a ship the tax basis of which Is reduced by
$30.1 million.

F. Analysis of Table 3

Table 3 of the Appendix

(1) (2) (3)

CC? Deposits of Redeposit of
Income Producing Prior Yr. Earn.
Assets Equal to On Total Prey.
Deprec.Charges Depos. Assets
on Agreement & Earnings, as

Year Vessel shown Col. 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Totals

5.0
4.5
4.1
3.6
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.2
1.0
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

43.5

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.6
4.2
4.0
5.6
6.3
7.1
7.9
8.8
9.8
9.9

10.0
10.0
10.1

108.7

(4)
Nontaxable
payments
out of
Capital
Acct. to
Disch.
Ship Mort.

(10.0)
(10.0)
(10.0)
(10.0)
(3.5)

(43.5)

(5)

Total Prey.
Depos .Assets
& Redepos.
Earnings
Thereon, i.e.
2+3, less 4

5.0
10.0
15.1
20.2
25.5
30.9
36.6
42.5
48.9
55.7
63.0
70.8
79.3
88.5
98.4
99.2

100.0
100.8
101.5
112.2
11.2.2

(6)
Tax Loss
Attrib. to
Deferral of
Tax on Re-
depos, Prior
Year
Earnings

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.45
2.80
3.15
3.55
3.95
4.40
4.90
4.90
5.00
5.00
5.05

54.. 35

op.-
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Table 3 ignores the real effect of the amendments
introduced by the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 providing
that withdrawals are deemed first to be made out of the
capital account. Since the mortgage would be paid out of
the capital account, the taxpayer would then be left with
$108.7 million in his ordinary income account which, together
with the $30.1 million of operating earnings (See Table 4),
would either have to be withdrawn and taxed (with interest)
or applied to reduce the basis of a ship which will have
the same effect.

Table 3 also overlooks a cash flow problem.
Column (2) of the Table is based upon the assumption that
"the capital construction fund deposit of income-producing
assets equal to depreciation charges on agreement vessel"
is equal, in the first year, to $50.0 million, however, in
Table 2 the amount of cash in the hands of the taxpayer is
only $2.5, i.e., the difference between tim gross vessel
earnings anT-We interest on construction costs. As shown
in the Illustration of Correct Tax Result of Purchase of
$50 Million Tanker, I , in a real situation a taxpayer
would deposit in the cap2 tal construction fund only the
cash generated from its shipping operations.



APPNOlIX A

USS OF CAPITAL COTSUCTION FUNDS
FOR TAX AVOIDANCZ PURPOSIS

Analysis of the capital construction fund mechanism, as presently
constituted. Indicates substantial opportunities for tax avoidance.
These opportunities mrs summarized in Tables 1-4. As they indicate,
use of the construction fund mechanism In connection with a single
50 million tanker can result in undiscounted revenue lessee over

the Lif* of the ship that come to moro than $71 million.

nIcaus:e there tax avoidance techniques are so attractive, it
is likely that they will be used by substantially all the banks,
oal companies. and other firms that are new preparing to build
tankers (or use in the Alaska oil trade. most of those firms have
both liquid corporate assets th*t are nov yielding taxable income
and a need to build ships to move oil from Valdes. Alaska, where
the Alaska pipeltne enIs, to the Wast Coast of the United States.
T|, calsital Consk.uctiOn, fund nccha,.ism enables then to shelter
from tais Use 0%.mm• on substantial amounts of corporate assets,
and thu s Ieruitt then to build tChir tanker fleets vith essentially
tax Oeamt inceme..

Simal't tis avoidance techniques are also available in the
cooso ot ore carriers engaged In the Gruat Lakes trade. As In the
M•as•a tr.do0 %hips operating between U.S. ports on the Great
Lt-,kc aist be built In U.S. yards and manned by U.S. sailors.
Accordin9ly, those ships are also eligible to make use of tax-
deferred capital conatcuction funds.

Tho three principal tax avoidance techniques available to
shtiopers are detailed in Tables 2 through 4. Table 2 shows how
the escass depreciation charges generated In the early years of
a vessel's life can be used to reduce nonshipping income.

Table I shows how the technique of depositing income produclnlg
assets in a capital construction fund can be used to shield from
tam the income produced by those assets. Table 3 involves deposits
in a capital construction fund of assets equal to the depreciation
char-..s on a v0esel. The earnings on those assets are then ro-
".otitad tax free in the fund for use in building future ships,
and tio assets tiomselves are eventually withdrawn, tax free*'to
discharge the ship mortgage on the vessel In question.

Finally. Table 4 shows the revenue losses that result when
shipping income that would otherwise býo subject to tax is
deposited in a capital construction fund.

C¢ons,4vJiciVse Assuentions Us8d

Tables I through 4 have been constructed on the basis of
conservative Assumptions about veseil earnings, depreciation
charges. asset earanins, and interest rates. Less conservative

assumptions would have produced substantially larger revenue
losses. lance, the Ii7.7 silliem lose shown is Table I mest be
regarded as a minimum figure.

Tables I through 4 are particularly designed to sketch the
situation of a typical oil firm or bank holding subsidiary which
has income producing assets and which wishes to build a tanker
to serve the Alaska oil trade. The assets in question are
assumed to be yielding a return of 10 percent before tax (i.e.
about the current rate for corporate bonds). If higher yield
assets are deposited, the revenue loss would be correspeadAngly
larger.

Table& 1-4 also seame that the tanker is question will
cost $50 million, substantially all of which is to be borrowed
at 10 percent Interest, giving a ship mortgage Is return. In
addition, they assume that the ship's annual net earnlngs before
depreciation end interest charges will be $.s S million I.e. "
a IS percent rate of return on investment), that depreciation

* wit be calculated by the double declining balance method.
tieaving an unrecovered basis of $6.1 million at the end of 30

years), and that the corporate tax rate is SO percent.

finally, the tables issues that the investor is determined
by the Maritime Administration to be otherwise qualLfid to egos
a capital comnstruction fund.

* asic Construction rund Bules

Two baste Merchant Marine Act rules are crucial to the
operation of the proposed tax avoidance mechanism. The first
rule limits the amount of the deposits that a shipper can make
In a tax-deferred capital construction fund. These deposits are
limited too (a) taxable vessel earnings, If any, (ib) depreclatiol .
on the agreement vessel, 1c) net proceeds, it sny, from the "ale
of the vessel, and (d) earnings on the reserve fund Itself. The ,

' second rule relates to the order or priority In which vithdrewels
many be made from the reserve fund, and provides that vithdrsawls
must come first from capital aecount* -- e.g. from deposits of
capital assets equivalent to the depreciation charges on an
agreement vessel. These two rules, taken together, mean that
substantial amounts of Incme producing assets can be put Lite a
capital construction fund, that the subsequent earnings on the&
a&ssts can be allowed to accumulate tax tree, and that the
original capital Investment can later be withdrawn tax free,
to pay oft the ship mortgage relating to an agreement vessel.
The earnings produced by those assets will then remain untamed
In the fund to build additional ships.

The operation of these basic rules is illustrated in Table 3.
Column 2 of that Table shows the deposit In a construction fund of
Income producing assets equivalent to the depreciation charges on
an agreement wvesel. and column 3 shows the deposit In that fund
of %he earnings on these assets and mo previously deposited eariaLage

(
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Table I

SUMMARY Or REVINUR LOSSES ON A
TAkKCR COSTING $50 MILLION, WIII.RE A
CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUND 34ECISANISN
IS UTILI&&D TO DEFER TAX PAVYENTS

1. Decrease In federal revenue caused by
application of artificial losses to
reduce nonshippiny Incoma ....

(See Table 2 for details)

Table a

COMPUTATION Or RPVCHUC LOSS RESULTIIN FROM
ATTIIOUTION TO NONIM IPPING INCOME OF ARTIFICIAL
LOS CRUTD BY ACC/ERAI•M DFREZTIQN

11) (21 (3) • (4)

Graee Interest oe
Vessel Coestructieo Depreciaute

Tear arialngs Loss Charges

millie.

1*.~

3. Decrease In federal revenue caused by • .,
doferral of tax on earnings ot in•o. me
producing assets which are deposited in
a calsital construction fund In an amount
equal to depreciation charges on an
agreement vessel .............. ...........o .54.3S million

(See Table 3 log details)

3. Decrease in federal revenue caused by .
deferral of tax on not shipping earnings.
after Interest and depreciation, through
deposit in a capital constructLon fund,.......15.05 millIo

(Soe Table 4 for details)

4# Decrease In federal revenue attributable
.to proposed Investment credit.............. .00 million

Y .'

TOTAL REVENUE LOSUK $107.70 million

/

1.

3

4

10
11

12

13

* . 14

* 16

17

.;' . 10

• 20

7.5

7.5

7.S

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.S

?.S
.* 7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

.7.5

7.5

S.o

5.0

S,.

5.0

5.0S,.

5.0

Soo

5.0*

5.0
5.0

5.0
S.0

3.,

S.,

4.0

3.0

1.0

5.0

4.5

4.1

3.6

3.3

3.9

3.7

2.3

2.2

1.9

1.7

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.1

1.0

098

0.7

0.7

(5) (6)

Vn Lose Atte
table to we*
Artificial 8I.

ArtifLeLal to Reduce me-
.Lss shipping lam

2.,

3.0

1.6

1A1

0.0

0.4

0.2

' 1.25

ieit

0s40

gold2

I

totals lsa.o 05.0 43.5 0.6 4.30
Total@ * - 154.0 OSO 43.$ 0,6 4,30



Table 3

COMIPUTATION OF NWNUU LSS CAUSED BY DEPOSIT IN CAPITAL
CONSTkUCTION FUND OF (a) INCOMIC PRODUCING ASSETS MQUIVALIST
TO DePROCIATION CHANGES ON ACICZMSNT VESSEL, AND (b) TiUB
IARNINGS PwODUCIO BV SUaM ASSETS

CCV Doposits of
Income Prodlucing
Assets Equal to
Doprac. Charges
on Agreement
Vessel

S.a

4.5

4.1

3.6

3.3

2.3

2.7

3.3

3.3

1.9

1.7

1.1

1.4
1.31

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.1

0.7

0.6

(3)

Ieduposit of
Prior Yr.Zarn.
On Total PreY.
DopoS.Assetl
& Zarninqa, as
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF
JOHN H. HALL TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

HEARINGS ON THE TAX REFORM ACT (H.R. 10612)
July 20, 1976 to July 22, 1976

A. The effective date of Section 1013 of H.R. 10612, 94th

Cong., as reported by the House Ways and Means Committee

was May 21, 1974, the date on which the Committee's tenta-

tive decision was announced.

B. There was no generally published announcement of this

decision until May 29, 1974.

C. On or before May 8, 1974, our clients commenced execution

of instruments creating a foreign trust. On May 28, 1974

execution was completed in reliance on existing law and

without knowledge of the then unpublicized proposed change

in law.

D. The Senate Commiteee on Finance acted properly in changing

the effective date of the legislation to May 29, 1974, the

date on which the bar could reasonably have been aware of

the proposed change.
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TESTIMONY BY JOHN H. HALL
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
HEARINGS ON THE TAX REFORM ACT (H.R. 10612)

July 20, 1976 to July 22, 1976

Section 1013 of H.R. 10612, 94th Cong., for the first

time taxes grantors of irrevocable foreign trusts. We do not

quarrel with the legislative decision to take this step. However,

the effective date of this Section, as reported by the House Ways

and Means Co--mittee, was retroactive to May 21, 1974. This was

the date on which the Ways and Means Committee announced its

tentative decision on the subject. To our knowledge there was no

generally published announcement indicating that the Ways and

Means Committee proposed to change the taxation of foreign trusts

in this manner until May 29, 1974 when the Committee's tentative

decision was disclosed in a BHA Daily Tax Report. Prior press

coverage of the May 21 Ways and Means Committee action did not

refer to the taxation of U. S. grantors of foreign trusts, nor

was this proposed change referred to in the Ways and Means Commit-

tee's tax reform agenda for 1974, as reported in the BNA Daily Tax

Report. The Daily Tax Report, generally the most current publica-

tion for tax practitioners, carried the story on May 29, 1974.

Without knowledge of the proposed change our clients

took the irrevocable action of establishing a foreign trust for

the Lenefit of their children on May 28, 1974. As evidenced by the

British Consulate General's stamp dated May 8, 1974 on the trust

instrument, our client had begun execution of the trust well be-

fore the tentative decision but did not obtain signatures of the
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foreign trustees until May 28. We believe therefore that the

Senate Committee on Finance acted properly when it decided to

make the effective date of the Bill the earliest date on which

the tax bar could reasonably have learned of the House Ways and

Means Committee's tentative decision.

Criticism that the change of the effective date would

set a precedent allowing persons to take advantage of the inherent

time lag between announcement of a tentative decision and publica-

tion of that decision in the media is without merit. First, this

decision has no weight as precedent unless future cases arise under

the same circumstances. In this case there was an unusually long

delay in the public announcement, the taxpayer consummated an

irrevocable act during the period of delay, and the period of

retoractivity of the proposed legislation reaches back unusually

far, to 1974.

Furthermore, no action by Congress is binding as precedent

unless in future cases Congress determines that the public interest

is served by reaching the same result. The only precedent which

could be established by a delay in the effective date of this

legislation would be a recognition that under some circumstances

the social utility of changing the tax laws on the very day of

decision may be outweighed by the undesirability of defeating

reasonable expectations that actions may be taken in reliance upon

existing tax laws in effect for many years. Under the particular

circumstances here, we submit that no fair minded person should

disagree with the Senate Finance Committee's action.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT
BY JOHN H. HALL

TO THE
COMIITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

HEARINGS ON THE TAX REFORM ACT (N.I. 10612)
July 20. 1976 to July 22. 1976

Section 1013 of H.R. 10612. 94th Cong.. as reported

by the House Ways and Means Commttee and the Senate Coimittee

on Finance would tax currently to a United States grantor the

income of a foreign trust with United States benefLciaries.

The effective date of the version of this Bill reported by the

House Ways and Means CommLttee was retroactive to May 21. 1974.

This date was selected because on May 21. 1974 the House Ways

and Means CoaiLttee announced its tentative decision on this

subject. However, there was, to our knowledge, no generally

publLshed announcement indicating that the House Ways and

Means CommLttee proposed to change the taxation of foreign

trusts in this manner until May 29, 1974 when the CoumLttee's

tentative decision was first publicized in the BHA Daily Tax

Report. Press coverage concerning changes affecting foreign

income appeared in the May 22, 1974 issue of the Wall Street

Journal, the New York Times and the BNA Tax Report, but none of

these articles referred to the taxation of United States

grantors of foreign trusts. Furthermore, the House Ways and
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Means Comittee's tax reform agenda for 1974 as reported in

the BRA Daily Tax Report of April 30 did not refer to proposals

regarding the taxation of foreign trusts.

Having no notice or knowledge of the proposed change,

our clients established on May 28, 1974 a foreign trust which

would be treated as a grantor trust under N.1. 10612. The

trust was created for the benefit of their children. The

trust instrument bears the stUmp of the British Consulate

General in Los Angeles dated May 8, 1974, evidencing that our

clients had comenced execution of the trust instrument prior

to any decision by the House Ways and Means Comittee. How-

ever, the signature of the foreign trustee was not obtained

until May 28, 1974, and the irrevocable transfer of the assets

was completed on that date.

Prior to May 29. 1974, the first date on which the

BNA Tax Report carried news of the decision, neither our clients

nor their trust counsel had actual knowledge of the proposed

legislation. By the time the tentative decision was reported,

our clients had taken irrevocable action by funding the trust.

We believe, therefore, that the Senate Finance Committee acted

correctly when it decided to make the effective date of the

Bill the first date on which the bar could reasonably have been

expected to know of the House Ways and Means Committee's tenta-

tive decision.

01
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Criticism that the change of the effective date would

set a precedent allowing persons to take advantage of the

inherent time lag between announcement of a tentative decision

and publication of that decision in tax journals or the media

is without merit. First, this decision has no weight as prece-

dent unless future cases arise under the same circumstances or

involve the same set of facts. In this case there was an

unusually long delay in publication of the House Ways and Means

Committee's tentative decision. Such reports are usually

carried the next day by the press. Under normal circumstances

it would be virtually impossible to set up a foreign trust

between the decision date and the date on which the announcement

would be carried by the reporting services. Moreover, in this

case the action taken in reliance on the continuance of existing

law was irrevocable and the effective date of the proposed

legislation was retroactive for an unusually long period.

There are few instances in which the effective date of legisla-

tion adversely affecting a taxpayer reaches back over a period

in which two tax returns would have been filed. Therefore, this

case can easily be distinguished from different cases which

may follow where a taxpayer happened to get word of a proposed

action and moved quickly to "get in under the wire".
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Furthermore. no action by Congress is binding a.

precedent unless in future cases Congress determines that the

public interest would be served by reaching the same result. In

any event the only precedent which could be established by the

Senate Finance Committee's decision would be a recognition that

under some circumstances the social utility of establishing an

early cut-off date may be outweighed by the undesirability of

defeating the reasonable 4-pectatLon that irrevocable action

may be taken in reliance upon existing laws in effect for many

years. It would be difficult to say that there are no circum-

stances in which it would be approrpiate to defer the effective

date of new legislation until persons acting in reliance upon

existing law could reasonably have become aware of the proposed

change, even if a delay in the effective date permitted the con-

tinuation for one or two more days of an activity which had

been permitted for many years. We submit that this is a case

where such delay in the effective date is appropriate and that

the Senate FiLance Committee's decision to move the effective

date of the Bill to Hay 29, 1974 was entirely proper and fair.

DATED: July 16, 1976.

Respectfully submitted,

SJohn Ht. Hlla

a
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July 21, 1976

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
STATDIENT OF TER SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

1. The Superior Oil Company ("Superior") owns 53 per-
cent of the stock of Canadian Superior Oil# Ltd. ("Canadian
Superior'); the remaining stock is publicly owned. Canadian
Superior explores for oil and gas throughout the world, and
since 1964 has made investments in oil and gas leases on the
Outer Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico, more than 12
miles beyond the U.S. coastline. The amounts paid for these
leases were paid to the U.S. Treasury and the wellhead oil and
gas have been sold to unrelated U.S. companies.

2. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added Section 638 to the
Internal Revenue Code to provide that the Outer Continental
Shelf, even though outside the 12-mile limit, should be treated
for certain purposes as being within the United States.

3. Section 1021(d)(2) of H.R. 10612 provides that invest-
ment in property situated on or used exclusively in connection
with the Outer Continental Shelf made by foreign corporations
subsequent to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 will not be treated under
Section 956 as dividends to their U.S. shareholders.

4. This provision was approved by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee after discussion in public mark-up session, where the com-
panies involved were disclosed and the problem fully discussed,
and was included in the bill as passed by the House of Representa-
tives.

74-820 O 76 -- 12
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STATEMENT OF THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY
BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
IN SUPPORT Or SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

July 21, 1976

My name is Edwin S. Cohen. I am of counsel to the law

firm of Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C. I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before the Committee this morning on behalf

of The Superior Oil Company in support of the provisions of

Section 1021 of H.R. 10612, modifying Section 956 of the Internal

Revenue Code.

Section 956 of the Code now provides that if a United

States corporation c ins more than 50 percent of the stock of a

foreign corporation and the foreign corporation makes certain

investments in United States property, the amount so invested

is to be treated as a dividend to the U.S. corporation.

The Superior Oil Company ("Superior") is a U.S. corpora-

tion which owns about 53 percent of the stock of Canadian Superior

Oil, Ltd. ("Canadian Superior"), a Canadian corporation that is

engaged in the exploration for oil and gas in Canada and through-

out the world. Canadian Superior's remaining stock is publicly

held, and a majority of Canadian Superior's directors are Canadian

residents. Canadian Superior has explored for oil and gas off the

Outer Continental Shelf of the United States, as well as else-

where throughout the world.
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Since 1964, Caziadjan Superior has advanced substantial

funds to Canadian Superiqo's wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary for

use in the acquisition, exploration and development of interests

in Federal oil and gas leases on the Outer Continental Shelf in

the Gulf of Mexico, more than 12 miles beyond the coastline of

the United States. The U.S. subsidiary was organized because

Federal leasing regulations require that such leases be held by

a U.S. corporation.

The amounts paid for these leases have been paid into

the United States Treasury. Any oil or gas discovered on these

leasehold interests is sold by Canadian Superior to unrelated

U.S. companies.

Superior has derived no tax or other benefit from the

expenditures made by Canadian Superior. Indeed, since Canadian

Superior and its U.S. subsidiary do not have U.S. income from

other sources, the usual tax deductions for the oil and gas ex-

ploration and development expenditures by Canadian Superior's

U.S. subsidiary in excess of its income therefrom have produced

no tax benefit. Superior could not properly prevent Canadian

Superior, with 47 percent of its stock publicly held, from using

Canadian Superior's own funds to acquire oil and gas leases on

the Outer Continental Shelf or elsewhere in the world if Canadian

Superior considered it desirable to do so.

Superior believes that it was not the intent of Sec-

tion 956 to cause the expenditures made by Canadian Superior on

W
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the Outer Continental Shelf in the ordinary course of its busi-

ness of exploring for oil and gas to be taxable as dividends to

Superior. If Canadian Superior's expenditures in past years

were taxable to Superior when made, then under Section 959 of

the present law dividends in corresponding amounts paid by

Canadian Superior to Superior in future years would be tax-free.

The uncertainty of the status of the past expenditures also pro-

duces uncertainty as to the tax status of future distributions.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added Section 638 to the

Internal Revenue Code to provide that for certain purposesth Outer

Continental Shelf, even though outside the 12-mile limit, should

be treated as being within the United States. It does not

appear that Congress contemplated the effect this amendment might

have in broadening the scope of Section 956 when the amendment was

enacted in 1969. Accordingly, Section 1021(d)(2) of H.R. 10612

provides that investments in property situated on or used ex-

clusively in connection with the Outer Continental Shelf made

by foreign corporations subsequent to the Tax Reform Act of 1969

and prior to January 1, 1977 will not be treated as dividends to

their U.S. shareholders.

This provision was approved by the Ways and Means Com-

mittee after discussion in public mark-up session, where the

companies involved were disclosed and the problem fully discussed,

and it was contained in the bill passed by the House of Representa-

tives. It was approved by the Finance Committee subject to the
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limitation that it apply only to investments prior to January 1,

1977.

We believe that this provision, previously approved by

both Committees, is fair and reasonable and we respectfully urge

its enactment.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
STATEMENT OF PYRAIWD VENTURES, INC.

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

July 21, 1976

Pyramid Ventures, Inc. is a United States corporation
with two wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries which made portfolio
investments in stocks of unrelated publicly-owned United States
corporations between August 15, 1974 and January 30, 1975.

On Nay 21, 1974 the Ways and Means Committee issued a
press release announcing a tentative decision to amend Sec-
tion 956 to permit sdrch portfolio investments without dividend
tax to the U.S. shareholders of the foreign corporation. The
amendment was contained in the bill as passed by the House.

Pyramid supported the provision in a written statement
filed with the Finance Committee on April 23, 1976, and asked
that it be made effective at the election of the taxpayers for
investments made after May 21, 1974, the date of the Ways and
Means Committee announcement. The bill reported by the Finance
Committee makes this change in the effective date.

Since the provision is remedial legislation that elimi-
nates a trap and is desirable for the U.S. economy, it seems
entirely fair and reasonable to make it effective from the date
it was first publicly announced by the Ways and Means Committee,
and Pyramid urges that this provision be retained in the bill.
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STATEMENT OF PYRAMID VENTURES, INC.BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

July 21, 1976

My name is Edwin S. Cohen. I am of counsel to the

law firm of Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C. T appreciate

the opportunity to appear before the Committee this morning on

behalf of Pyramid Ventures, Inc., in support of Section 1021

of H.R. 10612.-

Pyramid Ventures, Inc., a U.S. corporation, urges the

enactment of Section 1021,which would amend Section 956 of tie

Internal Revenue Code to permit controlled foreign corporations

to make certain investments in United States property without

adverse tax consequences so long as the investment is not in a

related United States person. Pyramid also urges that the Com-

mittee retain Section 1021(d)(2), allowing taxpayers to elect

to apply Section 1021 to investments in United States property

made after May 21, 1974, the date on which the Ways and Means

Committee first announced its tentative decision in favor of

amending Code Section 956.

Pyramid publicly supported this provision in a written

statement filed with the Finance Committee on April 23, 1976.

That statement disclosed that in 1974 Pyramid was caught in a
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"trap for the unwary" created by Section 956 when its foreign

subsidiaries invested in stocks of publicly-held, unrelated

U.S. corporations. Pyramid requested that the revision of

Section 956 be applicable to investments made after May 21,

1974, when the Ways and Means Committee first announced its

intention to exclude these types of investments from Code

Section 956.

Pyramid's position was summarized on page 29 of the

Joint Committee Staff's "Summary of Statements Submitted to the

Finance Committee on Tax Revision and Extension of Tax Reductions"

dated April 30, 1976.

Pyramid organized two foreign subsidiaries in 1970 and

1972, respectively, to carry on a shipping business by time-

chartering vessels to transport bulk cargo between U.S. Gulf

Coast ports and foreign ports. The charters expired in mid-1974

and neither subsidiary has engaged in the shipping business since

then.

Both foreign subsidiaries then invested the funds re-

maining after cessation of the shipping business in publicly-

traded shares of unrelated U.S. companies. These investments

were made between August 15, 1974 and January 30, 1975.

Under present law (Int. Rev. Code Sec. 956) the amount

of these U.S. investments is technically treated as dividends

taxable to the U.S. parent, Pyramid, simply because the invest-

or
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ments were made in United States property (the shares of U.S.

corporations) rather than foreign property, even though the

corporations were unrelated to Pyramid.

On May 21,, 1974, some three months before Pyramid's

foreign subsidiaries made their first investments in U.S.

securities, the House Ways and Means Committee issued a press

release announcing a tentative decision to amend Section 956

to allow controlled foreign corporations to invest in United

States property without dividend treatment to their U.S. share-

holders so long as the investment is not in a related U.S. person.

H.R. 10612, as passed by the House, ultimately contained a pro-

vision reflecting this decision. The change was made because

Section 956 has been a trap for those not familiar with its ex-

istence; it has encouraged foreign investment rather than U.S.

investment to the detriment of the U.S. economy; and the invest-

ment does not, in fact, resemble a dividend if it does not rep-

resent funds furnished to the parent stockholder or its affiliates.

The Finance Committee agreed that Section 956 should

be amended so that portfolio investments by foreign corporations

in unrelated U.S. corporations do not give rise to divided con-

sequences to the U.S. shareholders of the foreign corporations.

It made the new rule effective with respect to investments made

after May 21, 1974, the date when the Ways and Means Committee

announced the change without specifying an effective date.
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This is remedial legislation that eliminates a trap

and encourages investment in the U.S. economy. Other remedial

provisions designed to stimulate U.S. investment, such as the

investment credit, have been made effective when announced,

prior to the date of enactment. Pyramid respectfully submits

that the Committee should affirm its earlier decision to allow

controlled foreign corporations to make portfolio investments

in the U.S. economy without dividend treatment tc their share-

holders, effective at their election from May 21, 1974, when

the amendment was first announced by the Ways and Means Committee.
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SECTION
1023, H.R. 10612, TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

Section 1023 of H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of

1976# as reported by the Senate Finance Committee, adopts

51023 of the House bill, as reported by the Hays and Means

Committee and passed by the House. It extends a long-standing

exclusion from Subpart F (in the Internal Revenue Code since

1962) in order to prevent the unintended application of Sub-

part F to certain income earned in the ordinary course of

business of a foreign casualty insurance company. This is

necessary because Subpart F changes enacted in the Tax Reduction

Act of 1975 could inadvertently result in treating such income

as a constructive dividend to U.S. shareholders even though it

cannot in fact be paid to them. This result clearly is not

intended.

Subpart F has always been inapplicable to income

from investment of the insurance reserves and unearned premiums

of foreign insurance companies. In actual practice, however,

foreign casualty insurance companies are also required to

maintain intact an amount of their surplus equal to one-third

of premiums earned. Such earnings cannot be distributed in

dividends and serve as additional protection to policyholders.

This requirement is imposed by U.S. and foreign insurance regu-

latory authorities to meet certain solvency requirements.
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Prior to the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, these earnings

were effectively protected from Subpart P treatment by the so-

called 70-30 rule. That rule was changed to 70-10, posing a

serious risk of taxing such earnings which may not in fact be

distributed. Section 1023, with appropriate safeguards to pre-

vent its application to income received from related persons and

earnings attributable to premiums from insuring risks of related

persons, would prevent the unintented application of Subpart P to

such earnings realized in the ordinary course of business of a

foreign insurance company.

Section 1023 clearly does not "exclude Bermuda opera-

tions of American Investors Group, Inc." or any other corporation

from U.S. tax.

This problem was fully explained by letter to the

Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and

to the Treasury Department well before its consideration by the

House Ways and Means Committee. It was carefully considered by

that Committee, and section 1023 was included in the Ways and

Means Committee bill and was passed by the House. The Senate

Finance Committee has done no more than approve the House Lction.

Section 1023 should in all events be contir.ued in the Senate

Finance Committee bill.

July 20, 1976 John S. Nolan
•Miller & Chevalier

Washington, D. C.
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1023
OP N.R. 10612, TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

Section 1023 of B.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of 1976,

as reported by the Senate Finance Committee would, in effect, ex-

tend the existing exclusion from Subpart F of certain income from

investments by an insurance company of its insurance reserves.

This existing exclusion would be extended to income from invest-

ments of assets of a foreign casualty insurance company equal to

one-third of premiums earned by such a company. This is designed

to recognize the fact that insurance regulatory authorities within

the United States and some foreign jurisdictions require that

surplus to this extent be maintained as additional protection to

policyholders of casualty insurance companies. Thus, such income

is earned in the ordinary course of business of a foreign casualty

insurance company, just as in the case of investment of insurance

reserves as such, and U.S. shareholders of such a foreign insur-

ance company should not be treated as receiving a constructive

dividend of income which cannot in fact be distributed to them.

This same provision was contained in the House bill

after being approved by the House Ways and Means Committee. The

necessity of such a provision arose because in the Tax Reduction

Act of 1975, the so-called 70-30 rule in Subpart F was amended,

creating a much greater likelihood of Subpart F treatment of

such income.
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Under the prior 70-30 rule, none of the income of a

"controlled foreign corporation" was treated as Subpart F income

if less than 301 of gross income consisted of such amounts. The

rule excluding from Subpart F income the investment of reserves

and unearned premiums, previously described, prevented Subpart

F treatment of income from investment of surplus required by

insurance regulatory authorities to be maintained to meet insur-

ance solvency requirements. In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,

however, this 30% test was reduced to 10%, so that Subpart F

income was treated as such, and became a constructive dividend,

unless it was less than 10% of total gross income. This created,

for this first time, the very serious risk of applying Subpart F

to a foreign casualty insurance company which is a "controlled

foreign corporation" under o•ur Subpart F provisions with respect

to income which caniiot in fact be distributed. This is clearly

beyond the purpose of Subpart F, and section 1023 of H.R. 1G612

is designed to prevent this unintended and unfair result.

The provision is explained fully at pages 219-220 of

the House Ways and Means Committee report (H.R. Rep. 94-658,

94th Cong., 1st Sess.) and pages 229-230 of the Senate Finance

Committee report (Sen. Rep. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.).

The provision is succintly explained in both reports as follows:

Those assets maintained by these insurance
companies in order to meet this ratio test are
necessarily in the form of investments, which, in
turn, generate passive income such as dividend
and interest income. Just as in the case. of the
maintenance and investment of unearned premiums
or reserves, these insurance companies, in com-
pliance with the high ratio requirement, must
maintain and invest a certain portion of their r,
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assets in connection with the active conduct
of their trade or business. The committee
believes that it is appropriate to provide the
same type of exception from subpart F for sur-
plus which is required to be retained as is
provided for unearned premiums or reserves.

This problem had been presented to the Staff of the Joint Com-

mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation by letter dated July 8, 1975,

and by an identical letter of that date to the Assistant Secre-

tay for Tax Policy, U. S. Treasury Department. The latter letter

was available for inspection by any interested person. The

problem was considered and 3cted upon by the House Ways and

Means Committee in open mark-up session, and until reference

was made to it by Senator William Proxmire on June 28, 1976,

on the Senate floor, it has never been criticized by anyone.

Senator Proxmire erroneously described the provision

as designed to exclude Bermuda operations of American Investors

Group, Inc. from U.S. tax. American International Group, Inc.

(not American Investors Group, Inc.) is a U.S. corporation con-

trolled by American International Reinsurance Company, Inc.,

the parent company of a worldwide group of .nsurance companies

with principal offices in Bermuda. This AIRCO group is one

of several well-known and highly-respected groups of insurance

companies doing business throughout the world. Section 1023

clearly is not designed to exempt Bermuda operations of American

International Group, Inc., or the AIRCO group, from U.S. tax.

As previously stated, it does no more than extend, in effect,

a well-established principle that income from operations which

are ordinary and necessary in the conduct of a foreign insurance

74-620 0 - 76 -- 13
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business are not to be subject to Subpart F. This extension

has become necessary only because of an unintended effect of

the change in the 70-30 rule to e 70-10 rule in the Tax Reduc-

tion Act of 1975.

Section 1023 will in fact apply to the operations of

many foreign casualty insurance companies which are "controlled

foreign corporations' under our Subpart F provisions. Continental

Corporation, unrelated to the AIRCO group, joins in this Statement

to emphasize that fact.

The rule in Subpart P that an insurance company is not

subject to Subpart F treatment with respect to income from in-

vestment of insurance reserves and unearned premiums has existed

ever since Subpart F was first enacted in 1962. It exists because

such income is ordinary and necessary for the proper conduct of

the insurance business, and it is so described in S954(c)(3)(B)

itself. Section 1023 is an implementation of the same policy

underlying that provision. Similar rules render Subpart F in-

applicable to dividends and interest in the conduct of a banking,

finance, or similar business (S954(c)(3)(B)) and rents and royal-

ties derived in the active conduct of a trade or business (S954

(c)(3)(A)).

Section 1023 contains important safeguards to limit

its effect to proper cases. It does not apply with respect to

income received from a related person. It does not apply with

respect to premiums attributable to the insurance or reinsurance

of related persons; thus, it cannot apply to so-called captive
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insurance companies. It also applies, in effect, with respect

to surplus maintained with respect to casualty insurance, not

life insurance, where different considerations are involved.

Section 1023 is clearly sound on its own merits. It

is not designed to benefit only one company; it will protect

all foreign casualty insurance companies which are controlled

foreign corporations from an unintended application of Subpart

F. It was contained in the House bill, and it has been care-

fully considered over a period of time by the Staff of the

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Treasury

Department, without objection. It should be retained in the

Tax Reform Act of 1976.

July 20, 1976 ohn S. Nolan
V Miller 6 Chevalier

Washington, D. C.
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF
SECTION 1035(d) OF H.R. 10612 AS

AMENDED BY SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed a special limita-

tion on the foreign tax credit for foreign taxes paid in connec-

tion with foreign oil and gas extraction income. The Congres-

sional purpose was to prevent high foreign taxes on such income

from being used to offset U.S. taxes on other foreign source in-

come. The foreign tax credit was accordingly limited to 2

percentage points above the U.S. corporate rate. This will limit

the credit for such taxes to 50%.

This limitation is also applicable to individuals, however,

who may be subject to U.S. tax on such income at a rate well above

50% - up to 70%, or at a much lower rate -- down to 14%. This was

apparently overlooked in drafting the 1975 Act. The limitation with

respect to individuals should be the effective U.S. rate applicable

to such foreign oil and gas extraction income.

Section 1035(d) of H.R. 10612 would cure this deficiency,

allowing a foreign tax credit for foreign taxes paid on foreign oil

and gas extraction income up to, but not in excess of, the effective

U.S. rate on such income. This will prevent any excess credits from

offsetting U.S. tax on other foreign source income. Sen. Rep. 94-

938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 250-251 (1976).

This provision should in all events be continued in the bill;

it does no more than insure that the purpose of the Tax Reduction

Act of 1975 is carried out fully and fairly.

July 20, 1976 J S...o l
)Miller & Chevalier

Washington, D. C.
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF S1035(d)
OF H.R. 10612, AS AMENDED BY

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Under present law, S907 imposes certain limitations

upon the foreign tax credit with respect to foreign oil and

gas extraction income and also with respect to foreign oil-

related income. Foreign oil-related income includes, in addi-

tion to foreign oil and gas extraction income, income from the

processing, transporting, and distributing of foreign oil and

gas. Section 907 was added to the Code by the Tax Reduction

Act of 1975.

Since the enactment of S907, certain unfair and unin-

tended consequences to individual taxpayers have been discovered.

The results were not intended and were probably the result of a

drafting oversight. Section 1035(d) of H.R. 10612; added by the

Committee to the House bill, is designed to correct this unin-

tended oversight. The Committee is strongly urged to continue

51035(d).

Section 907(a) of the Code imposes a limit upon the

foreign tax credit with respect to foreign oil and gas extrac-

tion income. The purpose of this provision is to prevent high

foreign taxes on this income from being used to offset U.S. taxes

on other foreign source income. See Conference Report on Tax

Reduction Act of 1975, House Rep. 94-120, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.

69 (1975). For taxable years ending in 1975, this limit is
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expressed in terms of 110t of the regular corporate tax; for

taxable years ending in 1976# 105%; and for taxable years

thereafter, 2 percentage points above the regular corporate

rate. This translates, for both corporate and individual tax-

payers, into a 52.8% limit for 1975, a 50.40 limit for 1976,

and a 50% limit thereafter.

Unlike corporations, however, individual taxpayers

are taxed at progressive rates ranging from 14% to 70%. The

limitation imposed by S907(a) therefore can be unduly generous

to individual taxpayers in brackets below the corporate tax

rate and unfair to individual taxpayers in brackets above the

corporate tax rate. The Senate Finance Committee Report on the

Tax Reform Act of 1976, Sen. Rep. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.

(1976), illustrates this point with the following example at

251:

* * * For example, if an individual has a
high effective rate of tax (in excess of
the corporate rate), his disallowed foreign
tax credit will cause him to pay U.S. tax
on his foreign extraction income, while a
corporation would owe no U.S. tax. £

Section 1035(d) would amend S907(b) of the Code in

case of individual taxpayers to provide that the above-des-

cribed limits in 5907(a) would not apply and a new limitation

would apply. As explained at 251 of the Committee Report --

The committee amendment provides that the
allowable foreign tax credit on foreign
oil and gas extraction income is to equal

I I I I
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the average U.S. effective rate of tax on
that inccme. Thus, in any case there
will be sufficient tax credits to offset
the U.S. tax on the foreign oil and gas
extraction income but no excess credits
to offset U.S. tax on other foreign
source income. The committee amendment
achieves this result by limiting the tax-
payer to a separate overall foreign tax
credit limitation for foreign oil and gas
extraction income. . . . [Sen. Rep. 94-
938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976)1

Section 1035(d) therefore is designed to fully and

fairly accomplish the purpose of 5907 when it was added to the

Code by the 1975 Tax Reduction Act. The 5907 rules with re-

spect to corporations would not be changed.

Le

July 20, 1976 ,.ohn S. Nolan
I iller & Chevalier

washington, D. C.
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OUTLINE OF MAJOR POINTS

Testimony of William Mayberry
Executive Director of the Offshore Marine Service Association

SECTION 1024(a) of H.R. 10612

I urge the adoption of that portion of section 1024(a)

of H.R. 10612, which exempts income derived overseas from

the transportation of men and supplies from a point onshore

to offshore locations on the continental shelf from the

Subpart F provisions of the Code for the following reasons:

1. The members of the Offshore Marine Service Associ-

ation (OMSA) are not Ntax exempt". They pay income taxes

co virtually every foreign country which they operate.

2. OMSA members do not generally transport persons or

property from a port in one country to a port in a different

country. Thus, such operations do not constitute "foreign

commerce" as that term is generally understood.

3. The vessel-owning members of OMSA provide their

services to unrelated parties. The rendition of services

to unrelated persons does not constitute a "base company"

operation of the type at which the Subpart F provisions of

the Code are directed.

4. Exempting the foreign affiliates of OMSA members

from current taxation under Subpart F is necessary to allow

the United States vessel-owning members of OMSA to compete

on an equal basis with foreign-owned operations which pro-

vide similar services throughout the world.
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION

of William Mayberry

Executive Director of Offshore Marine Service Association

SECTION 1024(a)

Foreign Base Company Shipping Income
Continental Shelf Exccption

My name is William Mayberry and I am the Executive Dir-

ector of the Offshore Marine Service Association (OMSA).

This association was founded in 1957 and today has a member-

ship of seventy United States vessel-owning companies located

in several states throughout the United States. These mem-

ber companies of OISA own and operate approximately 1,500

vessels providing Qlipport services to the offshore exploration

industry domestically as well as overseas. The majority of

O,1SA's vessel-owning membership comes from the states of Cali-

fornia, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida and

Massachusetts. These member companies currently have under

construction some 124 new vessels costing hundreds of millions

of dollars which are being built throughout the United States,

including the states named above and the State of Washington.

Equipment to construct these vessels is manufactured in many

states, notably Wisconsin and Illinois. Our member companies,

both large and small, have a vital interest in the Tax Reform

Act of 1976 which is presently before your Committee.

Specifically, we urge the adoption of the special exclu-

sion, contained in section 1024(a) of H.R. 10612 as reported

by this Committee, for foreign base company shipping income:
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* derived from the transportation of
men and supplies from a point in a foreign
country to a point on the continental shelf
of such country or the continental shelf ad-
jacent to the continental shelf of such coun-
try."

This exclusion would relieve the offshore vessel service

industry from current taxation by the United States under

Subpart F of the Code of certain undistributed income of for-

eign affiliates. This provision is necessary to allow the

United States-owned companies engaged in this industry to

continue to compete abroad.

The vessel-owning members-of our Association furnish

transportation and supply services to unrelated oil companies

and drilling contractors engaged in exploring for, developing

and producing oil or gas in offshore locations throughout the

world. We are in direct competition with a growing number of

foreign-owned companies which stand ready to perform these

functions if American firms are no longer able to compete with

them on an equal basis.

As I will explain in greater detail later, the foreign

subsidiaries of the members of our industry, should not be

categorized as "tax-haven" operations and subjected to current

United States tax under the Subpart F provisions. The members

of our Association pay foreign income taxes to virtually every

foreign country in which we operate. Moreover, the vessel-

owning members of OMSA render their services to unrelated

L -_. ___ - ---I
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parties, and, therefore, their foreign subsidiaries are

not "base companies" (which deal with related entities)

of the type at which the Subpart F "sales" and "services"

provisions are directed.

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed a current tax

on United States shareholders of foreign subsidiaries de-

riving income from the use of any aircraft or vessel in

"foreign commerce". Prior to that legislation, all ship-

ping income of controlled foreign corporations was speci-

fically exempted from current taxation under the Subpart

F provisions of the Code. Whether this change is in the

best long-term interest of the United States is certainly

debatable, since it applies only to the United States

owners of foreign flag vessels, thereby making them non-

competitive with foreign-owned shipping companies. Mhat-

ever the merits of that provision, it is clear that the

offshore explorat:, vessel support industry was accident-

ally "caught" in the legislative net.

The "shipping income" amendment to the Subpart F pro-

visions in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 was obviously aimed

at "shipping corporations,operating on the high seas" which

paid little or no tax to any country. As described in the

House Ways and Means Corunittee Report accompanying JI.R. 17488

(which was the first bill in which that provision appeared),

this total exemption from tax "results because most countries
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(including the United States) do not tax the profits from

shipping into and out of their ports, and most shipping

corporations are based and incorporated in countries which

do not tax foreign shipping operations". This is simply

not the case in our industry. American-owned offshore

service companies are not exempt from foreign tax. Affil-

iates and subsidiaries of our members pay foreign tax in

virtually every foreign country in which they operate.

Allow me to describe briefly the general organization

of the members of our Association and the manner in which

their operations in foreign countries are ccnducted. Vessels

utilized by our offshore service companies are generally

based in a specific foreign area for a period of years. The

vessels are usually operated out of foreign countries on the

continental shelves off which the offshore installations are

located. The vessels are operated by controlled foreign sub-

sidiaries incorporated under the laws of or registered to do

business in those foreign countries. Indeed such local incor-

poration or registration of the operating entities is gener-

ally a condition precedent to being permitted to operate there.

The operating companies are thus subject to the laws of the

foreign countries including their tax laws. In order to per-

mit these vessels to be transferred from one area to another

and to avoid the practical and legal problems which would be 0
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involved in registering the vessels locally, such vessels

are usually chartered by another foreign affiliate of the

offshore service company to the ultimate customer (e.g..

the oil company or the drilling contractor). A separate

contract is entered into simultaneously with the "local"

subsidiary of the offshore service company to operate the

vessel.

The members of our association are United States-

owned companies who must compete with foreign-owned coun-

terparts. Prior to the adoption of the Tax Reduction Act

of 1975, United States tax was deferred with respect to

shipping income (both charter income and operating income

of foreign subsLdiaries) of foreign affiliates. Those

provisions permitted the United States-owned offshore ser-

vice companies to compete with foreign-owned vessels and

foreign-owned operators throughout the world because the

tax burden on the foreign-owned companies and the American-

owned companies was the same. I submit that without re-

instituting the deferral of United States tax for this

industry, United States-owned offshore service companies

will no longer be able to compete abroad because of the

increased burden.

This industry is extremely competitive and investment

decisions will be responsive to the increased United States

74-620 0 - 76 -- 14
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tax burden. Since only United States owners of foreign

flag ships will be taxed it will be uneconomic for United

States firms to own such vessels. Foreigners will be able

to continue to operate their vessels and only pay current

taxes to the local country in which the operations are con-

ducted. Consequently, the foreigners will be able to real-

ize a greater after-tax profit on identical operations.

Obviously, they can and would underbid the American-owned

companies and would eventually become the owners and opera-

tors of all the vessels engaged in this industry. This

change in ownership will benefit neither the United States

Treasury nor American industry.

As generally understood, "foreign comirerce" involves

the transportation of persons and property between ports in

different countries. This is not the function of the vessel-

owning member companies of this Associatico. Normally, OQSA

members transport men and materials only from a point onshore

to a drilling rig or production platform located on the con-

tinental shelf of the same country. Occasionally, there will

be transportation of materials and supplies to a location on

the same geographic shelf which may be legally a part of the

territory of an adjacent country. This is certainly not the

type of "foreign con.~erce" at which the foreign base company

shipping income provisions of the Tax Reduction Act of 197S

were directed.
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In its statement issued on June 15, 1976, the Treasury

Department did not oppose this amendment. However, in its

statement issued on July 20, 1976, the Treasury opposed

this amendment on the grounds that the income derived by

offshore supply vessels is "traditional base company income."

This is not true. Traditional base company income requires

two elements:

(1) The corporation's business must be conducted

outside the country of incorporation and

(2) Sales or purchases must be to or from a

related party or services must be rendered

for on or behalf of a related party.

The Treasury's opposition to this amendment is based solely

on the first criterion. Their position is simply incorrect.

A controlled foreign corporation which renders services (other

than shipping) to unrelated parties outside its country of in-

corporation does not have "Subpart F" income. Such income is

not "base company" income because there is no related party

involved. The vessel-owning members of the Offshore Marine

Service Association do not render services to related parties.

Their services are rendered to oil companies and drilling con-

tractors who are completely unrelated to the vessel-owning and

operating companies, and, consequently. their income is not
traditionall Lane comCy incrve.
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Moreover, the Treasury Department has used an unfair

and inaccurate example to butress its position by claiming

that:

"the exclusion would permit foreign supply
vessels to service rigs located on the conti-
nental shelf of the U. S. without paying
U. S. tax.0

In the first place, supplying an offshore drilling rig on the

U. S. continental shelf from a port in the United States is

Ncoastwise trade" under the Jones Act, and, consequently,

foreign flag vessels may not perform such services. Although

it is theoretically possible for a foreign flag vessel to

supply a location on the U. S. continental shelf from a foreign

port, as a practical matter, such operations are unfeasible.

To the best of my knowledge there are no continuous operations

of this type. Thus, the Treasury Department is describing a

factual situation which simply does not exist.

More importantly, even if a foreign flag vessel could

supply offshore locations on the U. S. continental shelf, under

current law only a United States shareholder of a foreign

corporation owning the vessel would be taxed. The United

States would not tax either the foreign corporation owning the

vessel or a foreign shareholder of such a corporation. It is

precisely this competitive disadvantage created by current

law which would be corrected by this amendment. For the



Treasury Department to cite this example in order to deny

relief to United States owners of foreign corporations en-

gaged in servicing offshore installations is completely

misleading. Actually, the Treasury's example demonstrates

that this amendment is necessary to allow American firms

to crnpete with foreign-owned firms on an equal basis.

I respectfully submit that exempting the transportation

of men and supplies from a point onshore to a point on the

continental shelf or adjacent continental shelf from the

definition of "foreign commerce" in the Subpart F shipping

provisions is necessary to permit American-owned offshore

service companies to continue to compete abroad. Normally,

the foreign affiliates of our vessel-owning members render

services only to unrelated persons and, therefore, are not

subject to tax under the "foreign base company services income"

provisions of Subpart F. Our operations are not tax exempt

abroad. Therefore, our operations are not of the type at

which any of the Subpart F provisions were directed. This

amendment is necessary to allow American-owned firms to

continue to participate in this vital industry which is of

growing importance in connection with supplying the energy

needs of tho United States.
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SWTTEMENT OF D. CHhSZ TROXELL
ON BEHALF OF

FRANK A. AUGSBURY, JR. AND FRANC A. AUGSBURY, III

SUNWORY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Tax Reduction Act of 1975 contains a provision under which
shipping income of a foreign corporation is taxed directly
to its U.S. shareholders except to the extent plowed back
into ships.

2. 1975 Act provision was aimed at tax haven, flag-of-convenience
shipping controlled by U.S. corporations but also affects Hall
Corporation Shipping Ltd., a Canadian company owned by U.S.
individuals. Hall -

a. is incorporated in Canada because Canadian
law requires local incorporation and regis-
tration of ships;

b. is subject to Canadian tax on worldwide income;
c. pays U.S.-scale wages to its crews, who are

unionized; and
d. is not affiliated with any U.S. business or-

ganization.

3. If no relief is granted, this family business is likely to
be destroyed.

4. Full disclosure of identities of interested parties was
made to Ways and Means, Finance and Joint Committee staff.

5. Proposal was examined by Joint Committee and discussed
by both Congressional Committees at some length in open
executive sessions.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF FRANK A. AUGSBURY, JR.
AND FRANK A. AUGSBURY, III

This statement is made by Chase Troxell, a part-
ner in the law firm of Burke & Burke, Daniels, Leighton &
Reid, New York City, on behalf of Frank A. Augsbury, Jr. of
Ogdensburg, New York, and his immediate family, who own all
of the stock of Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd. of Montreal.

I. General Nature of Problem

Section 602 of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 a-
mended Subpart F of the Code in such a way as to cause ship-
ping income earned by a controlled foreign corporation to
be taxed currently to U.S. shareholders as if declared as
a dividend, except to the extent that the foreign corpora-
tion spends the income fcr additional ships or repays mort-
gage loans on its existing fleet.

The Conference Committee Report* states that the
intent was to repeal prior law "which permits a deferral
of U.S. tax for shipping income received by a foreign subsidi-
ary of a U.S. corporation.' The provision was in fact aimed
at "flag of convenience' fleets - ships owned by foreign sub-
sidiaries of U.S. corporations incorporated in such tax haven
countries as Bermuda and the Bahamas and registered in such
countries as Liberia and Panama, ships that are operated as
integral parts of U.S.-controlled international businesses,
ships that could be operated by U.S. corporations, under U.S.
flag and with U.S. seamen but are instead operated under
foreign flag and ownership by low-wage foreign crews.

The provision was, however, written so broadly
that it has exactly the same tax impact on Hall Corpora-
tion, a Canadian corporation which can only operate as a
Canadian corporation with Canadian-flag ships; which is
subject to tax by Canada on its world-wide income; which
pays American-scale wages to its crews; and which is owned
by U.S. individuals and is not part of a multinational
combine in any sense.

* The provision was not in either the House or Senate version
of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 but was added by the Con-
ference Committee. Consequently no reference to it ap-
pears in either the House or Senate Committee Report.
For fuller discussion please see Part VIII (G) below.
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II. Requirement of Canadian Incorporation and Registry

Few people outside the shipping industry have ever
heard the term "cabotage." It means coasting, carrying pas-
sengers or goods between points within a single country.

Many countries have cabotage laws which restrict
the coasting trade to vessels which are registered in that
country and which are owned by citizens or corporations of
that country.

The United States has had a cabotage law since 1920.
No foreign ship can pick up goods in New Orleans and deliver
them to Baltimore, for example.

Canada has a cabotage law toc, forbidding, for
example, an American ship from carrying goods between Montreal
and Toronto. Only Canadian-flag ships owned by Canadian cor-
porations or Canadian or other British Commonwealth citizens
may do so. Consequently, if an American wants to engage in
that trade he must do so through a Canadian corporation.

Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd. is a Canadian com-
pany headquartered in Montreal which ships grain, are, coal
and petroleum products on the St. Lawrence River and the Great
Lakes. It is wholly owned by one American family, the Augs-
bury family who live in the small St. Lawrence valley city
of Ogdensburg, New York, and who have owned the company
since it was formed fifty years ago.

About 70% of Hall's income comes from coasting in
Canada. The remaining 30% is from shipping goods - primar-
ily Labrador iron ore - between Canada and the U.S. Since
each of Hall's ships earns a significant part of its income
from coasting, each must be registered in Canada and owned
by a Canadian corporation.

III. Absence of Wage or Tax Avoidance Motivation

Hall is not avoiding high labor costs or taxes by
being Canadian. Its crewmen are all members of the Seafarers
International Union of Canada, AFL/CIO, whose wage rates are
very comparable to U.S. union rates. Moreover, all of its
worldwide income is subject to Canadian tax at rates compar-
able to ours.

IV. Independence of Operation.

Hall is not part of a multinational group. It
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is owned by members of one family rather than by a U.S. cor-
poration and all of its trade is with unrelated persons.

Hall is, therefore not the sort of runaway opera-
tion which, we believe, the shipping income provision of
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 was aimed at. Nevertheless,
under the Tax Reduction Act, Hall is treated no different
from the offshore oil company subsidiary that runs Liberian-
flag tankers from the Persian Gulf or the Caribbean to U.S.
refineries--companies which could be incorporated in the
U.S. and operate U.S.-flag ships with U.S. crews but choose
not to.

V. Effect of Tax Reduction Act of 1975

The stockholders of Hall received a ruling from
the Internal Revenue Service in December 1975 that any
shipping income it earns in 1976 will not be Subpart F in-
come because Hall was not formed or availed of to avoid
tax. The ruling was issued under a general escape-valve
section which was part of the original Subpart F when it
was enacted in 1962.

If it were not for the ruling, the effect of the
shipping income provision would be this: Hall would either
have to pay out most of its income as dividends in order
to enable the Augsburys to pay U.S. and State income taxes
or purchase additional shipping, whether or not economic
conditions justified such purchases.

The dividend alternative would strip the company
of working capital.

The reinvestment alternative is impractical for
two main reasons:

1. Strikes, collisions, weather along the St. Law-
rence and in grain-growing areas of Canada and governmental
actions, as well as rises and falls in the general economy,
make profits very unpredictable. An independent shipping
company like Hall, which carries spot cargoes when and as
available rather than operating ships under long-term char-
ters to substantial shippers, cannot project profits at the
beginning of a year with anything like the certainty of a
manufacturing company, so it cannot hope to time ship pur-
chases, which must be committed for long before delivery
dates, in such a way as to match profits.

2. The purchase of shipping depends not only on the
availability of current cash flow but also the availability
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of loans and shipyard berths and in many cases the concurrence
of existing creditors and the host government.

As a practical matter, if not amended, the Tax Re-
duction Act would either force the sale of Hall to foreign
interests or gradually drive the company out of business.

The ruling saves Hall from this result for 1976,
and we would hope that the Service would renew the ruling
from year to year. However, our situation is so completely
free of tax-avoidance and fair wage-avoidance motives that we
feel justified in asking Congress to exempt us by statute from
Subpart P.

VI. Effect of Section 1024 of Tax Reform Act of 1976

Section 1024 of the Tax Reform Act* would give sub-
stantial relief since it provides that income from the coast-
ing trade and, according to discussion on the floor of House
when it debated the Act, also from the sale of ships to the
extent that they have been engaged in that trade, is not Ofo-
reign base company shipping income." However, it does not
remove from that category the income that Hall's ships derive
from carrying goods between Canada and the U.S., and we feel
that this income too should be exempt because:

1. No ship may operate in the U.S.-Canada trade
under U.S. flag and ownership unless the ship is taken out
of the Canadian coasting trade, since Canada bars the coast-
ing trade to non-Canadian vessels.

2. Taking any ship out of the Canadian coasting
trade would deprive it of such a large amount of business
that it could not come close to operating profitably unl-ss
some new source of business were substituted.

3. None of Hall's ships could coast in the United
States because coasting here is forbidden to foreign-built
ships.

4. Ships such as Hall's fleet of dry-cargo ves-
sels (called "lakers"), which are designed for the Great Lakes
and the St. Lawrence River service, are shallow-draught and
of reduced strength criteria and therefore cannot operate

* Section 1024 of the House bill was directed at our situa-
tion alone. Section 1024 of the Senate bill covers three
different situations, ours and two others which do not
concern Hall.
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in the open ocean. Because of their small size (5,000 to
12,000 deadweight tons), its tankers are limited to distribu-
tion of refined products from local refineries on the lakes
and river. They are not economically viable for ocean opera-
tion, where tankers ten or twenty times their size are common-
place and even larger tankers are not unusual.

5. There is not enough Canada-U.S. business avail-
able in the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes for an independent fleet
to operate in that trade alone.

As a result, Hall can only operate as it now oper-
ates, and, if the present version of section 1024 is enacted,
almost a third of Hall's income will be Subpart F income re-
gardless of the fact that it must be Canadian and is not
avoiding taxes or unionization by being so.

We feel that Congress did not have our type of busi-
ness in mind when it passed the Tax Reduction Act and that the
relief provided in H.R. 10612 does not up until this point
protect us adequately from the unintended harm that the Tax
Reduction Act will do to us.

VII. Relief Requested

It is requested that the present version of section
1024 be modified to exempt from "foreign base company shipping
income" any income derived from the operation or sale of ships
which engage, regularly and to a substantial extent, in the
coasting trade within a foreign country if the laws of that
country prohibit ships owned by U.S. corporations and citizens
from engaging in that trade.

Not a single job which an American seaman could fill
would be lost through such an exemption and any revenue loss
would be temporary and miniscule. It would, on the other
hand, avoid the needless and, we believe, unintended destruc-
tion of a major family business which has benefited people
on both sides of our northern border for 50 years.

VIII. Procedure Followed in Requesting Relief

Certain members of the Senate have objected to the
v fact that the Tax Reform Act contains many provisions, appli-

cable to only one or a few taxpayers, which were slipped into
the bill with little or no notice or opportunity for analysis
and evaluation.

The relief provision Hall has asked for applies,
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we believe, to Hall and the Augsbury family only. We have
never in any way attempted to make a secret of that fact but
have, on the contrary, stated it orally and in writing to the
House Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Finance Committee
and the Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion. Moreover both Committees have discussed the provision
at some length and the Staff of the Joint Committee has stud-
ied it in detail.

A summary of the procedural steps taken follows.

A. Ways and Means Committee Hearings

On July 24, 1975, I made an oral statement before
the Ways and Means Committee. In that statement, and in the
written statement which I submitted at that time, I identi-
fied my clients by name and address and stated that the re-
lief requested would probably affect only them.

The transcript of that hearing shows that the
Acting Chairman proposed to the Committee that our re-
quest be referred to the Staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and that his recommendation was
supported by Committee members from both parties.

B. Joint Committee Inquiry

Our request was considered by the Staff of the
Joint Committee during the summer of 1975. I had personal
and telephone conversations with Staff members during that
period and submitted data on Hall Corporation as well as
proposals, ideas and arguments. There was no misapprehen-
sion on the Staff's part either as to whom I represented,
what I sought or why I sought it.

The Staff made recommendations to the Ways and
Means Committee when tie Committee met in executive session
in September and October 1975 to adopt the Tax Reform Bill.

C. Ways and Means Committee Decisions

The Committee adopted the viewpoint recommended
by the Staff of the Joint Committee, in effect approving
our request in part but not in full, and the provision be-
came Section 1024 of the Committee bill. The House passed
the bill as proposed by the Committee.

D. House Debate

The provision was the subject of a brief colloquy
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on the floor of the House between the Chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee and a ranking minority member. The col-
loquy, which clarified an ambiguity in the provision, men-
tioned that the provision affected a particular Canadian
corporation and its U.S. shareholders.

E. Finance Committee

When this Committee began consideration of the
Tax Reform Act, I submitted a written statement to the
Committee requesting the same relief that I had requested
of the Ways and Means Committee. I also requested the op-
portunity to address the Committee, but that request was
denied. In both the written statement and the request for
leave to address the Committee, I identified my clients
by name and address.

Our proposal was discussed by the Committee in
executive session for perhaps 10 minutes, and the views
of the Joint Committee Staff were requested and given.
The Committee then approved the same partial relief as the
House had and, though the wording of the applicable parts
of Section 1024 of the Finatice Committee bill differs from
that of the House bill, to my mind the two bills mean
exactly the same thing.

F. Conclusion

We believe that we have been completely candid
and open with the Congress in requesting relief. We also
believe that our proposal was thoroughly examined by an
unbiased, expert body, the Staff of the Joint Committee.
It was also discussed at some length by both the Ways and
Means Committee and this Committee in executive sessions.

G. Postscript Regarding Congressional Procedure in Enact-
ing the Tax Reduction Act of 1975

We would like to point out that the provision
from which we have been seeking relief became part of the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975 only in the Conference Commit-
tee. The concept was not considered by the Ways and Means
Committee during its deliberations on the bill and was not
part of the bill adopted by the House. Similarly, it was not
considered by the Finance Committee.

On the floor of the Senate, an amendment to
the Senate bill was adopted under which all net income
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of all controlled foreign corporations would be taxed
as dividends to their U.S. shareholders; however, the
amendment was a general one and did not apply particu-
larly to the shipping industry. It applied to all busi-
ness: finance, manufacturing, insurance, service, utili-
ties, transportation, everything.

In the Conference Committee, the Senate floor
amendment was eliminated and the particular provision in-
volved here, that is, the provision applying to shipping
alone, was adopted. The first notice to the public that
there was a possibility that this provision would become
part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 came after the Con-
ference Committee had agreed on the provision and the House
and Senate had by voice vote approved the Act and sent it
to the President for signature.

The members who spoke on the floor on June 29 are
unquestionably right in saying that special interest tax leg-
islation should not be passed without adequate disclosure to
and consideration by Congress, but at the same time we feel
that Congress should not pass tax legislation without giving
citizens any opportunity whatsoever to be heard and to demon-
strate that a particular piece of legislation is unfair and
would have an unintended and disastrous effect on many of
them, a few of them or even just one of them.

a
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FREEPORT MINERALS COMPANY

Repeal of Per Country Limitation

and

Recapture of Foreign Losses

MINING COMPANY TRANSITION RULE

SECTIONS 1031 - 1032

Summary of Principal Points
Contained In Statement

ONE: Reliance on Present Rules Justified

Per country limitation is more appropriate for puren
mining companies than overall limitation. Mining
companies must go where the minerals are.

TWO: Stable Tax Climate Important

Overseas mining projects of U.S. based companies have
traditionally depended heavily on funds borrowed from
consortiums of multi-national lenders; required long
lead time, usually five years or more, from date of
initial development until production at design rates
is achieved and therefore need a stable tax climate
in their early stages of life.

THREE: Reason and Fair Play Is Basis For Transition Rule

A rule of reason and fair play suggests that a Mining
Company Transition Rule of the type adopted by the
Senate Finance Committee should be provided for
newly established overseas mining ventures which have
yet to demonstrate the ability to earn a profit on
a consistent basis and have recently committed
substantial additional capital (say in excess of
$1,000,000) to reach design capacity.

FOUR: Revenue Impact Is Minor

The revenue impact of this limited mining company
transition rule should not exceed $2,500,000 per
year during the three-year transition period (1976-
1979) and a portion or all of this amount will in
all likelihood be recovered in later years under
the Committee's per country loss recapture
provision which is applicable to these projects.
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FREEPORT MINERALS COMPANY
W. J. BYRNE. JR.

STATEMENT PRESENTED

TO

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

HEARINGS ON SECTIONS 1031 AND 1032

HR 10612
Mining Company Transition Rule

My name is William J. Byrne, Jr. I am Vice President and Treasurer

of Freeport Minerals Company, a domestic producer of fertilizer products

and, through domestic subsidiaries, a producer of copper concentrates in

Irian Jay&, Indonesia and a participant in a nickel and cobalt joint

venture in Queensland, Australia.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before your

Committee to speak in favor of the Mining Company Transition R~le,

which you have seen fit to include in Sections 1031 and 1032 of HR 10612.

These Sections repeal the per country foreign tax credit limitation

generally effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975

and require the "recapture* of foreign losses again generally effective

for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975.

Accompanying me today is Mr. Dennis Bedell of the Washington law

firm of Miller G Chevalier.

HOUSE DECISION

Per Country Limitation

The House passed bill provides a transition rule whereby certain

mining projects can continue to use the per country method of computing

the foreign tax credit limitation for three years. Specifically the

House passed bill permits certain recently-established mining projects,

where substantial investments of capital had been committed under the

assumption that the foreign tax credit could be computed under the

per country limitation, to avail themselves of this transition rule.

0
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A domestic corporation to be eligible to benefit from this

transLtion rule would, as of October 1# 1975 have to meet all of the

following conditions

1. been engaged in the active conduct of the mining of

hard minerals for less than five years, and

2. Had losses from the mining activity in at least two of

the five years, and

3. Derived 800 or more if its gross receipts from the date

of its incorporation from the sale of its mined minerals,

and

4. Made commitments for substantial expansion of its mining

activities.

Recapture of Foreign Losses

The House passed bill imposes, in the case of newly established

mining ventures which qualify for the three year per country transition

rule, a requirement that any foreign losses generated in taxable years

beginning after December 31, 1975 be "recaptured". The "recapture"

however was on a per country basis only during the three year

transition period. However if these losses were not fully
"recaptured" on a per country basis by the end of the three year

transition period, all losses not so 'recaptured' were to be immediately
"recaptured" on an over-all foreign tax credit basis.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE DECISION

Per Country Limitation

Agreed to House passed version.

Recapture of Foreign Losses

Agreed to House passed version except the Senate Finance Committee

decision requires that foreign losses generated during the three year

transition period be "recaptured" only on a per country foreign tax

credit basis in future years.

DETAILED STATEMENT

Freeport Minerals respectfully submits that the transition rule for

mining companies provided by the Senate Finance Committee pursuant to

its decision to repeal the per country foreign tax credit limitation

is essential to assure equitable tax treatment for those mining

companies which have relied in good faith on the present law and

which have, as a result of that reliance, recently made substantial

financial commitments to the development of new sources of minerals

for our industrial society.

0
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Basin for the Per Country Method in the Present Lay

The per country limitation has boon a part of our tax laws since 1954.

In 1960, when taxpayers were granted the ability to choose alternative

limitations on the foreign tax credit, the pertinent committee reports

recognized the appropriateness of the per country limitation for certain

types of business operations by stating:

On the other hand it is recognized that
in some cases taxpayers may think of their
businesses in various foreign countries
as separate ventures. This, of course, is
especially likely when a company begins
in a different foreign foreign country a business
which is risky and which is likely to result
in losses at least for an initial period of
years. In such cases the company is more
likely to think of such a business as being
separate and apart from its other more stable
operations in other foreign countries. It seems
appropriate in such cases to permit taxpayers
to use the per country limitation, thus for
tax purposes treating each as a separate
operation.'

The Per Country Method is Particularly Appropriate for
Mining Companies

The foreign mineral operations of U.S. mining companies clearly fit the

description of the types of business operations for which use of the per

country limitation was deemed by Congress to be appropriate. The case of

Preeport Minerals Company provides a specific illustration.

Freeport is presently involved in a nickel venture in Australia and a

copper venture in Indonesia. Freeport's Australian nickel venture

involves total capital costs in excess of $350,000,000 while the

Indonesian venture has required a total capital cost in excess of

$200,000,000. Both projects have been separately financed by

international lending consortia. Each project is expected to service

its debt from its own earnings, and the sales price of the output for

each project is directly related to the world price of the

particular mineral, and in the case of each venture, all sales are

made to independent third parties.

With respect to the lead time required to bring these ventures into

production, it should be noted that while the first development

expenses for the Australian venture were incurred in 1969, sales

of mineral products were not made until 1975. Although the Indonesian

copper project was commenced in April 1967, first ore concentrate

shipments did not begin until December, 1972.
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Us regards pro-production and operating losses, the Australian nickel

project has recorded tax losses in all years to date, i.e., June 30, 1976,

and expects to record a tax loss for Its fiscal year eoded Juno 30. 1977.

In short, the tax lasses from Freeport's Australian nickel venture,

which at present substantially exceed its taxable income from its

Indonesian copper mining project, can be expected to continue until

the price of nickel rises from its current depressed level.

Furthermore, these operations were undertaken in a context of historical

and continuing world-wide volatility of natural resources prices, recent

and continuing world-wide violent currency fluctuations, and unprecendented

recent and continuing high rates of inflation. As a result, the existence

of the per country limitation, which would assure the stable tax climate

necessary for bringing projects of this magnitude through the lengthy

early stages of development, constituted a major factor In the decisions

by both the company and the lenders to proceed with these projects.

In view of the fact that the per country method has been available since

1954, and in view of the particular suitability of this foreign tax

credit limitation to the practical realities of foreign mineral operations.

there appeared to be little reason to expect that this limitation could not

continue to be available. Freeport, therefore, moved forward with the

large capital commitments required to secure the new reserves of

industrial minerals which these projects could provide and included in

the necessary preliminary feasibility studies the assumption that the

per country method of computing the foreign tax credit would be

available in determining the amount of funds available to repay borrowed

capital.

Repeal of the Per Country Method Requires an Equitable

Limited Transition Rule

The Senate Finance Committee has recognized that repeal of the per

country limitation represents an abrupt change in long-standing tax

policy which requires a degree of equitable relief for those most

adversely affected by reliance on previous policy. While repeal of

the per country limitation will undoubtedly inhibit prospective

investment in foreign mineral ventures, the most severe impact will

be felt by existing, newly established overseas mining ventures which

1.
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have yet to demonstrate the ability to earn a profit on a consistent

basis and which have recently committed substantial additional capital

(i.e., in excess of $1.000,000) to reach design capacity and commercial

viability. The Senate Finance Committee has therefore provided a limited

and reasonable transition period in which companies with existing projects

in this category can restructure their financial operations without

placing such projects in undue jeopardy.

Revenue Impact of the Transition Rule

The revenue impact of the limited mining companies transition rule

provided by the Senate Finance committee should not exceed $2,500,000

per year during the three yar transition period (1976-1979) and a

portion or all of this amount will in all likelihood be recovered in

later years under the Committee's per country loss recapture

provision which is applicable to these projects.

The rationale supporting a limited transition rule for mining companies

is not dependent upon or related to the Possessions exception which

is also included in Sections 1031-1032 of the Bill. By far the major

part of the revenue loss of $32 million reported in the press, if correct,

is related to the Possessions exception.

I I
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INDUSTRIES

PPG INDUSTRIES, INC4ONE GATEWAY CENTERIPITTSBURGH. PENNSYLVANIA 15222/AREA 4121434-2885

Tea MAdm.ntetm Osu"meM

T. J. Sheil

July 19, 1976 Director of Taxes

The Honorable Russell B. Long, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

Attached is statement on behalf of PPG Industries, Inc. in connection with
the pending Tax Reform Bill of 1976.

Following is a summary of the principal points raised in the statement:

1.) Section 1031 of the Bill repeals the per-country limitation now
contained in Section 904 of the Internal Revenue Code. With respect to
Puerto Rico operations, it has a three year phase-in clause.

2.) Per-country limitation is a valuable option, especially to those
investing in Puerto Rico; it ought not to be repealed.

3.) If it is repealed, then the repeal should not apply to investments
already made; or, there should be an adequate phase-in period which will
allow those taxpayers relying on the option, sufficient time within which

to adjust to the change in the law.

4.) Charges have appeared in the press to the effect that Section 1031

of the Bill was altered in Committee, at the request of Senator Mike Gravel,

which granted special concessions to PPG Industries, Inc. This is just
not so.

Yours very truly,

Theus J. Sheil'
Director of Taxes

TJS: lf

Attachment
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INDUSTRIES

PPG jNDUSfkJES Ný ONE CAuE.AY CENTER PSIT beRGH PLN•YLwA'%,A z R-•LA 4.2 4-A 2665

a, A a- 4 't'al

T. J. Sheil
Director of Taxes

TO: THE S'.K',E FI:;.'E r:EE

My :i.•e is T. J. Sheil ard I am DirecLor of Taxes for PG Ilaustries,

inc. ' sr accompanied by jonn D. Lufie, lax Man•ger fir FPC' industries, Inc.

Th.s staterwat is directed at Secric.n 1031 of t:ie Tax Reform Bill of

1976, as reported by the StAite Finance Lommittee. Section 1031 of the Bill

provides for rLpeal of the "per-country limitation" which is now one of the

two options contained in Section 90)4, IRC. The alternative option is the

"overall limitation"; either option imposes a limit on the credit allowed

against U.S. taxes for foreign taxes paid on foreign source income. Except

for toe special status of a corporation operating under Section 931, IRC,

income and taxes emanating from U.S. possessions and Puerto Rico are governed

by the foreign tax credit provisions of the code.

Section 1031 contains a phase-out of the impact of the repeal of the

"per-country li.itation" with respect to operations in U.S. possessions and

Puerto Rico. It was reported in the press that one or more Senators alleged

that Senator Mike Gravel introduced this part in the Senate Bill on behalf of

PPG Industries, Inc. To set the record straight, Senator Gravel made no

proposals relating to this subject and PPG had no part in the version of

Section 1031 produced by the Senate Finance Committee. PPG has made representa-

tions to the U.S. Treasury Department and the Joint Committee on Taxation with
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respect to Section 1031 as it pertained to investment on the Island of

Puerto Rico.

While the per-country limitation is not actually an incentive, it

does provide a safety valve for industries investing in Puerto Rico should

such investmnt result in losses. The valve isolates such losses, thus

preventing mitigation or elimination of the foreign tax credit otherwise

available to the taxpayer. Absent such relief, the price to be paid for an

unprofitable investment in Puerto Rico is not only the norsel business risk

of operating at a loss but the additional penalty of the elimination of the

foreign tax :redit othervias available when profits are brought home from

foreign countries.

In the case of PPC Industries, Inc., the decision to invest $200 million

in t).e Puerto Rican economy was made under the rules of the game vhich provided

for the "per-country limitation" and thus protected PPG from the loss of its

foreign tax credit shotild the investment not prove profitable. Statements

from various sources, in addition to those noted above, have named PPG as

seeking special treatment in Lhis area. Nothing could be further from tne

truth. PFG vent to Puerto Rico on the basis of the Code in existence at the

time. Section 1031 would change the rules after PPG had invested a very

substantial sum of money in Puerto Rico. If this is to be the case, PPG

believes that a phase-in of the rule changes should be allowed in order that

appropriate business decisions concerning existing Puerto Rico investment nay

be made without undue haim to the economy of Puerto Rico or the taxpayer.

If Congress should enact Section 1031, we believe that it should only

apply to profits (and losses) derived from investments in Puerto Rico nade

szbsequcnt to enactment. This would enable us to consider the jeopardy to

our foreign tax credit when a business decision must be made as Lo future

investment on the Island.
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It is stated that the proposed changes in parts of the Code are designed

to correct alleged abuses in foreign operations. What abuses exist in Puerto

Rico? In fact, since 1898 Congress has attempted to encourage economic

development Ln Puerto Rico. What person hare considers Puerto Rico to

be "foreign?" Earlier this year, this Committee heard testimony on the

subject and concluded that the policy was still valid.

But what about losses? Of course, no companies are going to Puerto Rico,

or anywhere else, to generate losses. Yet, as we know from our own

experience, it can happen with capital intensive industries. If Section 1031

is to be enacted we urge the Cittee to provide the safety valve of "per-

country limiLtation", or at least a modest phase-out, vith respect to operations

in our possessions and territories.

Thank you.

M m - - w • I I
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY
BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION

REGARDING FOREIGN LOSS RECAPTURE PROVISIONS
IN SECTION 1032(c)(2) OF H.R. 10612

SUMIARY

Boise Cascade Corporation ("BCC") holds foreign govern-

ment bonds which were issued years ago when the foreign

governments took over local operating companies owned by

predecessors of BCC. The bonds are presently worth much less

than their face value and tax basis.

If the loss recapture provisions of H.R. 10612 were en-

acted in the form approved by the House, and the bonds became

worthless or were sold after the effective date of ;he new

law, BCC's normal foreign tax credit would be severely reduced

for a number of years thereafter.

It seems highly unlikely that the House actually intended

such a result. As passed by the House, the loss recapture

provisions have no application to certain involuntary losses

including "foreign expropriation losses". Because it is clear

that the potential losses in question here are closely akin

to expropriation losses, it seems virtually certain that the

House would have excluded such losses from the coverage of

its bill if it had been aware of the problem when it passed

the bill.
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In an open mark-up session on May-14, 1976 Senator

Packwood described the foregoing problem to the Finance

Committee and identified BCC as the US corporation involved.

In response to that public presentation, the Finance Comittee

added Section 1032(c)(2) to the House bill to make the loss

rec .pture rules inapplicable to losses incurred on disposi-

tion of foreign government obligations issued before May 14,

1976, in payment for the stock, debt or assets of local

operating companies taken over by the foreign governments.

Because Section 1032(c)(2) avoids a potential unintended

hardship and implements the House's stated purpose of ex-

cluding expropriation-type losses, the amendment should be

retained in the Senate bill.

BACKGROUND FACTS

In 1964 and 1970 agencies of the Chilean and Brazilian

governments issued their bonds to corporate predecessors

of BCC in payment for the stock and debt of foreign utility

companies operating in Chile and Brazil. BCC's predecessors

sold the stock and debt of the local utility companies to

the Chilean and Brazilian governments under an implied or

de facto threat of condemnation.

There is no public market for these foreign government

bonds, but over a period of years, BCC has succeeded in
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selling some of them at a discount to third parties in

private placement transactions. On July 2, 1976, BCC sold

all of its remaining Chilean bonds, which had a face value

and tax basis of approximately $61 million, for a total price

of approximately $29.5 million. BCC still holds Brazilian

bonis with a face value and tax basis of approximately

$79 million. If BCC is able to dispose of the bonds at a

diEcount prior to maturity, or if the Brazilian government

defaults on the bonds, the IRS will probably treat the re-

sulting loss as a foreign source loss.

EFFECT OF H.R. 10612
WITHOUT A CORRECTIVE AMENDMENT

Section 1032 of H.R. 10612 as passed by the House pro-

vides that if a taxpayer has an "overall foreign loss" in a

taxable year beginning after December 31, 1975, the amount of

that loss will reduce the amount of the taxpayer's otherwise

allowable foreign tax credit in subsequent years. The House

bill does this. in two ways. First, for purposes of calculat-

ing the 1904 foreign tax credit limitation, the amount of

foreign source income realized by the taxpayer in subsequent

years is reduced by 507 in each subsequent year until the

aggregate reductions equal the amount of the original overall

74-060 0 - 7 -- 16
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foreign loss. Second, the amount of creditable foreign tax

paid or deemed paid in each such subsequent year is also

reduced by 50%.*

On an average basis over the last three years, BCC has

realized approximately $16 million of net foreign source in-

come each year (excluding extraordinary items), and has paid

foreign taxes of approximately $4 million each year. If these

levels continue, enactment of H.R. 10612 without a corrective

amendment would reduce BCC's allowable foreign tax credit by

approximately $1.1 million over a seven year period if BCC's

remaining Brazilian bonds were sold later this year at the

same discount rate as the Chilean bonds and the losses on

these sales were treated as foreign source losses.**

* The second adjustment contained in the House bill has
been eliminated in the Finance Committee bill for reasons
unrelated to BCC's submission.

** In 1976 there would be an overall foreign loss of $56
million ($31.5 million actual loss on sale of Chilean bonds
plus $40.5 million assumed loss on qale of Brazilian bonds,
less $16 million net foreign source income from other trans-
actions). In each of the next seven years, foreign source
income would be reduced by 507 from $16 to $8 million for
purposes of calculating the section 904 limitation. The
limitation would therefore be reduced by 50% each year to
$3.84 million (50% of 48% of $16 million). Thus, in each
year, $160,000 of foreign tax credit would be lost ($4
million tax paid less $3.84 million limitation). The total
loss over seven years would be $1.12 million (7 x $160,000).
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DISCUSSION

The basic concept of the loss recapture provisions is

that "where a loss from foreign operations reduces U.S. tax

on U.S. source income, the tax benefit derived from the

deduction of these losses should, in effect, be recaptured by

the United States when the company subsequently derives in-

come from abroad." H. Rep. No. 94-658, 94th Cong. 1st Seas.,

p 228. However, the concept is not intended to apply to

involuntary foreign losses over which the taxpayer has no

real control. Thus, H.R. 10612 as passed by the House already

provides that foreign expropriation losses and casualty losses

will not be taken into account in determining whether there is

an "overall foreign loss". (See section 904(f)(2)(B) as

added by section 1032(a) of H.R. 10612).

If the stock or assets of a foreign company are sold to

a foreign government following express or implied threats of

condemnation, and if the government issues its bonds in

payment therefor, any loss realized on subsequent disposition

or worthlessness of those bonds is clearly an involuntary

loss, and it should be so treated for purposes of the new

loss recapture rules. This is particularly true where the
transaction with the foreign government occurred long before

the new loss recapture rules were first proposed, with the
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result that the taxpayer will have a large "built-in" loss

on the foreign government bonds when the new rules go into

effect.

As previously stated, Senator Packwood described this

problem and identified BCC's interest in it during a public

Committee mark-up session on May 14, 1976. In response, the

Finance Committee decided to amend the bill by adding the

provisions now contained in Section 1032(c)(2). The Com-

mittee's decision--taken after full public discussion of

the problem--was consistent with the real objectives of

the House bill and should not now be reversed.

m
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY
SCM CORPORATION

RFGARDING FOREIGN LOSS RECAPTURE PROVISIONS
IN SECTION 1032(c)(3) of H.R. 10612

SUMMARY

SCM is a Fortune 500 U.S. company which is engaged in

the production and sale of chemicals and coatings, paper.

foods, and consumer and office products. It has some 45 for-

eign subsidiaries operating in 21 foreign countries through-

out the world.

Because of declining demand resulting from the European

economic recession, SCM was recently forced to sell its French

paint business. The French subsidiary's operating assets were

disposed of and the operations were terminated. SCM incurred

a substantial loss on its investment. The Company is now faced

with deciding whether it should continue certain of its foreign

operations which have also been experiencing difficulties. As

a result of operating losses which have not been deducted in

SCM's U.S. tax returns, these foreign subsidiaries are now

worth much less than the amount SCM has invested in them.

Under the loss recapture rules in Section 1032 of H.R.

10612 as passed by the House, SCM's regular foreign tax credit

could be cut in half for several years as a result of losses
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realized on the disposition of foreign subsidiaries which

became largely worthless before the new law went into effect.

To avoid this undue hardship, the new loss recapture rules

should be made inapplicable to "built-in" losses which were

incu-red in an economic sense prior to enactment of the new

law.

The Finance Committee has previously approved two trans-

itional rules designed to reach this result in certain situa-

tions. The first of these transitional rules is contained in

section 1032(c)(3) of the bill reported out by the Committee;

the other is described in the Committee's press release for

June 11, 1976. SCM strongly urges the Committee to retain

both of these provisions in the bill.

DISCUSSION!

Section 1032 of H.R. 10612 as passed by the House provides

that if a taxpayer has an "overall foreign loss" in a taxable

year beginning after December 31, 1975. the amount of that loss

will reduce the amount of the taxpayer's otherwise allowable

foreign tax credit in subsequent years. The House bill does

this in two ways. First, for purposes of calculating the 1904

foreign tax credit limitation, the amount of foreign source

income realized by the taxpayer in subsequent years is reduced

W
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50% in each subsequent year until the aggregate reductions

equal the amount of the original overall foreign loss.

Second, the amount of creditable foreign tax paid or deemed

paid in each such subsequent year is also reduced by 50%.

Under 51032 as passed by the House, losses realized

after the effective date are taken into account in full in

computing the foreign tax credit reduction in future years.

even though those losses are attributable in an economic

sense to events occurring before the enactment of 51032.

Such losses are referred to as "built-in" losses.

For example, assume that a U.S. parent has invested $25

million in the stock of a foreign subsidiary. Over a period

of many years, the subsidiary has incurred operating losses

which have consumed most of its capital. Because the sub-

sidiary is a foreign corporation, the U.S. parent has not

been able to deduct or otherwise reflect any of these operat-

ing losses in its own U.S. return. In 1977, the subsidiary

becomes insolvent. Under 5165(g)(3, of the Code, the parent

is entitled to a $25 million ordinary deduction in its 1977

return for its worthless stock investment in the subsidiary.

If 51032 were enacted without an exception to cover such

cases, the entire $25 million deduction would be taken into

* The Finance Committee bill omits the second adjustment for
reasons unrelated to this submission.
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account under the new foreign tax credit limitation rules,

even though most of this amount was economically attribut-

able to the operating losses incurred by the foreign sub-

sidiary long before 51032 was enacted. The results of

applying 51032 without an exception for built-in losses

could be catastrophic. For example, if the U.S. parent

normally received $10 million of foreign source income

and normally paid $4 million of foreign tax each year.

recognition of the entire $25 million built-in loss would

mean that the U.S. parent's normal foreign tax credit would

be reduced by almost $5 million during the three year period

following the year of the loss.

In recognition of the undue hardship that could result

if 51032 were applied to built-in losses, the Finance Com-

mittee has approved two transitional exceptions. As previously

stated, the first is contained in 11032(c)(3) of the bill re-

ported out by the Committee; the other is described in the

Committee's Statement of Actions taken on June 11, 1976. Since

In 1977, the parent would have an "overall foreign loss" of
$15 million ($25 million stock loss - $10 million foreign
source income). For purposes of computing the 1904 limita-
tion in each of the next three years, net foreign source
income would be reduced by $5 million (50% of $10 million)
for total reductions of $15 million (3 x $5 million). In
each year, the revised 1904 limitation would be $2.4 million
(48% of $5 million) and $1.6 million of foreign tax credit
would be lost ($4 million tax less $2.4 limitation). Over
the three year period, the total loss of credit would be
$4.8 million (3 x $1.6 million).
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these provisions apply only to built-in losses that are

realized in taxable years ending before January 1, 1979,

they will not afford complete protection to SC$ should it

be forced to dispose of other subsidiaries currently

operating at a loss. Indeed, it seems likely in some cases

that four to five years will be required to make all of

the studies and analyses, and to develop and implement

programs designed to salvage these operations, before making

the i•mvocable decision to dispose of them. Nevertheless,

SCM strongly urges the Committee to retain both provisions

of the bill. Taken together, they should provide at least

partial relief for SCM and numerous other similarly situated

taxpayers that may be forced to shut down foreign operations

in the immediate future as a result of the cumulative effect

of pre-1976 operating losses for which no prior U.S. tax

deduction has been taken.

U 0 0 IM M
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SUMMARY
OF

STATEMENT OF RAPHAEL SHERFY
MILLER & CHEVALIER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

ON BEHALF OF NABISCO INC.
BEFORE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

WITH RESPECT TO
SECTION 1032 of H.R. 10612, RELATING
TO FOREIGN LOSS RECAPTURE PROVISIONS

(1) Recommends that Committee reaffirm
its decision of June 11, 1976, regarding the
recapture of foreign losses caused by worthless
securities. That Committee decision would provide
that in the event a worthless securities loss is
claimed with respect to a foreign subsidiary prior
to January :, 1979, tnr U.S. taxpayer's loss would
not be recaptured to the extent of the cumulative
negative earnings and profits of such subsidiary
on December 31, 1975.

(2) Nabisco believes that the loss
recapture provisions of section 1032 apply
inequitably in certain cases involving worthless
securities.

(3) Losses of foreign subsidiaries which
have been incurred before January 1, 1976 should be
excluded from these provisions if claimed in connec-
tion with a worthless security loss prior to
January 1, 1979.
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STATEMENT

ON BEHALF OF

NABISCO, INC.

BY

RAPHAEL SHERFY

MILLER & CHEVALIER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

JULY 21 1976

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Raphael Sherfy and I am testifying on

behalf of Nabisco, Inc., which believes that Sec. 1032 of

the Senate Finance Committee version of H.R. 10612, dealing

with recapture of foreign losses, in particular the treat-

ment accorded worthless securities, discriminates against many

corporations operating through foreign subsidiaries, including

Nabisco.

Section 1032 Position

Under Section 1032 any taxpayer who sustains an

overall foreign loss for any taxable year which reduces the

taxpayer's U.S. tax would be required to repay this tax

benefit over future years by reducing the taxpayer's use of

future available foreign tax credits.

Nabisco is not here to discuss the primary issue

raised by Section 1032 of whether or not foreign tax credits

should be restricted or eliminated in any way. Nabisco is
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here only to ask that tax legislation relating to loss

recapture now being considered treat those corporate taxpayers

who have operated overseas through foreign subsidiaries

equally with corporations having operated overseas as branch

operations of a U.S. corporation. Existing tax law allows

corporations with branches abroad to reduce their U.S. taxable

income by losses sustained in those branch operations in the

year incurred. However, corporations operating through foreign

subsidiaries may reduce their U.S. taxable income through

foreign losses only if and when they go out of business and

claim a worthless securities loss with respect to the foreign

investment. We believe it is not the intention of the Committee

to retroactively take away from U.S. corporations who have

relied on the tax law in its present form, the tax benefits

from a worthless securities deduction which stemmed from

operating losses of those subsidiaries incurred in past years

and for which no U.S. tax benefit has been claimed.

The outcome of any investment is never determinable

at the outset. For those foreign investments of Nabisco which

have negative earnings, the Company has not received a U.S. tax

benefit because of the foreign subsidiary form of organization

which was utilized. The Company has turned some of its past

loss operations around. Nabisco has continued to operate
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abroad with the belief that if its efforts to remedy certain

foreign problems ultimately prove to be unsuccessful, we

would, under present law, eventually receive a U.S. tax benefit

for prior years losses which were never taken previously if

we terminate the operation and claim a worthless securities loss

under Section 165(g)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Section

1032, in its present form would effectively negate this benefit.

In general, Section 1032 would be effective for

taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975. We feel this

rule is unreasonable and inequitable for the following reasons:

1. No prior U.S. tax benefit could have been

taken by Nabisco on foreign subsidiary loss operations.

2. Because of the effective date proposed in this

section, an insufficient time period is given the

taxpayer in which to evaluate the worthlessness of

his investment and adopt appropriate action to

continue operations or to claim a security loss

without recapture.

3. The Company relied on existing tax law when

making past investment decisions, and now the rules

are being changed in the middle of the game.

Recommendation

Nabisco recommends that the Committee reaffirm its

decision of June 11, 1976, regarding the recapture of foreign
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losses caused by worthless securities. That action was an

amendment which states that in the event a worthless securities

loss is claimed with respect to a foreign subsidiary prior to

January 1, 1979, the U.S. taxpayer's loss would not be recaptured

to the extent of the accumulative negative earnings and profits

of such subsidiary on December 31, 1975. This provides partial

equity, since it puts the taxpayer who operated through a foreign

subsidiary somewhat on a par with those who operated under the

foreign branch concept. It also provides a reasonable period

of time to continue to make the operation profitable before

being forced to decide to accept the worthless nature of the

investment.

I
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July 20, 1976

SUMMARY Or TESTIMONY
OF

FELIX B. LAUGHLIN
FOR

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY

Before the

Senate Committee on Finance

on

Limiting the Retroactive Effect of the

"Recapture" of Foreign Loss Provision

(Section 1032 of H.R. 10612)

1. On March 5 of this year, American Can Company re-
cognized a loss of more than $10,000,000 upon the abandonment
of stock and debt investments in a group of seven foreign cor-
porations, referred to as the wElegance Group', whose overall
operations had resulted in substantial losses since the Group's
acquisition in 1970.

2. Under section 1032 of the House-passed version of
H.R. 10612 (which would be applicable to losses recognized in
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975), American Can's
anticipated "overall foreign loss" for 1976 resulting from the
termination of its Interest in the Elegance Group would be subject
to "recapture' for foreign tax credit purposes. This would mean
that, to the extent of such overall foreign loss, American Can's
foreign source income in subsequent years from operations wholly
unrelated to such loss would be treated as United States source
income so that foreign taxes paid with respect to such unrelated
foreign source income may never be creditable by American Can for
U.S. Federal income tax purposes.

3. American Can strongly urges that the retroactive
application of section 1032 of the Bill to termination losses
should be limited by an appropriate transitional rule, such as
the one contained in paragraph (3) of section 1032(c) of your
Committee's amendments to the Bill (which paragraph is entitled
"Substantial worthlessness prior to enactment"). Although American
Can would prefer a permanent exception for termination losses,
this transitional rule recognizes the unfairness of applying the
recapture provision to foreign losses like the Elegance loss which
were sustained in a very real economic sense prior to the effective
date of section 1032, even though such losses may be technically
recognized for tax purposes after such effective date.

74-20 0 - 76 -- 17
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July 20, 1976

STATEMENT
OF

FELIX B. LAUGHLIN
FOR

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY

Before the

Senate Committee on Finance

on

Limiting the Retroactive Effect of the

"Recapture" of Foreign Loss Provision

(Section 1032 of H.R. 10612)

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my

name is Felix B. Laughlin. I am a member of the law firm

of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood. I am appear-

ing today on behalf of American Can Company in support of

limiting the retroactive application of section 1032 of

H.R. 10612 (the Tax Reform Bill of 1976), through provi-

sions such as the one contained in paragraph (3) of sec-

tion 1032(c) of your Committee's amendments to the Bill

(which paragraph is entitled "Substantial worthlessness

prior to enactment").

American Can Company is a New Jersey corpora-

tion having its principal office at American Lane, Greenwich,
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Connecticut 06830. American Can is a publicly-held

company engaged primarily in the production of container and

packing products, consumer products and chemicals and in

providing printing, solid waste processing, patterns and

information technology. Since 1968, American Can has

conducted certain international financing operations through

its wholly-owned subsidiary, American Can International

Corporation ("Internationalm).

On March 5 of this year, American Can and Inter-

national recognized a loss of more than $10,000,000 upon the

abandonment of their stock and debt investments in a group

of seven foreign corporations, referred to as the "Elegance

Group," which were wholly-owned first- and second-tier

subsidiaries of International. The companies in the Ele-

gance Group were engaged in the international mail order

merchandising of high-fashion dresses and fabrics.

International had purchased the stock of the

Elegance companies on July 10, 1970 for a total purchase

price of $3,360,000. As a result of subsequent stock

investments in, and loans to, the companies in the Elegance

Group by International and American Can, certain open-account

sales by American Can to companies in the Elegance Group and

payments with respect to a guaranty of bank debt, the total

basis to American Can and International in the stock invest-

ments in, and notes and accounts receivable from, the Elegance

Group as of March 5, 1976 (the date on which American Can
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and International terminated their interest in the Elegance

Group) was approximately $10,208,000.

The overall operations of the Elegance Group were

not successful and resulted in substantial losses subsequent

to the acquisition by International. 0 Because of these

substantial losses, in late 1975 American Can began making

efforts to sell the stock of the Elegance companies, but

these efforts proved unsuccessful. On March 5, 1976,

International abandoned its stock in the Elegance Group, and

American Can and International cancelled all outstanding

indebtedness to them from the Elegance companies. On the

same day, in order to give certain employees of the Elegance

Group the opportunity to attempt to salvage the business,

Int rnational transferred the stock of the companies in the

Elegance Group to those employees. The resulting loss

amounted to approximately $10,208,000, and is so large that

it is anticipated that American Can will suffer an overalll

foreign loss" under the proposed statute with respect to

its foreign operations in 1976.

Under section 1032 of the House-passed version of

H.R. 10612, which would be applicable to losses recognized

in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975, American

Can's overall foreign loss for 1976 would be subject to "re-

* A summary of the performance of each company in the
Elegance 3roup, and the overall performance of the Elegance
Group, during the past five fiscal years is shown in the
attached schedule.
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capture" for foreign tax credit purposes. This would mean that,

to the extent of such overall foreign loss, American Can's

foreign source income in subsequent years from operations wholly

unrelated to such loss would be treated as United States source

income so that the foreign taxes paid with respect to such

unrelated foreign source income may never Do creditable by

American Can for United States Federal income tax purposes.

This result seems to go well beyond the purpose of

the recapture provision, which appears intended to prevent a

taxpayer from deducting "start-up" losses incident to the

commencement of a foreign business and later taking a credit

for foreign taxes paid on income received in subsequent

years from such foreign business. As stated by Secretary

Simon in his testimony before your Committee on March 17,

1976:

1''e view this (i.e., the recapture rule]
as a technical Fn~nge to eliminate an unin-
tended benefit. Under present law, a U.S.
taxpayer can use foreign start-up losses
to reduce U.S. tax and then pay no U.S. tax
on subsequent foreign gains because of the
foreign tax credit. In such 3 case it is
only fair for the U.S. to recapture tne
tax lost during the start-up period."*
(Emphasis added.)

Termination losses, i.e., losses incurred on the

discontinuance or other disposition of a business enterprise,

* Statement of tne Honorable William E. Simon, Secretary
of the Treasiry, on Major Tax Revisions and Extension of Ex-
piring Tax Cut Provisions, before the Senate Finance Committee,
March 17, 1976, at page 89.
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are not comparable to "start-up" losses; rather, they are

economically similar to casualty and foreign expropriation

losses which are excepted from the definition of "overall

foreign loss" by proposed section 904(f)(2)(B) (contained

in section 1032(a) of the Bill). As in the case of casualty

and expropriation losses, such termination losses are

unplanned, largely beyond the control of the taxpayer, and

inherently unlikely to have offered any opportunity for the

taxpayer to have obtained any unintended foreign tax credit

advantage.

If, however, no permanent exception is to be pro-

vided for termination losses, we strongly urge that the retro-

active impact of the recapture provision to such losses should

be limited by an appropriate transitional rule. Such a transi-

tional rule is presently contained in your Committee's amendments

to the House-passed Bill. Although your Committee's modifications

retain the general effective date of December 31, 1975, a transi-

tional rule is provided in section 1032(c)(3) which excepts from

the recapture provision all losses incurred by a taxpayer

with respect to stock or indebtedness of a 10%-or-more owned

corporation in which the taxpayer has terminated his interest

by sale, liquidation or other disposition before January 1,

1977, where such stock or indebtedness is considered "substan-

tially worthless prior to enactment." In order for the stock or

indebtedness to be considered "substantially worthless", the

issuing or obligor corporation ki) must have sustained losses in

three out of the last five taxable years beginning before January
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1, 1976, and (ii) must have Sustained an overall loss for those

five years.*

Although we would prefer a permanent exception for

termination losses, this transitional rule would at least limit

the retroactivity of the recapture provision in the case of

termination losses. Where this exception applies (which re-

quires satisfying the five-year "look-back" tests), it is clear

that the foreign loss has been sustained in a very real economic

sense prior to the effective date, and it seems unfair to apply

the recapture provision to such loss simply because it is

technically recognized for tax purposes after the effective

date.

There are, of course, a number of other ways in which

the retroactivity of the recapture provision could be limited.

For example, your Committee could move the general effective

date of the recapture provision to December 31, 1976, or to

the date of enactment. Changing the effective date in this

manner would be consistent not only with the traditional

view of the Congress that retroactive tax legislation should

be avoided,** but also with the "recapture of foreign oil re-

* Your Committee's Report on H.R. 10612 (S. Rep. No.
94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., June 10, 1976), at page 241,
notes that, in applying the five-year tests, a taxpayer
should be permitted to aggregate the results of operations
of all issuing or obligor corporations which are operated in
the same line of business, where the taxpayer terminates its
interest in all of the included corporations by January 1,
1977.

#6 See Statement of Senator Long and Senator Curtis, on
Tax Revision Revenue Estimates, before the Senate Budget
Committee, April 1, 1976.
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lated loss* provision contained in section 907(T) of the

Internal Revenue Code (added as part of the Tax Reduction

Act of 1975), which apparently served as a model for the

more general recapture provision here in question and

which was made applicable to taxable years beginning

after the calendar year of enactment.

Another approach would be to adopt a transitional

rule which would exempt from the recapture provision any

termination loss resulting from investments made by the tax-

payer prior to the effective date of the provision (or prior

to the House Ways & Means Committee's announcement relating

to this provision) and recognized for tax purposes prior to,

say, January 1, 1981. This approach would not result in a

permanent "grandfather" rule, but would give taxpayers some

period of time in which to decide either (M) to take their

losses prior to the cut-off date with the tax consequences

they could have expected when the investment was made or

(ii) to continue the inve3tment beyond the cut-off date

having received adequate notice of the tax credit implica-

tions of the recapture provision.

0 0 #

I thank you for the opportunity to be here today

and will be pleased to answer any questions you may have

with respect to my testimony.

Attachment



Company

Elegance Rolf
Offergelt GmbH

Elegance
Publikations AG

Setalana Couture
Stoffe AG

Goldfalter Modestof
Grosshandel GmbH

Tissus Elegance S.A

Astor Modetyger AB

Elegance Tissue et
Nouveautes SpA

Consolidation
Adjustments

TOTALS

SCHEDULE SHOWING FIVE-YEAR PERFORMANCE OF ELEGANCE GROUP

After Tax Income (or Loss) For Fiscal Year Ended October 31

1971 1921973 9417

$(2859331) $(15,790) $332,708 $(1,09s,524) $(1,691,232)

8,149 27,791 52,205 60,126 7,070

45,534 49,220 649093 33,349 20,748

'f
34,189 35,525 209150 (29,156) 596

6,009 (60s751) (113,004) 72s406 (166,635)

(209349) (12,011) (38,609) (14x504) (22.081)

Nil* (115g225) (448,213) (97,663) 64,343

20.542

$(70,6992

258.723
$128,053

637.047
S43399

129.326
1(1.657,A865)

Total

$(2,755,169)

155,341

212,944

61,304

(261,975)

(107,554)

(596,758)

1.0424883
$(2,248.984)

* Not in existence in fiscal 1971.

a a

(2 °755)
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51035(b) of H.R. 10612, A Section to Provide a

Transition Rule

Relating to the Recapture of

Foreign Oil and Gas Related Losses

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Presented to

The Senate Committee on Finance

July 21, 1976

On behalf of Sun Company, Inc.

by

Cornelius C. Shields
Chief Tax Counsel
Sun Company, Inc.

and

H. Lawrence Fox
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz

Counsel
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SUMMARY

1) Section 907 of the present Code was added by the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975. Subsection 907(f) provides rules for
recapture of foreign oil-related losses. Although Congress
intended that Section 907(f) operate prospectively, in its
present form the Section can operate retroactively by requir-
ing a taxpayer who relied upon prior law to recapture losses
incurred pursuant to pre-existing contractual obligations
even though such obligations were entered into well before
the 1975 Tax Act.

2) Section 1035(b) of H.R. 10612 is a technical amendment
which provides a deferral-type transition rule to the foreign
loss recapture provision. It does not eliminate loss recap-
ture in the case of pre-existing contracts, but only extends
the time period over which recapture occurs. Specifically
Section 1035(b) provides that foreign oil-related losses
which are sustained in a taxable year ending before January 1,
1979, and which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract
entered into on or before July 1, 1974, need not be recaptured
in an amount exceeding 15 percent of such loss for the first
four years after they become subject to recapture and are
fully subject to recapture thereafter.

3) Sun is requesting relief from Congress because of an
oversight contained in Section 907(f) when enacted. Classi-
fication of the Company's petition as special in nature and
therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute
itself. The Company has not suggested eliminating the
principle of law contained in Section 907(f) but merely
reducing its inequitable application. Section 1035(b) of
the Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grand-
father" amendments and does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax
burden.

4) Finally, in addition to filing testimony with this
Committee on April 22, the Company has brought its position
to the attentior of one, the Treasury Department, two, the
entire [.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-calle. public
interest groups. Clearly, the Company has not scught this
amendment without public scrutiny or a public hearing.

V
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INTRODUCTION

Prior Testimony and Finance Committee Action

Sun Company filed testimony with the Committee on

Finance on April 22, 1976, indicating its concern with the

apparent but unintended requirement of present Code Section

907(f) that a taxpayer which relied upon existing law must

recapture# to its detriment, losses incurred pursuant to

binding contractual obligations entered into with foreign

governments or their national oil companies well before the

Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Following this testimony, the Finance Committee adopted

a deferral-type transition rule to redress this inequity.

The technical amendment is in Section 1035(b) of H.R. 10612

as reported to the Senate. 1 Prior to the Committee's deter-

mination, Sun representatives met with each Senator on the

Committee or his staff to ensure that the equities of this

amendment were understood. Subsequent to the Committee's

favorable decision, correspondence was sent to all other

members of the Senate explaining the amendment, along with a

copy of the testimony.

July 21, 1976 Testimony

Due to concern expressed by several members of the

Senate that this provision and numerous others contained in

1 Present Code Section 907(f) is renumbered as Section
904(f) in the Bill as a consequence of other decisions made
by the Finance Committee. References in this statement to
present Code Section 907(f) should be understood as equally
applicable to the proposed renumbered Section 904(f).

.4
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the Bill were not subject to sufficient public hearings, the

Finance Committee issued a press release on July 8# 1976,

announcing that national hearings would be held on over 60

provisions of H.R. 10612 including Section 1035(b). On

behalf of Sun Company, we are here to offer additional

testimony.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 907(f)

Statute to be Prospective

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 added Section 907 to the

Code. In general, this Section applies a strict limitation

on the use of foreign tax credits from foreign oil extraction

income and foreign oil-related income. Section 907(f)

provides rules for recapture of foreign oil-related losses.

When enacted, Congress intended that it be prospective by

providing an effective date after December 31, 1975, instead

of the general effective date, December 31, 1974, for

Section 907. However, in Sun's case it is unintentionally

retroactive because it requires this taxpayer, who relied

upon prior law, to recapture losses incurred pursuant to

pre-existing contractual obligations, even though such obli-

gations were entered into well before the 1975 Tax Reduction

Act.

Application of 907(f) to Sun Company

Before July 1, 1974, Sun entered into contracts with a

number of foreign governments or their national oil companies

pursuant to which Sun is required to expend over $100 million

through 1978 in drilling and exploring new areas. This program
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was initiated a number of years ago in reliance on the tax law

prior to the enactment of Section 907(f) in order to develop

additional sources of crude oil for Sun's U.S. refineries.

It is anticipated that as a result of Sun's contractual

foreign exploration effort, the Company will have net foreign

losses totaling approximately $70 million over the next two

to three years. As enacted# Section 907(f) would recapture

these losses thereby requiring Sun to pay approximately

$33 million in additional Federal income taxes. This retro-

active tax increase is directly attributable to contracts

entered into prior to the enactment of Section 907(f). It

is a burden that the Company could not have anticipated in

making its financial commitments. Notwithstanding the unfair

windfall to the Federal Government, the amendment contained

in Section 1035(b) of the Bill will not relieve Sun of

its obligation to pay these increased taxes. It will only

provide a measure of relief by extending the time over which

they must be paid.

EQUITABLE RELIEF

In General

As previously stated, Section 907(f) produces an in-

equitable and unintended tax burden on Sun. It is fair to

assume that this would not have occurred if Congress were

aware of Sun's facts at the time of enactment. For example,

it probably would have provided a transition rule "grand-

fathering* binding contracts as it did in Section 604(b) (2),
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relating to the investment credit on drilling rigs used outside

the northern part of North America. This would have been con-

sistent with the historic policy of Congress in providing

equitable transition rules in cases where tax law changes

alter the economics of existing binding contracts. 2

Deferral Concept

When Senator Carl T. Curtis (R-Neb.) suggested a grand-

father amendment to Section 907(f) last December, this Committee

recognized the need for a technical amendment to Section 907(f)

and directed the Joint Conmittee Staff to study an appropriate

amendment.

From Sun's perspective, losses under binding contracts

existing prior to the enactment of Section 907(f) should not

be subject to recapture at all. From the Staff's view, that

type of amendment might reopen the statute. Therefore, it

suggested in the alternative a deferral transition rule.

Section 1035(b)

On May 18, 1976, this Committee unanimously adopted

Senator Curtis' deferral amendment as Section 1035(b). This

provision provides that foreign oil-related losses which are

sustained in a taxable year ending before January 1, 1979,

and which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract entered

into on or before July 1, 1974, need not be recaptured in an

amount exceeding 15 percent of such loss for the first four

years after they become subject to recapture and are fully

2 The Code is replete with examples (in particular, the
investment tax credit).
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subject to recapture thereafter?3 Accordingly, Sun continues

to be subject to the full $33 million of tax under Section

907(f). However, the amendment provides Sun with some

deserved relief by allowing the tax to be paid over a 5-year

period. This means that the revenues to the Federal Govern-

ment are not lost. Also, Sun's projections indicate that

there would be no recapture under present Section 907(f)

until 1978. Therefore, in Sun's case, this provision will

have no effect on the Federal revenues in 1977.

SUMMARY

Sun is requesting relief from Congress because of an

oversight contained in Section 907(f) when enacted. Classi-

fication of the Company's petition as special in nature and

therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute

itself. The Company has not suggested eliminating the

principle of law contained in Section 907(f) but merely

reducing its inequitable application. Section 1035(b) of

the Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grandfather'

amendments and does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax burden.

Finally, in addition to filing testimony with this

Committee on April 22, the Company has brought its position

to the attention of one, the Treasury Department, two, the

entire U.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-called public

interest groups. Clearly, the Company has not sought this

amendment without public scrutiny or a public hearing.

3 The intent of this provision is to eliminate any unforseen
and inequitable application of the Code. Accordingly, it
should be optional, as appears to be the intent of the
Committee when Section 1035(b) of the Bill is read in conjunction
with Section 1032(a) of the Bill.

74-CO 0- 76 -- 18
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STATEMkENT BEFORE
THE COMIiTTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE
WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1976

BY ROBERT H. MILLER
VICE PRESIDENT, TENNECO0 INC.

SUMMARY

Under the foreign tax credit limitations on oil and gas income im-

posed by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, gain on the sale of assets used

in a foreign oil and gas business is included in the definition of

foreign oil related income. However, it is not clear whether this

definition includes gain on the sale of stock of a foreign corporation

included in an affiliated group filing a consolidated U.S. tax return to

the extent the gain is attributable to assets used in the foreign oil

and gas business. The gain from the sale or exchange of such foreign

subsidiary's stock should be treated the same as gain from the sale or

exchange of the subsidiary's oil and gas business assets. This is con-

sistent with the purpose of the foreign tax credit limitations of section

907 which were intended to apply to all income arising from foreign oil

and gas business activities, including the sale or exchange of the busi-

ness assets.

I - I
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STATEMENT BEFORE
THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE
WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1976

BY ROBERT H. MILLER
VICE PRESIDENT, TENNECO, INC.

REGARDING SECTION 1035(c)(2)(B) OF H.R. 10612

I an Robert H. Hiller, Vice President of Tenneco, Inc. Tenneco is

a Houston-based multi-industry company. I am accompanied by F. Cleveland

Hedrick, Jr., of the Washington, D.C. law firm of Hiedrick and Lane, tax

counsel to the company.

On June 4, 1976 the Committee on Finance approved an amendment to

the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (H.R. 10612) to clarify the definition of

foreign oil related income and foreign oil and gas extraction income in

the case of the sale of stock of a foreign subsidiary corporation included

as a member of an affiliated group filing a consolidated tax return.

In general terms the Committee's amendment ?rovides that gain on the

sale of such stock shall be treated as "foreign oil and gas extraction"

or "foreign oil-related" income to the extent attributable to the foreign

subsidiary's assets used for the production of either foreign oil re-

lated income or foreign oil and gas extraction income.

Pursuant to the Committee's July 9, 1976 announcement of hearings

on this and other amendments to H.R. 10612, the following information is

submitted for inclusion in the record in support of proposed section

1035(c)(2)(B) of H.R. 10612 as reported on June 10, 1976 by the Commit-

tee on Finance.

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed certain new foreign tax

credit limitations for taxable years ending after December 31, 1974, in
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the case of foreign oil and gas income. For the purposes of these

limitations, gain from the sale of a foreign oil and gas business by

means of a sale or exchange of assets used by the taxpayer in that

business is included in the definition cf foreign oil and gas extraction

income or foreign oil related income, as the case may be. However, it

is not clear under present law how to treat gain from the sale of an oil

and gas business in a foreign country by means of a sale of all of the

stock of the foreign corporation conducting the business.

Since foreign oil related income of a taxpayer includes gain from

the sale or exchange of the taxpayer's business assets giving rise to

that income, gain from the sale of the foreign subsidiary's stock should

be treated the same as gain from the disposition of the subsidiary's oil

and gas business assets. This is consistent with the purpose of the

foreign tax credit limitations of section 907 which were intended to

apply to all income arising from foreign oil and gas business activi-

ties, including the sale or exchange of the business assets.

The need for a clarification of the definition contained in the Tax

Reduction Act of 1975 with respect to foreign oil and gas income subject

to the new foreign tax credit limitations became apparent in connection

with Tenneco's 1975 sale of part of its foreign oil and gas business in

Canada.

Under Canadian law, a United States corporation may operate certain

Canadian federal oil and gas properties only through a Canadian sub-

sidiary corporation. For about 50 years United States taxpayers have

been permitted an election to include wholly-owned contiguous country

foreign corporations (organized and maintained to comply with the for-

eign law) in an affiliated group filing a consolidated tax return.
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For a number of years Tenneco operated a Canadian oil and gas

exploration and production business through one of these contiguous

country foreign corporations and included all of the taxable income of

its Canadian subsidiary in its U.S. consolidated tax return. Tenneco

also owned through two domestic subsidiaries certain oil and gas proper-

ties, related production facilities, and real estate in Canada which

were not required to be held by a Canadian corporation.

During 1975, Tenneco determined that it no longer had the prospect

of exporting Canadian oil for its United States refinery. Since Tenneco

has no plans to enter refining and marketing operations in Canada, it

decided to sell all of the Canadian oil and gas business assets of its

two domestic subsidiaries and one-half of the oil and gas business of

its Canadian subsidiary to Canada Development Corporation ("CDC"), a

corporation owned in part by the Canadian government. The sale per-

mitted Tenneco to retrieve and repatriate a significant part of its

investment in Canada, while continuing to operate in Canada on a more

limited scale.

Tenneco's initial negotiations with CDC called for the direct sale

of all of the assets in Canada of the two domestic subsidiaries and ap-

proximately one-half of the assets of the Canadian subsidiary. In fact,

all of the Canadian assets of Tenneco's two domestic subsidiaries were

sold directly to CDC and the gain thereon attributable to assets used in

Tenneco's oil and gas business was treated as foreign oil related income

pursuant to section 907 of the Code. A substantial Canadian income tax

was paid on the gain arising from this part of the transaction in addi-

tion to a Canadian withholding tax on the return of the proceeds to the

United States. However, in the case of Tenneco's Canadian subsidiary,
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it was not feasible to make the sale by a direct disposition of the sub-

sidiary's oil and gas assets because the large amount of Canadian tax

which would have been incurred would have substantially reduced the

amount that could be returned and reinvested in the United States. As a

practical matter, this part of the transaction could only be consummated

as a stock sale.

In order to facilitate the transaction, Tenneco conducted a reor-

ganization pursuant to favorable rulings by the Internal Revenue Service

and the Canadian counterpart. All of the assets to be retained by

Tenneco (approximately 50%) were transferred to a newly created Canadian

subsidiary and all of the assets to be sold to CDC (and only those

assets) remained in the original Canadian subsidiary. Tenneco then sold

all of its stock in the original Canadian subsidiary as a means of

disposing of the underlying oil and gas business assets.

If the disposition of Tenneco's Canadian subsidiary had been struc-

tured as an asset sale the gain from the sale of its business would have

been foreign oil related income. Since the sale of stock in this case

was essentially a disposition of oil and gas business assets described

in section 907(c)(2), Tenneco assumed that the gain would be treated as

foreign oil related income.

In order to confirm its interpretation of section 907 of the Code

and to obt-in some assurance that its treatment on its 1975 tax return

of the gavi on the sale of the stock of its Canadian subsidiary will be

accepted, counsel for Tenneco met with the Treasury Department earlier

this year to request administrative confirmation of its position with

regard to the definition of foreign oil related income. Although Ten-

neco believed the required clarification could be accomplished
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administratively, the Treasury gave no assurance of its position on this

question pending the promulgation of regulations under section 907,

which may take several years. However, it is understood that the Ad-

ministration does not object to legislation amending the definition of

foreign oil related income to cover gain on the sale of stock in -ny

foreign corporation which holds oil related a..ets.
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Summary of Principal Points of Testimony
of John T. Jackson, Chairman
of the Executive Committee,

IU International Corporation

1. IU International, an American Corporation, has
operated gas utilities in Canada through subsidiaries
for decades and has been authorized to explore for and
produce gas in Canada for these utilities in order to
insure sufficient supplies of gas for their customers.

2. The 1975 Tax Reduction Act limited foreign tax credits
of large, multinational, integrated oil companies.

3. The Committee on Finance amendment exempted from this
limitation regulated public utility income related to
distribution and transportation of gas and we support
this move.

4. Also, the Committee should consider that the limitation
of tax creditable is 50%, designed to equal U.S. taxes,
but fails to consider withholding taxes, which makes
the effective rate in Canada over 57%.
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Testimony of Mr. John T. Jackson Relating to S1035 of H.R. 10612

My name is John T. Jackson and I am Chairman of the Execu-

tive Committee of IU International Corporation. I would like to

address my remarks to an amendment adopted by the Committee on

Finance during its consideration of H.P. 10612 which relates to

foreign tax credit limitations which were adopted last year by the

Congress.

The Congress adopted, as part of the Tax Reduction Act of

1975, separate limitations on the use of foreign tax credits from

foreign oil extraction and foreign oil related income (S907 of the

tax law). These rules separately limit the amount of foreign tax

on foreign oil related income which is treated as creditable for

U.S. foreign tax credit purposes. The language from which these

rules evolved was adopted on the Senate floor, and the debate clearly

indicates that they were meant to apply to the foreign tax credits

of large multinational-integrated oil companies. However, their

scope goes far beyond this. For example, the 1975 limitations also

cover the situation of a regulated public utility in a foreign

country which distributes gas locally in that foreign country, and

whose U.S. parent is not an oil or gas company. I understand that

the sponsor of the 1975 legislation, Senator Kartke, has stated in

response to a question during the recent committee markup on H.R.

10612 that it was not his intent to have regulated foreign public

utilities included within •he sccpe of S907.

IU International Corporation was origiAally called International
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Utilities. Many years ago we started operating in Canada through

regulated public utility subsidiaries. Today, IU continues to

operate these local gas distribution systems and electrical dis-

tribution systems through subsidiaries in Canada. Our gas utilities

serve the same type of customers as any other local gas company

does, homes, factories, offices, and the like. Under the 1975

legislation, we are subjected to the same limitations as is a multi-

national-integrated oil company. Additionally, a number of years

ago the subsidiaries were granted permission by the Canadian regu-

latory body to invest in local gas fields in order to assure our

utility customers of a continuing source of supply at a cost subject

to regulatory rules. I should stress at this point that we would be

treated the same way as a multinational-integrated oil company even

if we had not discovered any gas to be used in our own system, simply

because of the fact that gas is merely transported in our pipelines

and distributed to our utility customers.

It is my understanding that this Co.uittee decided to adopt

a rule which would make this special foreign tax credit limitation

not applicable to regulated public utility income. I applaud this

action. This amendment also has the effect of treating in a

parallel manner the foreign tax credits of competing regulated

public utilities that produce energy; foreign electric and gas

utilities will now be taxed alike on their transportation and

distribution income.

4
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Nevertheless, because we produce our own gas we would

continue to be subject to the 1975 special foreign tax credit

limitation on our extraction income even though our extraction

income is derived by these same regulated public utilities.

Under this special limitation, the maximum rate of tax which

is authorized to be creditable with respect to eil/gis extraction

income is approximately 50%. This figure is designed to approximate

the U.S. rate of tax. However, it fails to take into consideration

withholding taxes on this income which can, as in the case of

Canada, drive up the effective rate of tax to over 57%. We

request that consideration be given to this point, perhaps by

arriving at an appropriate percentage limitation to which any

legitimate withholding tax by the foreign government may be added.

Needless to say, any remaining allowable credits generated

from IU's operations in Canada continue to be subject to all of

the other rules and limitations normally applicable to foreign

tax credits.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Cornittee, for

giving me this opportunity to present our views. V:e feel that

if the Committee is to properly discharge its duties, it must

remedy inequities in the tax laws through the exercise of

oversight jurisdiction. It is clear the provision we are supporting

remedies an unintended and patently unfair application of a general

provision to our particular situation. We believe we were inad-

vertently placed within this general ,:rovision and at the time the

provision was j-assed there was no opportunity for a hearing. We

:•ectf.1l! suqyest that there is noth:n- unfair, illegal, irznoral,

or inappropriate about seekirnq e,'islative relief.
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D. P. HERTZOG

GENERAL TAX COUNSEL

TEXACO INC.

Before The

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Washington, D. C.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS
IN STATEMENT BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE Ct FINANCE
BY

D. P. HERTZOG
JULY 21, 1976

1. The amendment to Section 1035 of the Tax Reform Bill of 1976 which
would include interest from domestic corporations within the
definition of foreign oil-related income should be adopted.

2. This would correct a drafting error made in the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. See statement on House Floor on March 26, 1975
(Congressional Record, H. 2383).

3. Foreign earnings of both domestic and foreign subsidiaries are
subject to foreign tax credit limitations based upon foreign oil-
related income. Both dividends and interest from foreign subsid-
iaries are treated as foreign oil-related income. Dividends from
domestic subsidiaries are treated as foreign oil-related income
and it is inconsistent to treat interest from domestic subsidiaries
as non-foreign oil-related income.

4. The error should be corrected retroactive to January 1, 1975, and
not from January 1, 1977, as provided in the Tax Reform Bill.

0
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STATEMENT OF
D. P. HERTZOG

GENERAL TAX COUNSEL
OF TEXACO INE.

BEFORE THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

JULY 2, 1976

Mr. Chairman, my name is Donald P. Hertzog. I am General Tax Counsel of

Texco Inc.

I strongly support that portion of the -mendment of Section 1035 wh:zh wo.!d

include interest received from domestic corporations (i.e. companies incorporated

in the United States) within the definition of foreign oil-related income. nhe

purpose of this provision is to correct a drafting error which occurred in the

Tax Reduction Act of 1975. This error was pointed out in testimony before this

Committee on March 25, 1976, by Mr. W. R. Young appearing on behalf of the

American Petroleum Institute as follows-

"Technical problems of 1975 Tax Reduction Act

In addition, perhaps due to the haste in which tne >i• o:%: ýs
were enacted, there are many technical q,.e&ticns of interpre'_jti_%
which make it difficult for taxpayers to &now tre *ýx rez-.Its of
future activities. There are also several technical =rr~rc a.A
apparent oversights. In the latter category is the jirt
omission of interest income from U. S. incorporated _:i .
operating abroad as oil-related income, whereas !--h .. e frz-
foreign affiliates would be oil-related. " , .xv mf Mr.
Wilford R. Yong, Tax Reform Act of 1)7%, H.R. I. I.
Committee on Fin.nce, Hearings, Part -, p. 013, Mar-h •, .

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 created a new arhry of -r.:.,:e as

foreign oil-related income. The p.rc-,e wac to ap-ly linitaticns to

tax credits which could be utilized by _i zo-pan1es. ah.e .:e .... :.s ajj•y

to earnings of both foreign corporations i.e. co.-pacles inocrp:rated in

foreign countries) and domestic corporations. Regardless of whether a 2o.-+s.y
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chose to operate in foreign areas through a foreign ::r:'.

subsidiary, restrictions were imposed on the .:" - -

which could be used.

Section 907(c)(3) created by the Tax ?e .r

definition of foreign oil-related income .

a foreign corporation and dividends rece.-.ed

statutory provision did not specifically re: er

domestic corporation.

The Tax Reform Bill of 197E would "

within the category of foreign oil-re:a: • -.

domestic subsidiaries. It is pointed -

Committee (p. 249) that the change is ze.:.

between taxpayers who carry on fore. g --.- "

subsidiaries, and those who carry on --- -n

domestic subsidiaries.

It is clear for a number of reazo..•s

the Tax Reduction Act was not intense!. =.

foreign subsidiaries and domestic r-:s•:.-.--

credit limitations based upon fore'g. ro¢-:-r -:

to penalize taxpayers who choose for t "- tL

sidiaries. Second, foreign income earned :y a -- -

oil-related and interest paid out of s~zh .:.--..

as foreign oil-related income. Third, there _s . ...

between payments of interest and payments cf t:_r.

corporation.



.... " e;- nccun from domestic

- we :cnsider the

- %-.~ed -rc~p filing a

.- .-•r:;n pwYing the

-" " f its I.ncome is

*e " -reLated
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July 19, 1976

Summary of Statement by American
independent Oil Company in
support of section 1035(e)
of H.R. 10612 as reported

to the Senate by the
Committee on Finance.

The purpose of section 901(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, as
stated in the report of the Committee on Finance on the pending Bill,
was to deny foreign tax credits where payments for normal purchases
of petroleum are disguised as payments of tax.

This purpose is not applicable to cases of discounts on pur-
chafes granted by a foreign government to an oil company in
connection with nationalization by the foreign government of the
properties and operations of the company. The discounts in such
cases in substance amount to compensation granted by the government
to the oil company for the ta;.eover in addition to inadequate lump
sum compensation based on book values.

In these takeover situations, there is nothing inappropriate
or artificial in taxation by the foreign government of profits
resulting from the discounts as a substitute for loss of the com-
pany's future operating profits or as gain to the company on the
takeover.

Where such a takeover arrangement involving discounts on future
purchases from the government was entered into before the enactment
of the 1975 Act, there was no reason to anticipate that continuance
of an economic interest was necessary to sustain credit for the tax.
While it is believed that in the case of the agreement negotiated
in Iran in 1973 an economic interest did continue, this is a technical
question which is not altogether free from doubt, and section 901(f)
should be inapplicable to such cases in order to prevent the possibility
of an inequitable retroactive effect.

Section 901(f) should be made inapplicable to any past or future
takeover situations if the oil company had an economic interest on
or before March 29, 1975, in order to make the use of discounts on
purchases from the government clearly available as a method which can
be used in future negotiations to obtain compensation for loss of the
properties and future profits of the oil companies.
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July 19, 1976

Statement submitted on behalf of American Independent Oil Company
in support of section 1035(e) of H.R. 10612 as reported to the
Senate by the Committee on Finance.

My name is Fred. L. Morefield. I am Vice President-Finance

of American Independent Oil Company (Aminoil"), which is wholly

owned subsidiary of R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc. ("Reynolds").

Aminoil is an independent oil company that was formed in 1947 to

search for oil in the Middle East. Aminoil operated principally

in Kuwait and Iran until 1970 when it was acquired by Reynolds.

Since that time Aminoil has obtained exploration properties in

the United States and last month Reynolds purchased all of the

United States oil and gas properties vf Burmah Oil Incorporated,

including both producing and exploration ventures in the United

States.

Aminoil produces about 80,000 barrels of oil per day in the

Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Divided Zone and refines the oil in Kuwait.

in Iran, Aminoil through a subsidiary holds a 5/6 of one per cent

interest in the Consortium and its share of the available oil is

approximately 40.000 barrels per day. Aminoil markets its Kuwait

and Iranian production to third-party customers in the Far East

and occasional sales are made to Europe and Brazil. Aminoil also

holds interests in petroleum ventures in Paraguay and other foreign

countries as to which no production has been obtained. Affiliates
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have interests in an oil field located in Argentina, in a gas

field located in the Dutch sector of the North Sea and are de-

veloping a geothermal steam operation in California. Also,

the affiliates engage in (i) retail and wholesale marketing of

fuel oil, natural gas liquids and natural gas liquid products,

principally in the United States Mid-West and North East, and

(ii) the wholesale marketing of motor gasoline in the United

States West Coast.

A•uinoil urges the enactment of section 1035 (e) of H.R. 10612

as reported to the Senate by the Committee on Finance. This

provision would amend section 901 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code,

as added by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, in order to prevent

the inequitable operation of section 901(f) in certain cases

where foreign countries nationalize the properties of United States

companies.

Section 901(f) denies foreign tax credit for any foreign in-

come taxes incurred in connection with the purchase and sale of

oil or gas extracted in the taxing country if the taxpayer has

no economic interest in the oil or gas and the purchase or sale

is at a price which differs from the fair market value for such

oil or gas at the time of such purchase or sale. As stated in

a
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the Committee's report on H.R. 10612 (pp. 251-253), the intent of

section 901(f) was to deny foreign tax credits "where payments for

the purchase of oil owned by the foreign country are disguised as

the payment of a tax by casting normal crude purchase and sale

arrangements in non-commercial for--ats" with the effect of creat-

ing an artificial profit on which a tax could be imposed, so that

the net economic effect is the same, for the foreign government,

as a simple purchase of the oil.

The amendment proposed to be made by section 1035(e) of the

pending Bill to section 901(f) of the Code recognizes that the

purpose of section 901(f) is not applicable to cases of discounts

on purchases granted by foreign governments to oil companies in

connection with nationalization by the foreign governments of the

properties and operations of the coripanies. A number of the major

oil-producing countries have take.a over ownership and control of

oil operations within their territories and others are preparing

to do so. While recognizing an obligation to compensate the com-

panics for the properties and the oil reserves which have been

developed by the capital and expertise of the companies, the

governments have refused to pay outright compensation beyond the

"net book value" of the properties, which is far below the actual

value of the properties, based on the profits which the oil compa-
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nies would have derived, As noted in the Committee's report, in

some cases the governments have been and may in the future be

willing, in addition to payment of net book value, to allow the

former owners to participate to some extent in the future profits

of the operations by permitting them to purchase some of the oil

or gas at a discount.

In 1973 the government-owned National Iranian Oil Company

took over from the Consortium of which Aminoil is a member, con-

trol of the operations and the right to the production. The

compensation received by the Consortium members for this takeover

consisted of the right to buy quantities of oil out of future

production at a formula price which might be considered to be

less than the fair market value of the oil, and the right to

credit against the price of such purchases, in installments,

60% of the net book value of their investments, such net book

value being extremely small in comparison with the value of the

right of the companies to continue such operations under the

former agreement.

Since the profits which may be realized by the Consortium

members on purchases under the new agreement are in substitution

for the normal operating profits which would have been realized

by them under continuance of the former agreement, and can be

a
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regarded as a profit to them from disposition of their former

rights and interests for a total consideration in excess of the

book value basis, there is nothing inappropriate of artificial in

the imposition of income tax on those profits by Iran.

As pointed out in the Committee's report, it may not be

clear that the oil companies' rights under new arrangements in-

volving discounts on purchases of oil from the governments after

nationalization will be recognized as falling within the limita-

tions of the technical concept of an "economic interest." While

it is believed that the Consortium members still have an economic

interest in Iran, the question is not altogether free from doubt.

However, such new arrangements, whether or not they continue the

companies' economic interests, do not fall within the intent of

section 901(f) as described in the Committee's report on H.R.

10612.

Until the enactment of section 901(f) in 1975, there was no

reason, from the veiwpoint either of law or fairness, to antici-

pate that the continuance of an economic interest would be

requisite for the allowance of a foreign tax credit for Iranian

taxes on profits from purchases of oil under the new agreement.

Construction of section 901 (f) in a manner which would deny such

credits would retroactively and inequitably alter, to the dis-

advantage of the companies, the financial effect of the i973

agreement which they entered into in good faith and in reliance
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on the existing U. S. tax law.

The Iranian government is now insisting on further revision

of its agreement with the Consortium companies. The form of such

new revision cannot yet be predicted. Other foreign governments

are in the process of working out with the oil companies the terms

of nationalization of existing concessions. There would seem to

be no reason why section 901(f) should be continued in a form

which hampers the companies in these negotiations by preventing,

or at least casting a cloud on, the use of discounts on future

purchases of oil or gas as a method by which the companies can

obtain some measure of compensation for the loss of their prop-

erties and future profits.

American Independent Oil Company therefore urges the enact-

ment of section 1035(e) of H.R. 10612 as reported to the Senate

by the Comoittee on Finance, in order to make it clear that

section 901(f) will not apply to any oil purchase arrangements

made at any time in the past or in the future, in connection with

nationalization or takeover of the purchaser's properties, provided

that such purchaser had an economic interest in the property on or

before March 29, 1975. In the interest of clarity, it is suggested

that the words "if, on March 29, 1975, the taxpayer has made an

investment" be changed to "if, on or before March 29, 1975, the

taxpayer had made an investment."

a



We also suggest that the effectiveness of the amendment

should not terminate in 1986. The length of time over which

the discounts should be regarded as compensation to the com-

panies for the taking of their rights depends on the per-unit

amount of the discount and on other terms of the new agree-

ments, and the period agreed on between the parties should

speak for itself as the appropriate period.
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MAJOR POINTS IN STATEMENT' OF
JAME4 Q7. JUORDAN, MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

Section 1035(e) of H.R. 10612
Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income

Section 901(f) of the Code

1. At the time section 901(f) was drafted, it was widely assumed that the
new foreign producing arrangements would follow the equity-buyback
pattern in which companies would make a profit on the equity oil
but not on the buyback oil. Under this pattern, the taxes paid by
U. S. companies that had invested in foreign producing operations would
clearly have been creditable, irrespective of section 901(f).

2. Instead of equity-buyback, however, some of the producing governments
are moving toward 100% participation, while establishing a new struc-
ture for the companies to continue to render service, earn profits and
acquire oil. The wording of section 901(f) now creates an additional
question, albeit unintended, as to the creditability of all income taxes
paid by U. S. companies under these new agreements.

3. Section 901(f) was designed to assure that taxpayers could not manipu-
late the purchase price of non-profit oil buyback oil or oil simply
purchased from a producing country by a company having no prior
connection with the country) to convert a part of the purchase price
into creditable taxes. It was not intended to create a problem for
U. S. companies which have made prior substantial investments in
foreign concessions.

4. It now seems likely that there will be cases where all of the legal
title to an existing concession will be taken over by a foreign government
and that government, to compensate the former concessionaire for the
value of the concession taken, will grant the concessionaire the right
to earn a profit by buying at a discount the oil produced from the con-
cession. Although section 901(f) was not intended to deny foreign tax
credits in this case, it is unclear whether the oil company has, tech-
nically speaking, retained an economic interest in the oil or gas.
Also, the determination of whether or not a discount for prior invest-
ments is reasonable will usually be difficult.

5. The Finance Committee recognized these problems and resolved them
by assuring that at least for a period of time there will be no unintended
application of section 9ol(f).
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WRITTEN STATEMdENT OF
JAMES Q. RIORDAN. MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

Section 1035(e) of H. R. 10612
Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income

Section 901(f) of the Code

My name in Jim Riordan. I am Senior Vice-President Finance of

Mobil Oil Corporation. I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate

in today's hearing, and to discuss the Finance Committee's amendment to

section 901(f) dealing with the foreign tax credit.

There are two basic principles which I feel should guide the Con-

gress in taxing U. S. businesses operating abroad.

First, we should avoid double taxation. Second, U. S. companies

operating abroad should be able to compete fairly with foreign companies.

We should especially avoid double taxation of U. S. companies when com-

peting French, German. English. Dutch and Japanese companies are not

subject to double taxation. For reasons I will explain, there is a risk this

will happen to U. S. oil companies as a result of the unanticipated operation

of section 901(f). If the availability of the foreign tax credit to U. S. oil

companies is impaired, foreign business opportunities will simply fall to

our foreign competitors who will not be burdened by double taxation.

America's economy will then be doubly dependent upon foreign oil controlled

by foreign companies.

As you know, the international oil industry is going through a

period of dramatic change. Foreign producing governments are revising

drastically the historic relationships which exist with private companies in

respect of both established and new exploration and producing operations.
When making these revisions it seems clear that those governments assumed
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that income taxes payable to them under the new arrangements would con-

tinue to be creditable against the home country taxes in the U. S.. Japan

and the European countries.

When the Congress undertook to revise the U. S. tax law in 1975

as it bore on foreign exploration and producing operations, certain assump-

tions were obviously made about how the new foreign arrangements would

evolve and how the U. S. law would be applied to those new arrangements.

The U. S. Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service are re-

viewing the U. S. tax law implications of the diverse new arrangements

that are now evolving. Furthermore, the Service has begun to re-examine

a number of basic foreign tax credit principles that had been established

in earlier years, and are beginning to consider the implications of the

new provisions added to the law in 1975. It now appears that the U. S.

tax assumptions made by the producing countries and the Congress are

in doubt, and that certain parts of the 1975 legislation, namely section

901(f). which were drafted under difficult time deadlines, could have

unintended application with disastrous and unfair results to U. S. oil

companies.

At the time the Congressional draftsmen were working on section

901(f) it was widely assumed that the new foreign producing arrangements

would follow the equity-buyback pattern that seemed to be emerging. Under

that pattern, profits are made. taxes are paid and tax credits are avail-

able on equity oil, but it is assumed that profits are not made and taxes

are not paid on buyback oil purchased from the government. Buyback oil

was assumed to be purchased from the government and sold to customers
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at the same market price. In these circumstances, buyback oil gives

rise to no tax credits, just as a purchase of a cargo of oil from the

government at the market price by a customer with no prior connection

with the country, would give rise to no tax credit. Had that happened,

the taxes paid by the U. S. companies that had established foreign producing

operations would have clearly been creditable under section 901(f). As I

understand it, section 901(f) was designed to assure that there could

be no manipulation of the purchase price of buyback oil or oil purchased

by a company having no prior connection with the producing government

by converting part of the purchase price into creditable taxes. It now

appears, however, that the equity-buyback pattern will not be universally

adopted. Instead, some of the producing governments are moving toward

100% participation, while establishing a new structure for the companies

to continue to render service, earn profits and acquire oil. Unfortunately,

the wording of section 901(f), designed for the equity-buyback situation,

now creates, albeit unintentionally, an added question as to the creditability

of all income taxes paid by U. S. companies under these new agreements.

Under section 901(f) no credit is allowed for foreign taxes paid

with respect to purchases or sales of oil or gas where the taxpayer has

no economic interest in the oil or gas and if the purchase or the sale is

at a price other than fair market value. Some believe that section 901(f)

is needed to deal with possible "gimmicky" arrangements where the taxpayer

has never made a substantial investment in the oil and manipulates the

purchase price by converting a ,art of the purchase price into an income

tax. It is my understanding, however, that it was never intended to create

%%%t 8.
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a problem for United St. a companies which earn profits because they

have actually made substantial vestments in foreign concessions. In

some countries that do not adopt uity-buyback pattern but take

over the entire legal title to the concessbqui the former concessionaire

will continue to earn profits through the mechanism of a price discount

oan oil or gas as compensation for the value of the concession. Section

901(f) was not aimed at disallowing foreign tax credits in this situation

since legitimate foreign taxes would be levied on the profit arising from

these discounts. It is not clear, however, as the Senate Finance Commnittee

Report points out, whether an oil company would be treated as continuing

to have, as a technical matter, an economic interest in the oil or gas

in this instance. Also, as the Report states, the determination of whether

or not a discount for prior investments is reasonable will usually be

difficult.

The amendment to section 901(f) made by the Senate Finance

Committee recognized these problems and resolved them by not applying

section 901(f) for ten years to transactions involving the purchase and sale

of oil or gas from a field if the taxpayer had an economic interest in that

field on March 29, 1975 (the date of enactment of the Tax Reduction Act

of 1975). Thus, the amendment only protects taxpayers who actually had

an economic interest in the oil or gas by virtue of investments made prior

to the enactment of the provision and provides such relief for only ten

years (through 1984).

On a broader basis the present confusion surrounding the credit-

ability of all foreign taxes convinces me that what we really need is a

a
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comprehensive review of the U. S. tax rules relating to foreign income.

This review should produce a simple set of rules that are fair and consis-

tent with those established by other nations such as Britain, France.

Germany. Japan and the Netherlands. I recognize that we have neither

the time nor the facts available to do tiat review in the course of con-

sidering this legislation. We believe, therefore, that the approach adopted

by the Finance Committee of assuring at least for a period of time that

'here will be no unintended application of section 901(f) to situations that

were clearly not meant to be covered, is a practical and reasonable

solution, albeit one that it is limited and temporary. It is in this context

that I support the proposed amendments to section 901(f).

Finally. section 901(f) was added to the law in the 1975 con-

ference. It was not subject to hearings. We understand that section

901(f) was prompted by suggestions made to the staff of the U. S. Treasury

Department and Congress by representatives of European governments

who were concerned that somehow U. S. companies were going to gain

a competitive tax advantage by manipulating purchases of oil from for-

eign governments. The ultimate irony is that it now appears that section

901(f) may produce double taxation of U. S. companies that will not be

borne by foreign companies. If it does so, there will be a competitive

advantage for foreign oil companies. These potential foreign benefi-

ciaries of section 901(f) were not publicly identified in 1975. As I under-

stood the thrust ot the testimony at the beginning of yesterday's session,

under these procedural circumstances, section 901(f) should never have

been enacted. For substantive reasons, I believe that it should never

have been enacted.
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STATEMENT OF
THOMAS C. DRISCOLL

IN SUPPORT OF 51035(f) OF H. R. 10612
DEALING WITH PRODUCTION-SHARING CONTRACTS

SUMMARY OF POINTS

1. S1035(f) of H. R. 10612, dealing with oil and gas

production-sharing contracts and the foreign tax credit, is

needed to give relatively small and medium-sized independents

operating in Indonesia a reasonable opportunity to renegotiate

their contracts with Indonesia so as to satisfy IRS require-

ments for allowance of foreign tax credits.

2. The amendment does not reverse Rev. Rul. 76-215,

issued on May 7, 1976, but merely postpones its effective date

for five years in the case of small and medium-sized independent

oil companies operating in Indonesia. The amendment was

designed not to benefit the larger oil companies having world-

wide operations. The affected companies can probably live with

a shorter period of postponement than five years, but a reason-

able period is needed so that negotiations with Indonesia do

not have to be conducted on a crash basis. The short six-months'

transition period given by the IRS in Rev. Rul. 76-215 is just

not enough.

3. The affected companies have invested hundreds of

millions of dollars in Indonesia on the reasonable assumption

I - I -
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that foreign tax credits were available. The IRS change in

position could reduce after-tax profits of these concerns by

as much as 50 percent, if the present contracts with Indonesia

are not renegotiated in a manner satisfactory to the IRS.

4. Indonesian oil is of considerable strategic and

economic importance to the United States. The financial well-

being of the independent U. S. oil companies inverting in In-

done•ia is properly a matter of concern to this country.

5. Rev. Proc. 7b-215 was issued as the result of a

ruling request filed by one of the major oil companies. The

smaller corpnies affected by the pcstpooLrent of the effective

date of the ruling had no opportunity to participate in the

development of the ruling, although they are the c:nLs m.ost ad-

versely affected by it.

6. Kei. Rul. 76-215 was published on Yay 7, after

the Finance Cr'vnittee hearings on H. R. 10612 had Leen con-

cluded. The smaller independents irmediately brought their

proLlem before the Finance Committee and its staff and assisted

in the development of the limited amendment embodied in S1035(f)

of the bill as reported by the Committee.

7. The Committee' estimaLe of the decrease in budget

receipts for fiscal years 1977 and 1978 resulting from the

postponement of the effective date of Rev. Rul. 76-215 is a

strong indication the revenue estimators believe it will take

a
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at least two years for the companies involved to work out their

problems with Indonesia. There would be no pick up in revenue

if now contracts with Indonesia could be negotiated before the

end of the year which would meet IRS requirements for allowance

of foreign tax credits.

8. Newspaper stories, Senate floor statements and

testimony presented to this Committee yesterday have described

this amendment as a rip-off and dismissed production-sharing

contracts as a "gimmick" used to avoid the 1975 Tax Reduction

Act amendments. Those responsible for these misrepresentations

are completely uninformed as to the significance of the amend-

ment and the temporary problem it is intended to resolve. For

example, Indonesian production-sharing contracts were first en-

tered into in 1966 and in no way were designed to avoid the im-

pact of a tax bill enacted last year. It would be most distress-

ing if the amendment should be stricken fror. the bill based on

such false and misleading representations.
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STATLEENT OF
THOPJAS C. DRISCOLL

IN SUPPORT OF S1035(f) 01' H. R. 1CC12
DEALING WITH PROOhUCTION-SIiARIING COIS 1RACTS

BEFORE T•IE
SENSATE FI.iANCE CO.IMITTIE

July 21, 1976

My naire is Thomas C. Driscoll. I am Chief Fira",cial

Officer of Roy M. Huffington, Inc., of Hcu!ton, lcxas. I La.ve

with me Mr. C. W. Leisk, Chairman and Chief Lxucut1V6, Officer

of Austral Oil Company, Incorporated, of H'&uston, 7-_::eral i.. A.

Sproul, Choirman and Presldnt of Virgnia Internltionil Ck,

of Staunton, Virginia, and Mr. D. L. Cozy_ cns, Frcs:d.,nt of

Natomas Corpany of San Francisco. We all .a've c:t- •.:g.

mon: our cor panies are operating in Indj;L.sia u:-cr o:il . (_,J is

production-sharing contracts. Further, tach of us is a . or

middle-sized independent oil company cpFrating ovurst.s in cj-

tition with the largest oil ccrpanies in the world, Lcth dc:-.-stic

and foreign.

We appear to-day in support of the Finance Comrittee

amendment of May 27, which added Sec. 1035(f) to the Tax Feform

Bill of 1976 (Committee Report, pp. 253-255).
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This amendment relates to the foreign tax credit and

production-sharing contracts, and is a limited transitional rule

which wi1l provide time for the smaller and -.cd•-=.-si'cJ U. S.

contractors that h..'e invcstod substarntial arourts of caF-tal in

In.n•crcia to rcnegctiate their contracts with 0:Jor.ns~a so as to

satisfy thie re.;uirc-zts of the IRS. A rcsonaLle tir•e to iccc:-

pl'sh this task ai.d to clcar the prcpc.3cd chagr.9s with t:.e IRS is

cssential in order to avoid txtrtme f:>i•cial h~rd.hu•s .h:ch •e

rust othcr.sc face. It snoaldd te t;"O at the c*t t that

this iŽ...: t:;t is drafted !ýo that no L•,-nefit will rn-re "3 t:

ra.cr oil .

The prcM that has artsen is that t.he :.S a

publisr.ed ruling on May 7 of this ytar (?-v. Fl. 76-215) 1,hh

anncuncvd t..e pcsit;cn that U. S. cont-actors cij-rat;,2g .:-.hr

certain produotion-sharing arrangr.~e.7S are nct u::t~tcd to a

foreign tax credit for pay.rents nade ýn tneir Lt:.alf to ":. :cst

foreign government and treated by the fore gn gcverrnrt ,,: zrn-

come taxcs. The IRS concldJed that if a U. S. c-:.tractor is

operating under the type of agreement descriLb-d in the rullinq,

the entire amount paid to the foreign government was a royalty.

The effect of the IRS rule is that the U. S. contractor is

treated as having paid a royalty to Indonesia ranging from 50

pcrccnt to 70 percent, but is regarded as having paid no income

tax whatever to the foreign government.

a
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It is important to have an understanding of how these

smaller companies got into this problem with the IRS. In the

late 1960's and early 1970's Indonesia refused to offer its natu-

ral resources for development under the normal type of concession

arrangement. Rather, it developed the production-sharing concept.

Under this new concept, Indonesia retained control over its natural

resources while sharing the benefits of their development with the

V. S. contractors which supplied all the capital and technology.

Tnis new concept was consistent with the nationalism of a develop-

ing country like Indonesia. In general, the major international

oil companies rejected the production-sharing contracts and this

provided smaller U. S. companies with the opportunity to enter

these areas.

The smaller companies have been successful in Indonesia

and have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in that country

under production-sharing contracts. The ]oint undertakings of

the smaller companies and Indonesia were proceeding in a satis-

factory manner until the IRS problem ar se in the Spring of this

year. It is not our intention to criticize or co7plain about the

actions of the major companies or any single -;ajcr coripany. How-

ever, it is relevant to the consideration of the proposed amend-

ment that the Committee clearly understand that the IRS developed

its ruling as the result of a ruling request filed by one of the

major companies and, under IRS procedures, the smaller independent
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companies, who were most significantly affected by the IRS action,

were precluded from any meaningful participation in the process

which developed the substantive IRS position. We blame no one for

the fact that we were shut out of the IRS substantive considera-

tions. The major company that sought the ruling owed us no duty

of consultation and the IRS personnel would probably have acted

improperly if they had invited our participation.

The existing production-sharing contracts of the smaller

companies which benefit from this amendment were entered into with

the reasonable expectation that the foreign tax credit would be

allowed. Even the IRS ruling reflects this understanding since

the ruling is to apply prospectively only to years beginning

after June 30, 1976. The chief problem with this ruling is that

the six months' turn-around time given tn calendar year taxpayers

is just not enough for us to carry out the necessarily protracted

negotiations with the Government of Indonesia and to obtain the

required clearance of any proposed new arrangement from the IRS.

What the IRS ruling has done is to substantially alter

the economic consequences of these existing contracts after the

companies have invested large amounts of capital in these opera-

tions. If the companies had known that the foreign tax credit

was not to be available, the terms of these contracts governing

the division of the recovered oil would have been negotiated on

a vastly different basis. Primarily, the U. S. companies would

a
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have been forced to insist upon a much larger share of the oil

and gas to make their operations economically feasible in the

absence of a credit for Indonesian tax payments. Had we done

so, we probably would not have received our contracts from the

Indonesian Government, and the United States would probably not

have available to it the substantial amounts of oil being sup-

plied to it to-day from Indonesian sources.

It is important to note that Sec. 1035(f) does not

reverse the IRS ruling. The Finance Committee amendment and

the Committee Report are silent as to whether the ruling is

or is not correct. The amendment merely defers implementa-

tion of the ruling with respect to existing contracts for a

period of five years. If upon further consideration the Com-

mittee should conclude that five years is too long a time to

allow for renegotiation of existing production-sharing con-

tracts and their subsequent clearance with the IRS, our com-

panies can probably live with a shorter period such as two or

three years. However, we would note that the IRS spent more

than two years considering the existing Indonesian production-

sharing arrangements before publishing its present position on

the subject. The U. S. companies and Indonesia are now engaged

in the process of modifying the existing contracts. This is

being undertaken because Indonesia is desirous of obtaining a

74- 0 0- 76 -- 21
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large share of the profits from these operations and both Indo-

nesia and the companies are hopeful of restructuring the con-

tracts so as to resolve the IRS problem. These changes are of

the greatest significance to the smaller companies and it is

absolutely essential that the new agreements be mutually bene-

ficial to the long-term interests of all involved, including,

of course, the companies and Indonesia.

Without the Finance Committee amendment, the smaller

U. S. companies will find themselves in a real time bind; we

will be forced to strike a new arrangement with Indonesia prior

to year-end in order to avoid harsh U. S. tax consequences that

will reduce after-tax profits by up to one-half. Such an arti-

ficial time constraint severely diminishes the companies' bar-

gaining position and it does so unnecessarily. It may well be

that an agreement can be reached with Indonesia by a few com-

panies in the next few months, but a longer period will be

needed to complete the renegotiation of all existing contracts.

Certainly everyone hopes that the current negotiations can be

brought to a rapid and satisfactory conclusion. But it is

clear that the prospects of a mutually beneficial agreement

will be greatly enhanced if the time available for negotia-

tion can be extended considerably beyond year-end.

If we smaller companies are forced to press for

modifications of our contracts on a crash basis, the result-

ing arrangement may be so unfavorable to us as to make further

V
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oil and gas development activities in Indonesia uneconomic. If

so, we may have no alternative but to sell our contracts to

either the major companies or the oil companies of foreign coun-

tries. This can hardly be viewed as being in the best interests

of the United States or the taxpaying public.

We note with concern that Senator Bumpers has had

printed an amendment to H. R. 10612 (Amendment No. 1979) which

would strike Section 1035(f) from the bill. The reason he gives

for his proposed amendment is that it is a narrow, special inter-

est provision which is not necessary because the IRS has given us

six months to revise our contracts with Indonesia. Last Wednesday,

the Service put out a Press Release (IRS Information Release 1638)

in which it listed five characteristics that tax payments made to

a foreign government by taxpayers engaged in extracting mineral

resources owned by the foreign government must have in order to

be eligible for the U. S. foreign tax credit. At least 3 and

possibly 4 of the 5 factors listed by the IRS call for very

basic changes in our production-sharing contracts with Indonesia.

It is clearly unreasonable to expect that the necessary modifica-

tions to our contracts can be negotiated with Indonesia and ap-

proved by our Internal Revenue Service in the five months remain-

ing in this year. All we seek is a reasonable time for negotia-

tions to be carried on in an orderly manner without having a

critical time factor as a millstone around our necks.



The question may be asked, why didn't we appear before

the Finance Committee on the production-sharing contract matter

during the public hearings on the tax bill last March and April?

The obvious answer is that we were not sure we even had a prob-

lem until the IRS published its ruling on May 7, 1$76 that no

foreign tax credit would be allowable for Indonesian tax pay-

ments for years beginning after June 30, 1976. Thereafter, we

immediately brought this matter, which is absolutely vital to

our operations, to the attention of the Finance Committee and its

staff, and worked with them in developing the very limited amend-

ment set forth in 51035(f) of the bill. This amendment simply

postpones the effective date of the IRS production-sharing ruling

for those smaller and middle-sized companies that would suffer

most from the abrupt change of the IRS with respect to the

allowance of foreign tax credit with respect to taxes paid to

Indonesia.

A word about the estimated decrease in budget re-

ceipts in fiscal years 1977 and 1978 of $23 million and $27

million set forth at page 255 of the Committee Report. These

estimates are based on the assumption, erroneous we hope, that

the U. S. companies operating in Indonesia will not be able to

reach agreement within this two-year period with the Government

of Indonesia on new contracts which will clearly permit the

allowance of foreign tax credits for Indonesian income tax im-

posed upon their oil and gas extraction income. As such, the

q
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revenue estimates themselves suggest that we should be given at

least a two-year transition period to work out our problems with

Indonesia.

Finally, I can't close without commenting on the news-

paper stories, Senate floor statements and testimony presented

to this Committee yesterday, which have described this amend-

ment as a rip-off and dismissed production-sharing contracts

as a Wgjjmickj used to avoid the 1975 Tax Reduction Act amend-

ments. Those responsible for these misrepresentations are com-

pletely uninformed as to the significance of the amendment and

the temporary problem it is intended to resolve. For example,

Indonesian production-sharing contracts were first entered into

in 1966 and in no way were designed to avoid the impact of a

tax bill enacted last year. It would be most distressing if

the amendment should be stricken from the bill based on such

false and misleading representations.
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARINGS 01 CERTAIN FINADCIC COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 10612

JULY 21, 1976

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. GUrTENTAG

SOURCE Of UNDERWRITING INCOME
(Section 1036 of H.R. 10612)

SUMMARY Of STATEMENT

1. Determination of the source of underwriting in-

come is important to all U.S. and foreign insurers.

2. The Internal Revenue Code contains no general rule

for determining the source of underwriting income but certain rules

of specific application provide that such income has its source

where the risk is located.

3. The proposed legislation would extend these rules

of limited application generally to define the source of underwriting

incoz-e as the place of tne location of the insured risk. Adoption

of the proposal would provide a single rule applicable to all pro-

visions of t.re Ccde.

4. The "location of the risk* rule eliminates the oppor-

tunity for .an.-.ulaticn of the source of underwriting income and

helps avoid dc.tDle taxation of such income. Adoption of any other

rule wc-ld x.ean tr-re would be two disparate rules under the Code

for dcterpinirng source of underwriting income -- for no good reason.

5. AdoFtion of the proposed rule would have minimal

adverse revenue conscoucnces. It would result in revenue gain

as well as some revenue lozs. It would provide for the first

time a specific non.anlpulative rule which wculd simplify the Code

and the administration of the tax law.
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GIATE COtITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARINGS ON CERTAIN FINANCE COMMITTEE AMENDMKE;NS TO H.R. 10612

JULY 21, 1976

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. GUTTENTAG

SOURCE OF UNDERWRITING INCOME
(Section 1036 of H.R. 10612)

My name is Joseph H. Guttentag. I am a partner in the

law firm of Surrey, Karasik and Morse. I appear here today on

behalf of Continental Corporation, Chubb Insurance Company, American

International Group, Inc., U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., and the

Hanover Insurance Company, in support of the provisions of H.R.

10612 contained in section 1036, dealing with the determination

of the source of insurance underwriting income.

Summary

We urge the Committee to adopt this proposal which

affects not only the companies for whom I appear, but taxation

o! all insurance companies, both U.S. and foreign, and, accordingly,

has broad applicability. The proposal provides for the first time

in the Internal Revenue Code a general rule for determining the

source of insurance underwriting income. This rule would not apply

to only one or two companies but to the entire international insurance

industry. It would have the effect of in some cases increasing,

and in some cases decreasing, U.S. revenue. The gross and net revenue

effects will be negligible. There will be substantial benefits

in the administration of the tax laws by having a definitive

rule on this subject in the Code for the first time.

Source of Income Rules

Some rules for determining the source of income are set

forth in the Code. For example, the Code provides specific rules

i -- II
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governing the source of income of interest, dividends, the sale of

goods, and the performance of personal services. The Code leaves open

the determination of the source of other types of income Including

insurance underwriting income.

Reasons for Source of Income Rule

The source of income rules are important for many reasons

under the Code. The two principal purposes for these source rules

are for determining income subject to tax, particularly in the case

of foreign individuals and companies whose U.S. tax is measured in

whole or in part by the amount of U.S. source income, and secondly,

for determining income, the U.S. tax on which may be offset by

foreign taxes. Under the foreign tax credit rules, foreign taxes may

be credited only against U.S. taxes imposed with respect to foreign

source income.

The proposed source rule would be of general application

and would be used for determining income subject to U.S. tax, as well

as entitlement to the foreign tax credit.

Current Tax Rules R8_re• diqi.Ins urance Income

As explained above, under existing Internal Revenue

Code provisions, there is no rule vhich sets forth the source of

insurance underwriting income. Furthermore, there are no regulations

which cover this issue. There are, however, other provisions of

the Internal Revenue Code under which it is necessary to determine

the source of insurance underwriting income. Under Subpart F of

the Code, certain underwriting income of controlled foreign cor-

porations is subject to tax. These provisions require a determination

of the source of underwriting income, and the Code provides that

10
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for these purposes, insurance underwriting Income has its

source where the risk which is being insured is located. Regulations

issued under these provisions of the Code set forth detailed rules

for the purpose of determining where an insurance risk is located.

Additionally, the Code imposes an excise tax on insurance

premiums paid to certain foreign insurers. While this is an excise

tax, it is designed to replace the usually applicable withholding

tax imposed by the United States on foreign individuals and companies

not engaged in trade or business in the United States who receive

U.S.-source income. For the purpose of the excise tax, U.S.-source

insurance premium income is defined in terms of where the risk

is located.

While the Internal Revenue Code does contain the above

rules which determine the source of underwriting income as the

place where the risk is located, these rules are of limited application.

The Internal Revenue Service has issued only one published ruling

with respect to the general rule as the source of insurance underwriting

income. This ruling was issued in 1922, and could be interpreted

to mean that the place of negotiation of the insurance contract

Is determinative of the source of the income. The ruling, however,

is over fifty years old, involves an unusual factual situation,

and is of doubtful precedential value.

Avoidance of Double Taxation

If the current IRS position were to te followed, U.S.

companies insuring foreign risks may be subjected to double taxation.

Many of the major general insurance companies incor-

porated in the United States receive a portion of their business
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from brokers or agents situated in the United States, covering

risks which are located exclusively outside the United States

(hereinafter referred to as *Home Foreign Accounts').

Typically, a United States corporation or broker repre-

senting such corporation will approach a U.S. incorporated insurance

company or its agent to provide insurance for the corporation's

worldwide (exclud-ng the United States) operations. The insurance

risks covered may be exclusively those situated outside the ,t.ited

States and frequently are the risks of the foreign subsidiaries

of the insured U.S. companies. The insurance companies, under.

an overall binder issued on the Home ioreign Account ti.oy cover

property and other risks of the U.S. corporation andJr its f.i.

subsidiaries, and the insurance losses nay be payatle either

in U.S. dollars or the currency of the country whicn the foreiýn

risk is situated.

Frequently, the foreign subsidiary insured (rit!,er

than its U.S. parent) will pay the premiums in order to itain

an income tax deduction in the jurisdiction in which such ojLsidiaiy

is inco.uorated and doing j.Ainess. Also, in miny instances,

a polio y covering the Home iureign Accuunt risk rust be i .ued

in the foreign jurisdiction in which the insuted's risk is l.cattd

in oruer to comply with the iocal insurance laws of such c.untry

or the requirements of the insured. In both these instances,

the underwriting income derived from tie •1ume Foreign Account

would oe subjected to foreign income taxation uut would generate

U.S. source income unoer the Internal Revenae Service's present

position, thus prohibiting the utilizatior of forcim• income

0
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taxes paid on such income as credits againsc the U.S. tax lia-

bility on such income. This results ir double taxation. Adoption

of the proposed rule would not affect the taxation by the U.S.

of brokerage fees paid on such foreign risks. Such fees paid for

services rendered in the U.S. would remain U.S. source income.

Only the pure underwriting income would have its source where the

risk is located.

Various UnderwritLn_! ncome Source Fules Considered

The Congress now has the opportuni*-4,to set forth

a definitive rule of general application to resolve the issue

once and for all, and to avoid further administrative problems

of determining tax liability.

There are various rules which could be adopted for

determining the source of insurance underwriting income.
0

Some of these rules are as follows:

1. The location of the risk that is being insured.

2. The location of the headquarters of the taxpayer

issuing the policy.

3. The domicile of the taxpayer issuing the policy.

4. The place where the contract is negotiated or

executed, or where other activities with respect to the generation

of the business take place.

5. The place where the premium is paid or received.

Reason-for Adoti nc Situs of Risk Rule

It is our position that for the reasons set forth

below Congress should adopt a rule, as presently set forth in
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source of underwriting income as the place where the Insured

risk is located. We believe that this is the most appropriate

rule for the following reasons

1. Several of the othec possible rules set forth

above can with facility be manipulated by taxpayers to place

the source of the income artificially in one jurisdiction or

another. Included in this category would be the rules which

define the source In terms of the place where the contract wos

negotiated or executed, or the place where the premium were

paid or received. For example, if a place of negotiation

rule were adopted, the source of income could be manipulated

to generate foreign income simply by negotiating and exPrudirq

a policy outside the United States Insuring a building located

in the United States which is both owned and Insured by U.S.

companies and where payments of premium and losses were made in

the United States in U.S. dollars.

2. Other alternative rules set forth above should

have no bearing on the source of the underwriting income sub-

jected to tax as there is little connection between the criteria

suggested and the income generated.

3. The situs of the risk rule would be consistent

with the rules of many foreign countries which, through a combina-

tion of laws, effectively tax insurance income based on the place

where the insured risk is located.* In some cases, however,

* Among these countriesare Australia, Argentina, Brazil,
Denmark, France, India, Jamaica, Japan, Pakistan, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland
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under this rule, an insurer could be subject to tax by its

country of residence on a worldwide basis (as in the U.S.)

and by a country in which it has an insurance writing office.

This problem has been recognized and resolved by tax treaties,

including the pending U.K. treaty and the model U.S. treaty

prepared by the Treasury Department.

4. Adoption of the proposed rule wc ld help to

eliminate double taxation since, as explained above, a rule

related to the situs of risk would be consistent with taxing

rules of other jurisdictions. When such jurisdictions do

tax insurance income, which is also subject to U.S. tax, the

United States would grant a credit for such taxes. Conversely,

when foreign companies are subject to tax on insurance income

earned with respect to insurance U.S. risks, they would be more

likely, under the terms of applicable tax treaties or their domestic

law, to avoid double taxation.

5. Adoption of this rule would be consistent with

existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code under sections

953 and 4371. These existing sections provide respectively

that for purposes of Subpart F of the Code, and for purposes of

the insurance premium excise tax, insurance underwriting income

has its source where the risk is located.

6. As opposed to other rules which could be adopted,

the location of the risk rule is also the most practical and

realis:ic rule in that the location of the risk is the also the

place where ancillary services in connection with the placing of

the insurance would be perfI rmed. For example, prior to the
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Insurance contract being written, the insurer may inspect the

property or hazard being Insured to determine the risk involved.

After the contract Is written, the insurer may make periodic

"onsite" inspections. Servicing of the insurance contract

and claims adjustment in the event of loss would most likely take

place at such location.

7. The situs of the risk rule would also substantially

conform to rules adopted by the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners. The rules are used for state regulatory purposes

and for certain purposes under the Internal Revenue Code. See,

e.g., New Harjshire Fire Insurance Co.. 2 T.C. 708 (1943). aff'd.

146 F.2d 697 (lst Cir., 1945)1 Section $32(b)(6), IRC.

Effect of Adopting Situs Rule

Adoption of the proposed rule would have the

following effect:

1. The rule is more likely to be internationally

compatible than other rules which might be adopted.

2. Such a rule would tend to avoid double taxation.

3. For the first time, the Internal Revenue Code would

contain a generally applicable rule with respect to insurance

underwriting income which would apply'both to United States and

to foreign taxpayers.

The adoption of this rule would not have significant

revenue impact. Based on a survey of over twenty United States

companies, which are the major insurers of foreign risk, we

estimate that the revenue loss with respect to such companies I
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would not exceed $2.5 million. On the other hand, adoption

of this rule would also serve to increase the U.S. tax on the

income oa foreign companies insuring U.S. risks. Furthermore, any

income earned In the U.S. by brokers or agents for services in

connection with the negotiation and execution of the contract would

remain fully subject to U.S. tax as U.S. source income.

This estimate as well as a statement In support oa the

proposed legislation was originally presented to the Staff ot the

Joint Committee of Internal Revenue and U.S. Treasury Departments

by letters dated May 6, 1976, by several insurance companies, and

has been available for Inspection by any interested person. The

problem was considered and acted upon by the Senate Finance Committee.

During the consideration of the proposal, Dr. Woodworth stated

before the Committee that the proposal represented the better rule,

as it avoided artificial manipulation by taxpayers. The proposal

is a tax reform measure.

Joseph H. Guttentag
Surrey, Karasik and Morse
1156 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 331-4060
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STATEMENT OF WILLAM M. HORNE. JR.

ON 511W.? CF

THE AMERICAN MNXEMS ASSOCIATION

B PIM THE

COMIlTTEE ON FINANCE

O THE

UNITED STATE SENATE

ON THE SUBJECT O0

WITHHOLDING ON FMZI1GN-COW?6Q DEPOSITS IN U.S. BDNMS

JULY 21, 1976

I an Willism It. Hom., Jr., Chalrman of the Taxation Committee of the

American Bankers Association. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of

the American Bankers Association before the Committee on Finance on the

exemption from the 30 percent withholding tax for interest on deposits in U.S.;

ba•ok owned by foreign individuals and =porations, which are unrelated to d

trade or business in the U.S.

Section 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code contains an exemption for this

bank deposit interest, which expires on December 31, 1976. This exemption would

be made permanent under 1 1041(c) of the Tax Reform bill, as passed by the House

and approved by this Committee. In our testimony before this Committee on

March 26, 1976, the American Bankers Association urged the Senate to make the

exemption permanent. Again, we urge the adoption of the permanent exemption,

and we contnue to sutess the importance of this provision to the U.S. economy.

.. .. .. . .
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As we pointed out in our testimony before the Committee on March 26, 1976. the

Interest on foreign-owned deposits has been exempt from U.S. tax for more than half

a century. For 45 yeas (1921 to 1966) the exemption was permanent. Beginning in

1966, the Congress made the exemption temporary by imposing a definite termination

date. Since 1966, the Congress has remewed the exemption several times, and has

extended the termination date each time because of the impact on the balance of

payments.

This longstanding exemption is not "special interest" legislation. Quite to the

country, It Is of importance to the economy. There are many banks and other

financial institutions that are vitally interested in the continuance of the exemption

for interest on foreign-owned deposits. Banks in states bordering Mexico, the

Caribbean area, and Canada. and banks in regional banking states and money center

states (I.e., NY, Ill., Mass.. Cal., Penn., Ga., Tenn., NC, and Wash.) which

have substantial foreign-owned deposits are vitally concerned with this issue.

Because the exemption expires In less than six months, banks with foreign-

owned deposits have been receiving increasing numbers of inquiries fLrom their foreign

depositors concerning the tax status of their interest bearing time and savings

accounts. Because of this uncertainty, these deposits are in danger of being with-

drawn and deposited with foreign banks.

Foreign-owned deposits in U.S. banks take the form of time deposits, with

maturities ranging from 30, 60, 90, 180 days to one year. and passbook savings

accounts. Also involved in this issue Is a probable loss of a substantial volume of

non-interest bearing demand deposits owned by the same foreign individuals who

maintain time and savings deposits in U.S. banks.
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The average hoklings of non-negotiable interest-beauing deposits in U.S. banks

by foeigners other than official Institutions was approximately $6.1 billion In 197S.

At the outset. we seriously question the accuracy of the Committee'. statement

that the continued exemntion of these foreian-owned denosits will poduce a

decrease in tax.libilities and budget receipts. The Committee's Report on

H.R. 10612, at page 261. states as follows:

It Is estimated that these provisions will result In a
decrease in tax liability of $8 million for calendar year 1976,
and $130 million fir calendar year 1977. In 1977, $20 million
Is attributable to the exemption for nonbank account interest.
and $110 million is attributable to the exemption for bank
account interest. (Emphasis added.)

This provision will reduce budget receipts by $73
million in fiscal year 1977, $137 million in fiscal year 1978,
and $183 million in fiscal year 1981.

Similarly, the Report of the House Ways & Means Committee on H.R. 10612,

at page 239, estimates that the revenue loss attributable to the exemption of bank

deposit interest would be $110 million for the taxable year 1977.

Our reason for taking issue with the estimated revenue impact of the bank

Interest exemption contained in the Senate and Hcuse Reports is based upon the

following considerations.

A number of countries, such as Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, the

Scandanavian countries, Belgium, etc., have tax treaties with the U.S. which

contain reciprocal provisions relating to withholding-at-source on interest. For a

majority of these countries, all interest is exempt from withholding. The

remainder of these treaties provide a lower withholding rate of S 10, or IS percent

on the interest paid to residents of the respective treaty country.

e
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Some unknown but presumably significant portion of the non-governmental

foreign deposits in U.S. banks are owned by residents of foreign jurisdictions with

which the U.S. does not have any tax treaty provisions relating to interest. It is

safe to predict that vtually all of these highly mobile short-term deposits, in

absence of a wIthholding exemption, would flow out of the U.S. Into investment

in countries which do not tax foreign-owned short-term funds. Thus, if & U.S.

withholding tax were imposed on foreign-owned deposits, the resulting outflow of

these funds from U.S. domiciled banks would cause the projected sotce of revenue

to largely disappear.

While the withdrawal of foreign deposits m uld add nothing to Treasury

receipts, however, it could be positively detrimental to the U.S. economy. In a

real sense, foreign nationals who deposit funds in U.S. financial institutions are

Investing in the United States. The institutions channel deposits into mortgages

that support construction cf new housing and the sale of existing homes. into loans

to businesses for inventory accumulation and investments in modernized or

expanded productive capacity and to the purchase of securities issued by both the

federal government and the governments of states and localities. If these funds

are deposited in foreign banks, they would be employed in the Eurodollar market.

The Federal Reserve controls the total amount of deposits in the nation's

commercial banks through its open-market operations, changes in reserve require-

ments, and changes in discount rates and availaDility. But it cannot control the

way the total amount of funds in the economy is employed. Inflows of foreign funds

make a meaningful contribution to investment spending. It would be counterproductive

to terminate this contribution by imposing a tax that would raise no revenue.
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A peraneAt exemption, as provided by H.R. 10612 as it Passed the House and

was approved by the Senate Finance Committee, would remove the continuing

uncertainty In U.S. tax policy -- - which has existed since 1966 --- for attracung

foreign funds for investment in the U.S. through the bank deposit mechanism.

Accordingly, the American Bankers Association urges the Senate to approve the

permanent withholding exemption for interest on foreign-owned bank deposits, as

provided by Section 1041(c) of H.R. 10612.
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Summary of Statement of Tom C. Frost, Jr.
Chairman of the Board, Frost National Bank

In Support of Section 1041(c) of H. R. 10612

July 21, 1976

1. Section 1041(c) would extend permanently the exemption
from U. S. tax on interest on bank deposits owned by
foreign persons--a provision that has been part of U. S.
tax law since 1921.

2. This legislation is fully supported by the Treasury
Department. It was considered by the Ways and Means
Conmittee, was passed by the House of Representatives,
and testimony was received by the Senate Finance
Committee.

3. It is cstimated that about $6.5 billion of time deposits
in U. S. banks dre held by foreigners. This money is
on deposit in banks throughout the country, and
benefits the communities of all of those banks.

4. If present law is not extended, a large outflow of
funds can be expected to the detriment of the nation
and the communities in which the depository banks
are located.

N -
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Statement of Tom C. Frost, Jr., Chairman of the Board
Frost National Bank, San Antonio, Texas,
Submitted to the Senate Finance Committee

In Support of Section 1041(c) of H. R. 10612

July 21, 1976

My name is Tom C. Frost, Jr., and I am Chairman of the Board

of Frost National Bank of San Antonio, Texas. I am appearing in

support of Section 1041(c) of H. R. 10612, the Tax Reform Bill, which

would amend Section 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 1041Cc)

would extend permanently the exemption from U. S. tax on interest on

bank deposits owned by foreign persons--a provision that has been part

of U. S. tax law since 1921. This extension is supported by Treasury.

Hr. Chairman, I want to set the record straight, since some have

charged that enactment of this provision would fall into the category

of 'special interest" legislation, and may not have been fully considered

by the Congress prior to the time it appeared in the Senate Finance

Committee bill dated June 10, 1976.

The record shows careful consideration of this issue by the House

Ways and Means Committee, the full House, and this Committee. First,

with respect to testimony, the American Bankers Association and Mr. Max

Mandel, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Laredo National Bank of

Laredo, Texas, appeared on this issue before the House Ways and Means

Committee last year. 1 Second, I testified before the Subcommittce on

International Finance and Resources of the Senate finance Committce

on March 1, 1976, on this same subject. 2 Third, on April 22, 1976,

I Public Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, 94th Congress, on the subject of Tax Reform, Vol. 1,
page 362, et seq., and Vol. 4, page 2571, et seq.
2 Hearing before the Subcommittee on International Finance and Resources
of the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, 94th Congress, March 1,
1976, page 38, et seq.
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I submitted testimony on this issue to the Finance Committee during

consideration of the Tax Reform Bill, H. R. 10612. Others, I am sure,

also provided the Committee with comments on the issue.

Moreover, the issue came before this Committee after close scrutiny

by the House of Representatives. An amendment adopted on the floor of

the House struck part of Section 1041 of the Ways and Means bill, but

left the permanent exemption relating to bank deposits (Sec. 861(c) of

the Internal Revenue Code) intact.

I submit that the House Ways and Means Committee, the full House,

and the Senate Finance Committee, have all recently discussed and debated

this issue and concluded that permanent exemption is the best solution

to the problems faced. This conclusion comes after repeated exten.ioi.s

of the law. I believe the exemption was o part of the Code from as far

back as 1921, and when Congress in 1966 reviewed Sec. 861(c) in the

Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, it extended the exemption through

the end of 1972. The next review brought an extension through the end

of 1975, and again in 1975 Congress extended the provision through the

end of 1976. After repeated extensions of this statute, Mr. Chairman,

I submit that the House and this Committee are correct in recommending

that the exemption be made permanent.

Now let me dispel any thought that continuation of this provision

would benefit a select few.

The ABA estimates that about $6.5 billion of time deposits in U. S.

banks are held by foreign individuals or businesscs. The totals are,

of course, much smaller for the Southwestern banks, but I can personally

testify to the tremendous significance of such funds, the biggest por-

tion of which comes from citizens of Mexico ard other Latin American

countries. From my 25 years of banking experience in this market, I

have concluded that the deposits provide a strung and stable base for

extension of crediq to domestic borrowers.
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However, if the provision is not extended, a very large portion

of these deposits will be shifted to banks in other countries--countries

which require no payment of tax on the interest earned. Who will benefit?

Banks and borrowers in those other countries. Who will suffer? Poten-

tial borrowers--business, consumer, and agricultural--from banks in

the United States. For the simple fact is that we cannot lend what we

do not have.

W This is not simply theory. With the exemption due to expire

next December 31, many foreign investors are carefully reconsidering

the redeposit of these funds. This has occurred in the past as the

various temporary extensions have approached expiration. And it is a

compelling reason why this most worthwhile and defensible provision of

the tax law should be made permanent.

Kr. Chairman, the provision has great merit; it was drafted, debated

and passed in full public view; and in no way can it be said to benefit

especial" or "narrow" intexests--unless indeed the millions of borrow-

ing customers of the affected banks are so classified.

I shall be happy to respond to questions.
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Statement of Tom C. Frost, Jr., rhhni4 rmn of the Board
Frost National Dank, San Antonio, Texas,
Submitted to the Zer.ate Finance Committee
In Support of Section 1041 of H..R. 10612

April 23, 1976

I am Tom C. Frost, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Frost National

Bank of San Intonio, Texas. I appreciate the opportunity to

submit my statement to this Conmittee in support of Provision 1041 of

HR 10612 exempting from income tax the interest paid on dcposit3

by commercial banks to non-resident aliens not doing business in

tho United States. This Provision also exempts these deposits

from estate taxes.

This Legislation is important not only to the individual banks in

the major money centers and in locations bordering Canada, Mexico,

and the Carrilcan who receive the deposits, but also to the

econom.ics ct--ved by th-.se banks. As evidence of the siga fice:nc.e

of this, The American Dankers Associaticn in testimony before the

House Ways and 11caus Cozauittee in support of this Legislation on

July 9, 1975, estimated these deposits at appro.rinatcJy six and

one-half billion dollars. Z personally can testify to the sig-

nificanee of these deposits to the economy of San Antonio and

South Texas. During my 26 years of banking experience in this

market and through conversations with bankers in other areas such

as Florida, Arizona, and other money centers, I have observed

that these deposits have been a good stable base for the extcns•ion

of credit to domestic customers.
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This exemption from taxes has been in effect s..4 cc 1921 and wis

on a permanent basis until 1966. For the last ten years Congress

has recognized repeatedly the benefit of these funds to our

domestic economy and the need to maintain this exemption to

protect this source of deposits by several extensions of the law.

Previous Congressional action is consistent with the conclusion

that these deposits would not remain deposited with domestic

banks in the United States without this exemption since other

countries whose banking syrtCm3 and econonies are attractive to

the potential depositors do grant similar exemptions. I refer to

the United Kingdom, Canada, the Bahamas, Switzerland, Belgium,

Germany, and the Netherlands as examples. Legislative action has

supported the position that if the normal withholding taxes are

extended to the interest earned on these deposits and estate

taxes are levied on them upon death of the depositor that a

significant amount of these deposits would leave this country a:;&

their benefit would be lost to us. In considering the cxtensicn

of this law on previous occasions, Congress has also concluded

that the outfIow: of these funds would cause a significant nidvers.

affect on the balance of payments.

Ten years of repeated extensions have caused the depositors of

these funds to be aware of these expiration dates. These de-

posits are now more sensitive than before to this exemption from

taxes. Our bank has had direct experience with depositors who

are carefully renewing their time deposits to mature within the

present expiration date, December 31, 1976. In conversations
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with other bankers, similar experiences are occurring. It can be

seen that a good and continuous stable deposit source has been

affected adversely. Many depositors are carefully reconsidering

the redeposit of these funds because of the expiration of this

law. These monies then must be treated in a different light by

the bankers who receive them. We in San Antonio and many banks

in Texas have had a stable and normal source of funds from

citizens in Mexico and have used these deposits to finance needs

in the local economy. Under the present circumstances with the

exemption from taxes on these deposits not on a continuous

basis, we may have to look upon them as less permanent and stable.

Thus they might not be used for the same long-term beneficial credit

purposes if the exemption from taxes is not made permanent.

It is my opinion and the opinion of many other bankers involved

in dealing with these funds that little additional revenue, or

none at all, may be gainxid by taxing this source. First, a

significant amount of the deposits would leave and would not be

subject to any tax whatsoever. Secondly, the banks which handle

these deposits could not gain a profit on thcsa dcposits which

were withdrawn thereby reducing the taxes which might be paid by

the recipient bank.

Next, any jeopardy of these funds penalizes the smaller banks

without offshore operations to a greater extent than those larger

banks in the major money centers who could entice their depositors

to transfer these funds to a foreign branch in a country which

14-I 0-11 -- U
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does 6ant the exemption on a continuous basis. Foreign branch

Aunds currently are not recycled to the domestic economy but are

lost to the United States. The result would be an inequity

favoring the larger banks.

It is my understaLding that this committee may be asked to

consider a proposal to exempt from taxes the income from certain

other portfolio investments such as stocks and bonds held by non-

resident aliens. I would like to point out that my remarks are

directed to the making permanent an exemption which has existed

since 1921 on the passive and short-term vehicle of commercial

bank deposits only.

I should like to submit to you for your records as additional

information in support of Provision 1041 of HR 10612 a letter

dated November 28, 1975, from Max Mandel, Chairman of the Exe-

cutive Committee of the Laredo National bank, Laredo, Texas, to

Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Finance Committee.

In conclusion, I ask that you agree that Provision 1041 of HR

*10612 is beneficial-to tho general domestic economy of tha

United States and that this Provision be adopted by the Senate as

passed by the House so that the exemption is on a permanent basis

without an expiration date. I would also respectfully suggest
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that reasonably prompt action is needed since the present exemption

expires December 31, 1976. At this time banks are experiencing a

reluctance on the part of depositors to extend time deposits to

mature after this date.

I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions or obtain any

additional information which you might desire. Thank you for the

privilege of appearing bcfore you.
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TESTDIDNY ON BEHALF OF

I. H. ROBERTSOI COMPANY

STATEMENT OF

MICHAEL ABRUfTYN
SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL

TO
H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY

July 21, 1976
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS OF SUPPLEMETAL TZESTI1N4Y

ON DUAL? OF

H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY

1. This testimony supplement earlier testimony before this
Co=ittee in order to correct certain subsequent inaccu-
rate descriptions of the effect of the amndment, The
prior testimony fully analyzed the problem which was also
carefully considered by the Staff of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Treasury Department
with adequate time for thorough study and full disclosure
indicating that the proposal was being submitted on behalf
of Robertson.

2. Congressional relief from double taxation is appropriate
where it was inadvertently caused by the technical working
of the tax law and the insistence of the Comissioner
upon using inappropriate standards in circumstances where
review of the Commissioner's judgment was prohibited.

3. The amendment does not provide for a totally tax-free
liquidation of a foreign subsidiary, but limits the
amount required to be included in income upon liquida-
tion of a foreign subsidiary to historical earnings
minus declared dividends so that double taxation will
not occur.

4. The Court decision defined the term earnings and profits.
This amendment will not overturn the Court s definition
of that term.

5. From its inception to its liquidation the foreign subsi..
diary earned $9.1 million and the total amount of its
income which was included in Robertson's income as a
dividend was $10.7 million. The amendment would limit the
total amount to $9.1 million.

P
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STATEMENT OF

MICHAEL ABRJTYN, ESQUIRE
On Behalf Of

H. R. ROBERTSOI COMPANY

Before The

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

July 21, 1976

We would like to thank the Finance Committee for afford-

ing the H. H. Robertson Company ("Robertson") the opportunity to

submit additional material and to testify for a second time with

respect to the Senate amendment to H.R. 10612 which relieves it

from the harsh result of double taxation. The circumstance re-

sulting in Robertson having $1.6 million of income being subject

to double taxation, which circumstance is similar to a wage

earner being taxed upon $10,700 of salary income where the ac-

tual salary is only $9,100, was previously fully, openly and

publicly discussed in testimony before the Finance Committee on

March 26, 1976, and was fully considered by both the staff of

the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Treasury

Department with adequate time for a thorough analysis. The written

statement of Mr. Robert E. Holmgren, Vice President, H. H. Robertson

Company, and Robert T. Cole, counsel to Robertson, both dated

March 26, 1976, submitted for the record in connection with their

N 1 ME
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earlier oral testimony included an attachment of an extensive

57-page technical printed brief discussing the issue. All of

the material clearly indicated that the proposed amendment was

being submitted on behalf of Robertson. Since that material

fully sets forth a technical explanation and analysis of the

intermeshing of the complex rules which created this unwarranted

double taxation, the explanation will not be repeated. Also,

the reason for this amendment was correctly described on the top

of page 270 of the Report of your Committee. The purpose of

this supplemental testimony is to correct certain misleading

descriptions of the effect of this amendment (section 1042(c)(3)).

Overruling a Court Decision

The description of this amerndment as overruling a court

decision may lead to the erroneous implication that a court care-

fully considered the issue presented and that justL..e, which is

generally provided by our court system, is now being overturned

by precipitous legislative action. This is simply not the case.

The court decision is not being overruled, although obviously

the result will be altered.

The issue presented to the court arose in the following

way: When Robertson liquidated its U. K. subsidiary and applied

for a section 367 ruling from t:,e C. lss.,.oaer, the C.unmmissijiier,

pursuant to his unilateral and absolute authority granted under

section 367, extracted tne so-galled section 367 "toll-charge"
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in the form of a condition to the favorable issuance of the ruling.

The condition was geared to the standard of "earnings and profits."

The decision to use the standard of earnings and profits was

totally and absolutely within the sole discretion of the Commis-

sioner with no availability for court review. Although Robertson

assented to the condition, it interpreted the term earnings and

profits in a manner which was different than the interpretation

of the Commissioner. Earnings and profits is a term of art used

throughout the tax law. Ultimately, the issue as to the proper

interpretation of that term was litigated and the government's

interpretation prevailed. However, the litigation did not deal

with, discuss or in any way involve the question as to whether the

Comuissioner's insistence upon using the standard of earnings and

profits as the basis for the condition was appropriate. That

question was not (and could not have been) litigated.

The provision in the bill merely provides that in the

Robertson circumstances, earnings and profits is not the appro-

priate standard upon which to base the condition because it can

produce an inequitable result. The bill in no way alters the

definition of earnings and profits as clarified in the Robertson

litigation.

Additionally. it is noted that unlike the circumstances

that were presented to Robertson in that it could not dispute the

use of the standard of earnings and profits, the present bill

provides that taxpayers who feel the Commissioner is basing the

toll charge condition on inappropriate standards can present the

issue to a court for review.
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Nontaxable Liquidation of Foreixn Subsidiary

The description of this amendment as resulting in an

income tax refund to Robertson attributable to a tax-free liqui-

dation could leavethe erroneous implication that the amendment

would improperly provide for a totally tax-free liquidation of

a foreign subsidiary. Again, this is simply not the case.

The income earned by Robertson's U.K. subsidiary was

not subject to tax in the United States on a current basis. Only

declared dividends were subject to U.S. tax. When Robertson

decided to liquidate its U.K. subsidiary, it recognized that this

deferral would end and it would have to include an amount in its

income attributable to the deferred earnings. As computed by the

Internal Revenue Service under its toll-charge standard of earnings

and profits (as defined by the court), the amount required to be

included in Robertson's income was equal to approximately $2.9

million, whereas under the toll-charge standard of the bill, the

amount required to be included in Robertson's income would be

equal to approximately $1.3 million. From its inception to its

liquidation the U.K. subsidiary earned $9.1 million and after the

IRS toll-charge the total amount included in Robertson's income

was $10.7 million. The inclusion of $1.3 million in income is

certainly not a circumstance where the taxpayer was urging to have

the liquidation on a totally tax-free basis. Since the difference

between the two numbers is approximately $1.6 million of income,

the tax affect of the amendment would result in a refund to

Robertson of approximately $800,000 and not, as has been described,

$1.6 million.
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Conclusion

Since our tax system is complex and not a perfect

mechanism, it can and often does operate inadvertently to

produce an incorrect result in ctrcustances not foreseen

when the specific statutory provisions were enacted. This

is particularly the case when domestic principles are applied

in the international area. A linchpin of our self-assessment

tax system is the ability of Congress to provide specific

relief where the technical operation of the tax law produces

inequitable, inappropriate or unintended results, or when

the lIternal Revenue Service overreaches or applies inappro-

priate standards. This safeguard insures taxpayers that

Congrc5 vill serve as a court of last resort when the tax

system operates defectively.

The reasons Robertson was subject to double taxa-

* tLon, which is not sanctioned by our tax system, was because

of (1) a technical intermeshing of several provisions of the

tax law in the foreign area which were designed for other

purposes, and (2) the insistence of the Commissioner on

applying an inappropriate standard in a circumstance where

the taxpayer had no opportunity for review. Under such cir-

cumstances, Congress is the only forum where relief can be

provided. We respectfully suggest that the Senate amendment

properly grants such relief.
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STATEMENT OF ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1044 OF H.R. 10612

This material is presented by Sage Gray Todd
& Sims, 140 Broadway, New York, New York, 10005, and
Miller & Chevalier, 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006, which are registered under the
Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended,
with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., as
agents of a foreign principal, the Royal Bank of
Canada, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This material is
filed with the Department of Justice, where it is
available for inspection by the public. Registration
by the above-named agents of a foreign principal,
as required by the Foreign Agents Registration Act
of 1938, as amended, does not indicate approval by
the United States Government of the contents of this
material.
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SUMMARY OF
STATEMENT OF ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1044 OF H.R. 10612

Section 1044 corrects an anomalous result

inadvertently created by the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Prior to 1969, domestic banks were permitted to treat

gains on the sales of debt instruments as capital gains.

while treating losses on such sales as ordinary losses.

In 1969, Congress sought to prevent abuse of that pro-

vision by requiring all such gains and losses to be

treated as ordinary gains or losses.

The 1969 Act also applied to foreign banks,

which had been recognizing capital gains and losses

from such transactions, and which therefore, unlike

domestic banks, had carryovers of capital losses from

pre-1969 transactions. Because post-1969 ordinary

gains on such transactions could not be offset by

capital-gains carryovers, an unintended result of the

1969 Act was to prevent foreign banks from using those

carryovers.

Section 1044 would correct this oversight by

permitting foreign banks to treat gains on the sales of

debt instruments as capital gains to the limited extent
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necessary to permit the normal five-year carryover of

pre-1969 capital losses. Thus, enactment of section 1044

would vindicate the basic principle that a taxpayer is

taxed only on net income, and would grant foreign banks

the rights already enjoyed by domestic banks.

Section 1044 resolves an inequity that the

Royal Bank of Canada presented to the House Ways and

Means Committee in public hearings in 1973, and again

in 1975. A House bill was introduced, and the Treasury

Department issued a favorable bill report. The problem

was carefully considered by the House Ways and Meana

Committee, and veetion 1044 was included in the Tax

Reform Bill to correct the inequity. It should in all

events be retained in H.R. 10612.

July 20, 1976 Ralph i. Smith, Jr.
Sage Gray Todd & Sims
New York, N. Y.

Sohn S. Nolan
MIiller Chevalier
Washington, D. C.

AV.
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STATEMENT OF ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1044 OF H.R. 10612

Prior to 1969, a domestic bank was permitted by

section 582(c) to treat net losses on sales or exchanges

of bonds and other debt instruments as ordinary losses,

while treating net gains as capital gains. In its

consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Congress

found that this nonparallel treatment had encouraged

banks to time their dispositions of debt instruments

so as to recognize gains (as capital gains) in selected

*years and losses (as ordinary losses) in other years,

thereby circumventing the netting principles of the

Internal Revenue Code and obtaining "preferential treat-

ment over other taxpayers". H. Rep. No. 91-413 (Part 1),

91st Cong., 1st Sess. 129-30 (1969); S. Rep. No. 91-552,

91st Cong., 1st Sess. 167 (1969). Indeed, domestic banks

had thus gained preferential treatment even over foreign

banks, which were not covered by section 582(c) and which

were thus required to treat both gains and losses as

capital gains or losses.

Congress reacted to this abuse by amending

section 582(c) to require both gains and losses on such

transactions to be treated as ordinary gains or losses

for taxable years beginning after July 11, 1969. P.L.

74-00 -76--24

- - I U_ I I •ý
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91-172, 5433(a), 83 Stat. 623 (1969). The impact on

domestic banks, with respect to debt instruments held on

July I, 1969, was mitigated by the transitional rule of

section 582(c)(2), which provided for capital gains

treatment for a prorated portion of the excess of

long-term gains over short-term losses.

Section 582(c), as amended, however, applied

not only to domestic banks, as it had before 1969, but

to "financial institutions," including foreign banks,

small business investment companies, and business

development corporations. Small business investment

companies and business development corporations were

provided a transitional rule, which made the application

of section 582(c) optional for five years. In other

words, such taxpayers were permitted to treat their

gains and losses as either ordinary or capital, so long

as gains and losses were treated alike.

Congress neglected, however, to provide any

transitional rule for foreign banks. Those banks, which

had never been guilty of the abuses that prompted the

1969 legislation, suddenly became subject to severe

financial hardship. As required by law, the Royal Bank

of Canada, before 1969, had consistently given parallel

treatment to such gains and losses, treating them as

capital gains or losses. During its fiscal year ending

October 31, 1969, the Bank realized substantial losses
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from the sale of bonds, and reported a net capital loss.

Principles of netting, reflected in section 1212,

dictated that the Bank would have a capital-loss

carryover to the succeeding five fiscal years. These,

significantly, were the same principles of netting that

guided the congressional committees in 1969 when they

sought to prevent the abuses of the domestic banks.

Indeed, in its fiscal year ending October 31, 1970, the

Royal Bank of Canada did have substantial gains on the

sale of bonds, against which it would normally have been

entitled to apply its capital-loss carryover. Neverthe-

less, because those gains were treated as ordinary

gains under the new rule, the capital-loss carryover

could not be used.

This unfair result could have been avoided only

if the Bank had realized sufficient capital gains from

other sources within five years of October 31, 1969.

But the Bank, being a foreign bank, holds very few other

capital assets in the United States, and its capital

gains during the five-year period therefore fell far

short of its pre-1969 carryover, which therefore went

largely unused.

It is essential that this problem be viewed in

proper perspective. Domestic banks, whose abuses had

given rise to the 1969 amendment, had no problems with

pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers, because their pre-1969

I
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losses had been recognized (or carried over) as ordinary

losses. Small business investment companies and business

development corporations could avoid losing the benefit

of pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers, by electing during

the five-year period to treat gains from the sale of

bonds as capital gains. Significantly, this is the same

five-year period as that prescribed for capital-loss

carryovers under section 1212. Foreign banks, such

as the Royal Bank of Canada, however, were given no

option, but were required to treat post-1969 gains on

bonds as ordinary income. Moreover, such foreign banks,

simply because they were foreign banks, with limited

domestic holdings, found themselves with very few other

opportunities to use their pre-1969 capital-loss

carryovers. In other words, the taxpayers most likely

to have the problem of unused carryovers were the tax-

payers that had been rendered incapable of solving

the problem, because they had been overlooked in the

mitigation and transition provisions of the 1969

amendment. Since it is a fundamental principle of

United States income taxation that taxpayers should be

taxed only on their net income, and since it was that same

principle of netting which Congress actually sought to

vindicate by amending section 582(c), it is most anomalous

that the intended remedy should operate to prevent a

foreign bank from offsetting its losses on the sale of
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securities against its gains on the sale of the same type

of securities.

This anomaly is especially striking when it is

considered that Congress chose to treat both gains and

losses on debt instruments as ordinary gains and losses,

rather than capital gains and losses, partly because

such treatment "gives financial institutions more

effective tax relief for their losses." S. Rep. No.

91-552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 167 (1969); cf. H. ReF.

No. 91-143 (Part 1), 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 130 (1969).

Surely, with a stated purpose of giving more effective

tax relief for losses, Congress could not have intended

foreign banks to be denied the use of losses altogether.

Section 1044 of H.R. 10612 would correct this

unintended anomaly, by allowing a foreign bank to treat

gains from post-1969 sales of debt instruments as capital

gains, but only to the extent those gains would be offset

by available capital-loss carryovers from pre-1969

transactions. The identical result would be achieved

if pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers were deemed to be

ordinary-loss carryovers, to the extent of post-1969

gains from such sales. The objective is simply to

provide for parallel treatment, so as to permit proper

offsetting of similar items.

Viewed against this background, it is clear that

section 1044 would not convert ordinary income to capital
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gains, except for the very limited purpose of permitting

the operation of the netting principles that underlie

the 1969 amendment. When the distinguished senior

Senator from Wisconsin attacked section 1044 on the floor

of the Senate, he simply misconstrued this purpose of the

section. 122 Cong. Rec. S10814 (June 28, 1976). In

contrast, the explanation inserted in the Record by the

Senator stated: "The 1968 (sic) Tax Reform Act . . .

would accidentally prevent using capital loss carry-

forwards . . *0" Id. at S10817. Section 1044 has

been drafted to correct that "accident."

The Senator also misconstrued the circumstances

when he implied that section 1044 was added to the bill

by this Committee "at the last minute, without very much

discussion." Id. at S10813. In fact, section 1044 is

identical to H.R. 13009, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974),

which had received a favorable report from the Treasury

Department. Letter from Acting Assistant Secretary

Ernest S. Christian, Jr., to the Honorable Wilbur D.

Mills, Aug. 30, 1974. The identical language appeared

in H.R. 4998, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975) and was

supported in the House Ways and Means Committee's hearings

on tax reform. Hearings on the Subject of Tax Reform

Before the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 94th Cong.,

1st Sess., pt. 4, at 3280-83 (1975). The identical

language again appeared as section 1044 of the first
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complete Ways and Means Committee print of the Tax Reform

Bill (dated Novembpr 3, 1975), and as section 1044 of

H.R. 10612 as introduced, as reported by the Ways and

Means Committee, and as passed by the House last

December. The unintended effect of the 1969 amendment

and the remedial purpose of section 1044 were correctly

described in both the Ways and Means Committee report

and the report of this Committee. H. Rep. No. 94-658,

94th Cong., 1st Sess. 252-53 (1975); S. Rep. No. 94-938,

94th Cong., 2d Sess. 276 (1976). In short, the thoughtful

consideration of section 1044 by both Congress and the

Administration is a matter of clear public record.

Because of the history of section 1044 as a

separate House bill, however, it is respectfully pointed

out that it will be necessary to correct one technical

error which has persisted in the text. In section 1044

(b) (2), page 541, line 7, the words "the first section

of this Act" should be deleted and the words "subsection

(a)" inserted in lieu thereof.

July 20, 1976 Ralph X. Smith, Jr.
Sage Gray Todd & Sims

ew York, N

on •.Nolan
Miller & Chevalier
Washington, D. C.
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SUMMARY
OF

STATEMENT OF WILFRED J. TREMBLEY
ON BEHALF OF THE HANNA MINING COMPANY

BEFORE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FIANCE
WITH RESPECT TO

SECTION 1052(b) OF H.R. 10612, RELATING
TO FOREIGN TAX CREDIT COMPUTATION

OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

1. The Iron Ore Company of Canada (IOC) and Quebec North
Shore and Labrador Railway Company (QNS&L) are parent
and subsidiary corporations.

2. IOC and QNS&L operate solely in Canada in related activ-
ities (mining and transportation) and file consolidated
returns.

3. QNS&L, a Canadian Corporation, is a WHTC but IOC is not
a WHTC. Under present law, all Canadian income taxes
paid by both can be averaged for foreign tax credit
purposes under the per-country limitations.

4. With the elimination of the per-country limitation, income
taxes paid by a WHTC will not be able to be averaged with
the income taxes paid by non-WHTC under the present pro-
visions of the overall limitation.

5. The Committee adopted an amendment as a transition rule
which permits averaging under the overall limitation,
so that IOC and QNS&L can continue its present treatment.

6. This amendment is exactly similar in principle to an
exception already in present law which applies to public
utilities operating in the same country.

7. lt is urged that the Committee reaffirm its decision to
extend this exception to the IOC and QNS&L situation in
Canada.
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STATEMENT

ON BEHALF OF

THE HANNA MINING COMPANY

BY

WILFRED J. TREMBLEY

DIRECTOR OF TAXES

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

JULY 21 1976

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Wilfred J. Trembley, and I am Director of

Taxes of The Hanna Mining Company ("Hanna"). I am appearing

before you today in support of the provision in S1052(b) of the

Committee bill.

Hanna is a publicly-held corporation, headquartered

in Cleveland, Ohio, which engages principally in the production

and sale of iron ore in the United States and abroad.

One of Hanna's principal sources of iron ore is

through the. equity interest in the Iron Ore Company of Canada

("IOC") for which Hanna has management responsibility. IOC

is a U. S. corporation organized in 1949 to develop and

operate large iron ore deposits which are located in remote

sections of Quebec and Labrador. Its shareholders, in addi-

tion to Hanna, were five (now six) U.S. steel companies and

three (now two) Canadian corporations; two of the latter
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were the original holders of the mining rights. Nearly

$1 billion has been invested in the mining, concentrating,

pelletizing, railroad, dock, townsite and related facili-

ties of IOC.

An integral segment of the IOC operation is a

railroad system. In the ordinary development of such a

mining operation, the railroad would have been organized as

an operating division of the mining company. In this case,

however, since the railroad would be operating in both Quebec

and Newfoundland, the Canadian government required that it

be incorporated as a Canadian corporation and operated as a

common carrier. As a result, the railroad was organized as

the Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway Company ("QNS&L"),

a wholly-owned Canadian subsidiary of IOC. QNS&L qualifies

as a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation ("WHTC") while IOC

does not, solely because of the dividends it receives from

QNS&L. QNS&L and IOC file a consolidated U. S. income tax

return. This situation is unique and involves circumstances

over which neither IOC nor its owners have any control whatever.

Up to the present time this consolidated group has

elected to use the per-country limitation so that the Canadian

taxes paid by each corporation were averaged together. The

Tax Reform Act of 1976, H.R. 10612, which is presently under

consideration by the Senate, provides for the repeal of the
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per-country foreign tax credit limitation for all industries.

Thus, the overall limitation will, in the future, have to be

used by IOC and QNS&L.

Under present law, an affiliated group using the

overall limitation and filing a consolidated return which

includes a WHTC may not average any excess foreign income

taxes of the WHTC with the foreign income taxes of the non-

WHTCs in the affiliated group for foreign tax credit purposes.

However, a special exception makes this rule inapplicable in

the case of certain public utilities on the overall limitation

where the affiliated group includes non-WHTCs which have

utility-type income from sources in the same foreign country.

IOC and QNS&L, whose operations are in the same

foreign country and are integrally related, are in essentially

the same position as the public utility WHTCs for which present

law provides an exception to the non-averaging rule. Up until

now, since IOC and QNS&L have used the per-country limitation, the

non-averaging rule has not applied. Under the bill, however,

IOC and QNS&L will be required to use the overall limitation.

This would make the non-averaging rule applicable. Since IOC

and QNS&L are in essentially the same position as the utilities

for which present law provides an exception to the non-averaging

rule, we believe that, during the phase-out of the Western

Hemisphere Trade Corporation provisions, a similar exception

should be provided for IOC and QNS&L.
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An amendment was offered and approved by this

Committee which can be found in section 1052(b) of the

Committee Bill (H.R. 10612) which is intended to accord

the benefits of the exception of present law to IOC and

QNS&L's type of situation. It should be noted that, since

t'Ve Committee Bill phases out the WHTC provisions by the

end of 1979, the exception in reality is only a short-term,

transition rule.

The amendment accomplishes this purpose by modi-

fying Section 1503(b) of the Code to provide that no reduc-

tion shall occur in the amount of foreign income taxes paid

to a contiguous foreign country (i.e., Canada) by a WHTC

which is a corporation treated as a domestic company by

reason of Section 1503(d) (i.e., QNS&L) to the extent that

other domestic companies in the same affiliated group (i.e.,

IOC) have an unused foreign tax credit limitation. The rule

contained in the amendment would apply only to taxes paid

to a contiguous country by a corporation of that country

and only insofar as the other affilited corporations have

an excess credit limitation with respect to taxes paid to,

and income from, that contiguous country. It further pro-

vides that all corporations in the affiliated group must

derive 95% or more of their gross income from sources within

the contiguous country and must be primarily engaged in a

mining or related transportation business within that con-

tiguous country.
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In brief, this amendment closely parallels the

similar exception contained in present law and is necessi-

tated solely because of an inadvertent and unintended side

effect of the repeal of the per-country limitation on the

foreign tax credit.

I trust that in the reconsideration of this amend-

ment ot Section 1503(b), the Committee will resolve this

matter on the same equitable basis that is previously did.

Respectfully submitted,

THE HANNA MINING COMPANY

W. J. Trembley
Director of Taxes
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
ADDITIONAL HEARINGS ON H.R. 10612

JULY 2L, 1976
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN A. NAUHEII

INCOME EARNED ABROAD
(Section 1011 of H.R. 10612)
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Contrary to popular belief ,the tax treatment accorded to an
American working abroad is less favorable than the tax treatment accorded
to his counterpart in the United States.

2. The Committee's proposed revision to Section 911 would, in many
cases, be tantamount to repeal, and, in some cases, worse than repeal.

3. Retention of present law is needed to maintain the competitiveness
of U.S. companies abroad and to maintain the use of U.S. labor by these
companies.

4. Provisions of the Code other than Section 911 operate inequitably
with regard to Americans working abroad, particularly, the inclusion in
income of cost of living allowances and the failure of the Code to take
into account the valt!, added ta* ,either as a deduction or credit.

5. Alleged "unintended benefits" of Section 911 (resulting in the
Committee's amendments denying, in part, the foreign tax credit and taxing
included income at higher brackets) are not caused by Section 911 but
rather by the operation of other provisions of the Code which apply any
time income is excluded from taxation; already over-burdened Americans
working abroad should not be made the scapegoats for a problem of general
applicability.

6. The Committee's Third amendment, making ineligible for exclusion
certain income received outside the country in which earned adds considerable
subjectivity, uncertainty and complexity in an area where complexity is
already at a premium; the idea that a taxpayer who uses legitimate and
accepted means to reduce the burden of foreign taxes should be penalized
by the U.S. while others pay no foreign tax without penalty appears to
make no sense.

7. The Committee should defer any action with respect to Section 911
until it has had an opportunity to consider the broader picture, including
the tax inequities and complexities presently faced by Americans living
abroad; Section 911 should be retained in its present form and the Committee
should give consideration to more equitable tax treatment for Americans
working abroad.

74-420 0- .7 -- 25
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

ADDITIONAL HEARINGS ON H.R. 10612

JULY 21, 1976

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN A. NAUHEIM

INCOME EARNED ABROAD
(Section 1011 of H.R. 10612)

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before

you today to discuss United States tax policy with regard to

American citizens working abroad. I am a member of the law

firm of Surrey, Karasik and Morse. Surrey, Karasik and

Morse is a Washington based law firm with additional offices

in New York and Paris. We have 12 American attorneys working

in our Paris office and I appear before you today formally

on their behalf. Their interests in this subject matter,

however, coincides to a substantial extent with the interests

of approximately 100,000 American citizens working abroad.

In Sectior 1011 of the Senate Bill, this Committee

wisely rejected the House provision which would have repealed

Section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code, the section which

allows an exclusion from gross income of up to $20,000, or

$25,000, of income earned abroad. This Committee has heard,

on various occasions in the past, the reasons for retention of

Section 911. It is not my purpose today to repeat those reasons,

as it appears from the Committee's explanation of its decisions
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with regard to Section 911 you fully understand and accept the

arguments in favor of retaining the basic approach of Section 911.

This Committee, however, in its decisions, proposed three

modifications to the present law which, ironically, for some

American citizens, could result in more burdensome taxes

than would have resulted had the House decision to repeal

Section 911 been enacted and, for many others, will be

tantamount to repeal. I am here to urge the deletion of the

changes which this Committee has proposed to Section 911 and

the retention of the provisions of present law.

I am submitting for the record an exhibit which compares

the effect of present law with that of: the House proposal

to repeal Section 911, the Senate Finance Committee modifications

to Section 911, and present tax law as applied to a domestic

taxpayer similarly situated to the foreign-based taxpayer

used as a model in the exhibit. The exhibit illustrates two

basic points: First, that this Committee's modifications to

the present law would, in the typical case, have virtually

the same effect as repeal of Section 911 and, second, contrary

to popular belief, the typical Ame-ican citizen working

abroad does not enjoy an overall tax benefit over his counter-

part in the United States. The exhibit uses as a model a

taxpayer receiving a basic salary of $25,000 who is sent

abroad by his employer and receives various allowances to

compensate him for the increased out-of-pocket expenses he

incurs as a result of living abroad. Under current law,
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this taxpayer would pay income taxes of $8,592 compared to

his domestic counterpart who would pay income taxes of only

$4,620. Both under the House proposal to repeal Section 911

and under this Committee's proposal to modify Section 911,

our model taxpayer ends up paying total income taxes of

$11,128. As a result the American who stays in the United

States at a $25,000 salary nets $20,380 after ta:.es whereas

his counterpart who is transferred abroad by his employer

would, under either the House or Senate version of the Bill,

end up with a net after taxes of $13,872. I would emphasize

that the model we have used is not an exaggerated case;

rather, I believe it most likely represents the fact pattern
1/

of a large portion of American citizens working abroad.-

Factors Supporting the Retention of Present Law

1. Decline in Competiveness of U.S. Companies and in

the Use of U.S. Labor.

In its Committee Report, this Committee explained its

rejection of the House proposal to repeal Section 911 on the

basis that it was doing so so that the competitive position

of American firms abroad would not be jeopardized. The

exhibit amply illustrates that this Committee's modifications

to Section 911 achieve virtually the same result as repeal

in many cases. The resultant additional difficulty recruiting

l/ The Compendium on Tax Expenditures published by the Senate
Committee on the Budget March 17, 1976 tends to support
this. The Compendium shows that 56.7% of the tax expendi-
ture for Section 911 is derived from taxpayers with adjusted
gross incomes (after the exclusion) of $15,000 or less (p.1 4 ).
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U.S. personnel for overseas assignments and the additional

expense involved for those companies that reimburse their

overseas personnel for increased tax burdens will quite

obviously result in the decline in the use of U.S. labor

replaced by local nationals and will lessen the ability of

American companies to compete with foreign companies.

2. Present U.S. Taxation of Cost of Living Adjustments.

Retention of the current provisions of the law can be

justified not only on the basis of maintaining the competitive

position of American firms abroad but also as a matter of

tax equity to balance against the tax detriments suffered by

U.S. citizens working abroad. The high rate of inflation

in most foreign countries, compared to that of the United

States, results in a much higher cost of living in most

foreign countries. (For example, the October 1975 cost of

living index issued by the Bureau of Labor Standards reflects

a cost of living index for Paris of 170 using a Washington

D.C. base of 100.) The cost of living and other allowances

paid typically to Americans working abroad generally falls

far short of meeting the full increase in the cost of living.

Adding to the burden is the fact that any allowances paid to

the employee to compensate him (in part) for this increased

cost of living is included in full in the employee's income

as additional earned income and no deduction is allowed for
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the expenses which these payments are intended to reimburse.

There are other similar inequities such as the combined

effect of the inclusion of reimbursed or in kind moving

expenses in the employee's income and a partial disallowance

of deductions for these same moving expenses under section

911.

3. Failure of U.S. Tax Law to Take into account Value

Added and Similar Taxes.

In addition, most foreign countries, particularly in

Europe, rely more heavily on indirect taxation for sources

of revenue than does the United States. Thus, for example.

in France, the basic rate of the value added tax is 20% and

rises to as high as 33%. As an alternative to direct income

taxes as a source of revenue, this value added tax can be

viewed as being similar in concept to the "in lieu of" taxes

allowed as a foreign tax credit under Section 903 of the

Code. However, Americans who pay these heavy value added

taxes are not allowed to credit these alternative taxes

against their U.S. income tax liability. Not only that, but

they are not even allowed to deduct these and a variety of

other indirect taxes, such as general sales taxes, gasoline

taxes and personal property taxes, in computing their U.S.

2/ The Committee Report reflects that this Committee has decided
to allow a limited exclusion for cost of living allowances.
However, the Committee Report goes on to state that the amount
excluded as housing allowance will reduce the amount of available
exclusion under Section 911, thereby offsetting, in large part,
the ameliorative nature of the proposed new exclusion for cost
of living allowances. Report No. 94-938 at p. 212.
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tax liability in spite of the fact that they are comparable

in nature to (although significantly greater in amount than)

state taxes which are deductible.

The Committee's Modifications

The Committee Report suggests that the modifications

proposed to Section 911 are intended to curtail unintended

benefits under Section 911. Whether or not these benefits

were intended, they would appear to be fully justifiable it,

equitable terms as offsetting, in part, the inequities of

other provisions of the tax law. Further, these supposedly

unintended benefits are not caused by. nor unique to, Section

911. Rather, they are benefits which result whenever income

is excluded under any provision of the Code and arguably

apply whenever income is indefinitely deferred from taxation

under any provision of the Code.

One of these modifications would require income derived

by individuals in excess of the excluded amount to be subject

to U.S. tax at the higher rate brackets which would apply if

the excluded income were not so excluded. The Committee

Report notes that this additional income is now taxed at the

marginal rate that would apply to an employee who had not

earned the excluded amount. This same result occurs, however,

any time income is excluded from taxation whether it be

income from municipal bonds, the result of the capital gains

deduction, possessions source income, social security payments,

or any other of a long list of excluded income items.
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Similarly, the Committee proposal denies a foreign tax

credit for foreign taxes imposed on income which has been

excluded from U.S. taxation under Section 911. However,

again, this same result will occur any time a taxpayer earns

income excluded from U.S. taxation but subject to foreign

taxation.

One can legitimatelj question whether American citizens

working abroad, who already suffer a greater tax burden than

their counterparts in the United States, should be singled

out for this special treatment which does not apply to other

taxpayers who may have other forms of excluded income. If

this Congress feels that our present tax structure with

regard to the interaction of the multitude of provisions

allowing for exclusion of amounts from gross income with the

foreign tax credit and the progressive rate structure is

unwarranted, the problem should be attacked directly and the

one group of taxpayers that already suffer a heavier burden

than other taxpayers similarly situated should not be made

to suffer alone for this alleged defect in our tax system.

I do not mnan to suggest by this that these basic

interrelationships should be adjusted. I believe that as

long as our basic U.S. international tax policy allows for

computation of the limitation on the foreign tax credit on

an overall basis, the results criticized in the Committee

Report can be fully Justified. The overall limitation on

the foreign tax credit has the effect of limiting the amount

of U.S. taxes which can be offset by foreign taxes under the
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foreign tax credit mechanism to those U.S. taxes attributable

to all of the taxpayer's foreign source income and, under

that limitation, the Congress has consciously allowed the

averaging of income subject to high taxation, low taxation

and no taxation. This can be fully justified both on the

grounds of simplicity and equity.

Certainly, in the context of the limited awu.nt of

exclusion under Section 911, taxation of the remaining

income at the highest brackets does not seem justifiable.

While $20,000 (and in some cases $25,000) may not sound like

a minimal amount, it really is when one considers the high

cost of living adjustments that have to be taken into

account when an American is transferred abroad. The dollar

amounts of the exclusion were set at their present levels in

1964 and no adjustment has been made since that time to take

into account the effects of inflation.

In addition to the equitable argument in support of not

taxing included income at the highest brackets, the system

proposed under the Bill adds significantly to the complexity

of the tax law in this area. The complexity involved in the

simple filing of a tax return for an American living abroad

is significantly greater than the complexity involved for

his counterpart living in the United States and, even in the

pure domestic context, this complexity has risen to a level

where it is bearly tolerable.

The third of the amendments made by this Committee to
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Section 911 would make ineligible for the exclusion any

income earned abroad received outside of the country in

which it was earned if one of the purposes of the receipt of

that income outside the country was the avoidance of taxes.

Obviously, this "one of the purposes" test is going to be a

highly subjective test, difficult to administer. We already

have in our tax law principal purpose tests, primary purpose

tests, insubstantial purpose tests, etc., which have led to

large volumes of administrative and judicial controversy.

This proposal will not only add significantly to the complexities

of preparing a tax return for an American living abroad but

will also add uncertainty. About the only certainty that

will result is that, if the taxpayer attempts to exclude any

income received outside the country in which it was earned,

he will be challenged by the Internal Revenue Service,

adding further to his already burdensome costs of living

abroad. More importantly, why should a taxpayer be penalized

for legitimate tax planning to minimize taxes? Why should

the American working in a tax-free country, who obtains the

maximum benefit under section 911, be treated more favorably

than an American whose earnings are subject to foreign

income taxes, but who has used well-accepted means, specifically

sanctioned by the foreign country's own law, to reduce the

foreign tax burden?

It is also important to note in the context of this

third proposed modification to Section 911 that the taxes

which are being reduced are not United States taxes; rather,

they are the taxes of the foreign country. This raises two
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further questions: Why should the United States encourage

U.S. taxpayers to pay higher foreign income taxes with no

benefit to the U.S. treasury? Also, if the taxpayer intentionally

receives income in a manner so that it will be subject to

the foreign tax where he could have received it in a manner

that would have avoided the foreign tax, whatever foreign

tax he may have left as eligible for the credit after this

Committee's denial of a part of them may be lost. The

Internal Revenue Service is increasingly taking the position

that foreign taxes paid by a taxpayer which did not have to

be paid do not qualify as creditable foreign income taxes.

Thus, the American working abroad will be caught in the

middle of two conflicting principles of tax law if this

proposal is passed. He either avoids the foreign tax and

loses the exclusion under Section 911 or he pays the foreign

tax and loses a foreign tax credit under Section 901.

The Committee's proposal would place the Internal

Revenue Service in the position of interpreting, analyzing

and, in some cases, policing the tax laws of other countries,

adding further to the complexities in this area.

Conclusion and Summary

I have in this testimony attempted to convey three

basic points regarding this Committee's proposals with

respect to Section 911. First, there is a basic misconception

that American citizens working abroad receive tax treatment

more than favorable than their counterparts working in the

United States. The contrary is true. Second, the alleged
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unintended benefits of Section 911 attacked in this Coimaittee's

proposal% are not the result of Section 911 but are the

result of other provisions within the basic U.S. tax structure

which can be fully justified as applied to Americans working

abroad. American citizens who are already faced with the

more burdensome tax than others similarly situated should

not be the scape goats who are singled out for d:fferent

treatment. Third, any unintended benefit which results by

virtue of the interaction of Section 911 with other provisions

of the Code are more than offset by the tax and non-tax

detriments suffered by Americans working abroad and by the

substantial increase in complexity which would be involved

in administering and complying with the proposals which this

Committee has made.

The Internal Revenue Service is now in the process of

collecting and analyzing the 1975 income tax returns of

Americans claiming the Section 911 exemption. The data base

resulting from this analysis will provide a much sounder

basis for consideration of revisions to Section 911 than the

data resulting from the samplying of 1968 returns as reflected

in the Treasury Department's position paper in this area.

Section 911 should not be considered in isolation. This

Committee should defer any changes in Section 911 until it

has had an opportunity to both review the up-to-date data

now being compiled and to consider, at the same time, the

present tax inequities, outside of Section 911, and the

complexities facing Americans living abroad.
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If any change is to be made in the U.S. taxation of

American citizens working abroad it should be to allievate

the tax detriments suffered by these American citizens

rather than increasing already disproportionate burdens

suffered by them. This Committee should seriously consider,

for example, treating& the value added tax as a creditable

tax and, at a minimum, if not as a creditable tax, the value

added tax and other foreign indirect taxes should be deductible

taxes as are similar state taxes in the United States. I

urge the Cominittee, therefore, to delete the proposed modifications

it has made in Section 911 and consider instead provisions

which will provide more equitable tax treatment for Americans

working abroad. I thank you for your time.

I
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EXHIBIT

(Accompanying the Testimony of Stephen A.
Nauheim. of Surrey, Karasik and Horse,
before the Senate Finance Committee on
H.R. 10612. July 21, 1976)

The following is a comp-rative analysis of the income tax

burden suffered by an American citizen receiving a basic

salary of $25,000 under the following four circumstances:

(1) Employed in the United States; (2) Employed abroad (in

France) under present law; (3) Employed abroad, under the

Senate Finance Committee's proposed modifications to present

law; and (4) Employed abroad, under the House's proposal for

repeal of Section 911. The analysis makes certain assumptions

as to how the Committee's proposals would be interpreted, in

a manner which minimizes the increased tax bur-.en and

ignores the value added tax ("VAT"), both in terms of its

effect as an increase in the tax burden and the failure of

U.S. tax law to make any adjustment for the VAT in the

computation of U.S. tax liability.
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U.S. Citizen Working in France

U.S. Citizen
Working in Current Section 911 Complete repeal
the U.S. law as modified of Section 911

Base salary 25,000 25,000 25.000 25,000
Cost-of-living &
housing allowances 12,500 12,500 12.500

Child's education 1,500 1.500 1.500
Home leave 1.000 1,000 1,000
Total "earned income" 27,0M 40,000 00M
Section 911 exclusion (20,000) (20,000) -
Personal exemptions (3)(2,250) (2,250) (2,250) (2,250)
Standard deduction (2,000)
Taxable income 20T3- 7 1 7,750 75U T7,750
U.S. tax before

credits 4,620 3,750 6,7481 11,128
2

Foreign tax credit -0- (3,750) (4,212) (8,592)

Total U.S. tax
liability 4.620 0 2,536 2,536

French income tax -0- 8,592 8,592 8,592

Total U.S. and French
taxes 4,620 8.592 11,128 11,128

Cash Flow:
Salary 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000
Less: Total Taxes (4,620) (8,592) (11,128) (11,128)

20,380 16,408 13,872 13,872

1 Tax on "net taxable income": 11.128

Less: Tax on "net excluded earned income"
($20,000): (4,380)

Tax at higher rate on income exceeding
Section 911 income 6,748

2 Disallowed French taxes on an "accrued basis", using
U.S. progressive rates, would be: $4,380 (U.S. tax on
$20,000).

The allowable portion would therefore be $8.592 less
$4,380, or $4,212.

0


